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We are all here ,—
Father, mother,
Sister, brother,

All who hold each other dear,
Each chair is filled; we're all at home!
To-night let no cold stranger come,

It is not often thus around

are not always made well by it, it should
‘not be charged to the land owners.

One of the most
interesting resting
places iu the city—one needs to rest after
climbing to it—is the chateau, once a
castle on a bluff back of the city and
overlooking the sea, but now in ruing,and

‘THANKSGIVING.
.

desiring to be well and eager to propitiate deity by sustaining a system of per-

functory worship while they indulge in
the dissipations of the place—sprang up
as if by magic. The land-owners at least
have made well out of it. If the invalids

The Blorning Siar.
WEDNESDAY,

para-

the

theaters, churches,—all

of rich people out of health but
phernalia

strictl

paid wi

$3.90 If

first thirty

began to come hither, and old Nice awoke
to new . life. Promenades, drives, gar-

its grounds converted into a

delightful

public park. Our favorite position there
is on a terrace overhanging the old town,

:

:
:
all the remuneration they
their . victuals and their

and
was

If events had continued in this

clothes.

be found here by the sea, wealthy invalids from Russia, England and America

dens,

N.

in advance;

was finely located for a health resort. A
company with an eye to business was
son organized, the world was told of the
warm daysof December and February to
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course ** Old Abe” would never have been
distinguished from his fellow slaves; he

village of Rogersville.

So he exchang-

of Rog-

ersville retaining only four or five of his
slaves,

one

of

whem

was
‘¢ Old

Abe”

who was his coachman. Here Old Abe's
trouble began. The local law in the new
residence was,
that
no slave was
allowed
to be
away
from
his
master’s kitchen

after
8 o'clock

at

night,

without a written passport from his mascommittee

after that

unmercifully beaten, with a real * cowhide.” This was an instrument made of
a raw beef hide; a narrow strip being cut
from the hide while it was wet and pliant,
then twisted and allowed to dry. It was
generally three feet long, and
when
wielded by a strong man every blow
brought the blood. It was peculiarly a

“Old Abe,” in his country life had
been permitted to go where he pleased,
after his day’s toil was over; his master
not caring what he did provided he was
ready for his toil at the usual hour. So
this new trespass upon the liberties of
«Old Abe” did not meet with his approbation and he followed. the even tenor of

Day, which

devote to the remembrance of the dead.
It answers to our Decoration Day at
home. All day here at Nice multitudes
of people were wending their way to the

From each to
‘We hear their
They're round
We

each kind looks are cast;
words, their smiles behold ;
us, as they were of old,
are all here.

good Catholics everywhere

'| cemeteries,

We are all here,—
Father, mother,

laden

with

flowers,

and

at

Southern

his way,

er slavery instrument,’
and I

which

was that

after

his

labor

for the day was ended he sought to pass
the night or part of it in visiting other
slaves in the vicinity. At last the terrible vigilance committee ¢aught him, and

Soon must we join the gathered dead,

night the graves were hid beneath a profusion of bright colors. Another feature
of the day's observance was the eating of
roast chestnuts, each family being careful
to set aside a portion for the delectation

he received

And by tue hearth we now

of dead relatives, whose souls are sup-

which was forty, save one. Abe

posedto return at night and feast upon
the dish so thoughtfully reserved. But
lest the event may bring too great a

diately contemplated revenge, and had
the satisfaction of knowing in a short
time that he had given one of the **V.
C's.” a complete thrashing. This aroused

~~

Sister, brother,— ¥

You that I love with love »o

dear.

This may not long of us be said.
sit round

Some other circle will be found,
_ Oh, then, that wisdom may we know,
‘Which yields a life of peace below ;
So, in the world to follow this,

strain upon their faith, the dish is always

Maiy each repeat, in words of bliss, .We are all=all here!

Charles Sprague, in Zion's Herald,
a

Gu
+e

SPECIAL OORRESPONDENOE.
Nick,

FRANCE, Nov. 5, 1881,

I seize this first opportunity to send
back a faw words,to the old - fiends that

1 have met so often in the past.

The Star

put in some place to which no one will
be likely to go for several weeks, when
the chunces are ten to one that something
or other has devoured
the chesnuts.
Why might it not have been spirits ?
Walking along a by-path the other day
we found oranges lying on the ground
under an overhanging tree same as we

now comes to our new home regularly, find apples in New England. Both the
and I doubf if in its own country it finds a orarge and the lemon trees in our own
warmer welcome or
more interested garden at this moment have the blossoms
readers. Its news is never old, for itis and the green and ripe fruit, while a cenabout those persons and interests that tury plant just out of bloom and palm
have become endeared to us by intimate trees rustling in the sun and a profusion
association, and for whose
continued ‘of roses and heliotrope blossome present
_ progress we shall not cease to hope and a decidedly tropical appearance to our
Sade erami
.:
pray.
unaccustomed eyes.
by
After a full month, curiosity is still the
Business rarely takes its seventh day of
raling feeling with which we contemplate rest here. Building and traffic and travel

So near to the border

.and amusements go on as usual, whether

of the two countries, it is neither purely
French nor wholly Italian in its characteristics. Although it is a city of France,
the natives seem {o have compromised
the matter of language with their Italian
neighbors, and
the result is a patois

this unique city.

it be the first or the last day of the week.
There are regular church services, to be

known

as Nicois, while only the educated

classes speak good French, Coming irom
_ England, across

the

Dover one finds
other

manners

narrow

another
and

straits “of

people,

another

with

language.

The contrast is only a little less striking
in passing ‘the imaginary line that seems
almost to separate Nice from its own
country.

More striking than its own characteristic
dialect is the manner in which it has
seemed to unite the fresh, energetic, progressive and enterprising spirit of the
new world with what is purely typical of

the old.

Until twenty years

ago Nice

was a collection of high stone buildings,
with red tiled roofs, streets 80 narrow

that two of the very narrow carts of the
country

could

not pass

each

other in

sure,

but

they

are

held

in the midst of

much worldly bustle. But there are many
positive signs that Protestantism is making its way throughout the new French
Republic, and under its wider influence

we may look for great improvement
the life and “customs
F. M.

of the

in

people.—G.

0-0-4

AN INCIDENT OF BLAVERY.
BY

REV, W. A.

HEADRICK,

Slavery is dead and buried, yet as the
memory of the dead lingers in our minds
after our friends are buried, so the memoryof this defunct institution lingers in
the minds of its witnesses. Being a witness to some of the scenes and incidents
of this evil, we thought we would give
some of (them to the readers of our
country.

The scenes

are

laid

in

Ten-

nessee at, and near the little village of
Rogersville. We do not write for the

them, upon whose cold pavement the sun

purpose

of wounding

the pride or

the

business

any sympathies for slavery, but we wish

almost never shone, and = whose ohief feelings of any person who might harbor
was ‘the

manufacture of

per-

fumery, snuff ‘and tinted note paper.

to combat error in every form.

shore of the Mediterranean, it inhaled the

were slaves there lived in the little vil-

Sitnuted at the foot of a high bluff on the

Many years sgo, when

colored men

. odor from its surrounding orange-groves, ‘lage of Kingsport a man who inherited a

‘grew fut on its abundance of olive oil, large estate; and included in that estate
|and after the vintage ‘‘séison’ never ‘be- were
a’ number of slaves, I think hear
_._ came dull for want of good wine.
sixty. This slave owner was a min
"| Those characteristics still remain—all ister, belonging to the Presbyterian
excepling the large and far-reaching church. Among these slaves was one
orange orchards ; these latter have felt man whose name was Abraham, familiarthe touch of land -speculation, and where ly known as Old Abe,” and by which

they floarished, now rises the new portion

namewe shall call him in this sketch.

the usual

number of lashes,

imme-

it

north of Rogers-

been

found,

here he spent the most of his time.
day a party

of hunters

in this

and

One

him that *¢ sitteth in the seat of the scorn:

One

and

thus

as he kept constantly violating the laws,
the
vigilance = commi\tee
frequently
caught him and as often ‘scourged him.
But notwithstanding - his difficulties
during this time Abe made love: to a
dusky maiden, and finally according’ to
the rites used among people of color

they

were

married.

Abe's

nearly white and a free
under the circumstances,
ures were few; he could
get a
pass-port
from
The law of the State was,

wife

was

woman.
But
Abe's pleasvery seldom
his
master.
that when a

slave man married a free woman, their
children were free and, vice versa, con-

sequently the most of Old Abe's” visits
were , clandestine and many times his
wife Mary had to hide him the best she
could. . His pew..owner grew tired of the
complaints against his servant so he sold
him to the negro driver for eleven hundred dollars.

These

drivers,

at

certain

times in the year bought up a considerable number of slaves, both men and
women, and on a certain day they came

tound

for

their’ property

gathering

them up like cattle, tying them togethur two and two. They always tried to

keep

it a

secret from the slaves: but

frequently the news got out and some
times considerable trouble was experienced in hunting up their purchases.

« Old Abe" learned that he was sold to
the ** Nigger driver,” and all his independent nature was roused in him, and he
determined not to go. His destination
was the cotton fields of Alabama, and

he

utterly rebelled .at the idea, and forthwith run away from his master, aud when
the driver came around for him he could

and

pants,

and sweats, and struggles to draw the
heavy load, will never succeed in getting
the vehicle quite out of the mire.

It would be a good

Juggernaut in Danger.
been losing its influence over the people of that
country, and was recently threatened with destruction, While a large number of pilgrims
were worshiping at Porsee, which is the moss
‘sacred of the heathen altars of India, a body of

thing for some

churches if they would discharge the
committee on grumbling. It has performed its duties so faithfully that itshould
be rewarded accordingly. Let i¥ go in
in peace. If it should refuse to be dis-

fanatics broke into the edifice and made a des~
perate attempt to destroy

ended

his

freedom. He was taken to the village,
given up to the authorities, and the reward of five hundred dollars was paid for
his capture and delivery., A very strong
guard of fifty men
was employed to

guard the jail until the ** nigger driver”
could come and get him.
The next day after his capture, he
was taken by the chief of the vigilance
committee out of the jail for the purpose

will. learn

this lesson when it is too late. They have
been carrying this heavy cargo of grumbiers and drones so long that their energies are almost paralyzed,and their power
for usefulness destroyed. Either make
men work or discharge ‘them altogether.

If not,

then

A minister ¢an

no

get

out

the dinner for ‘the church.

He can no

from him, and it was

more

him and make him tell. Accordingly he
was taken out to the woods, and a suitable place found. He was stripped of
his clothing and a cloth tied around his
middle ; he was then ordered to lie down
on his face. Two stakes were driven in
the ground as far apart as his hands

the

labor

of the

eat

church

than a general can
do the fighting
for an army .And if the church by promising him a support, or paying

him

a sal-

ary, deem themselves entitled to rest
while
he toils, they have
yet to
learn the very. meaning of a church,
and of the work to which the ministers of
God are called. Overworked ministers
could reach, and one hand
was
tied
to each stake. Two stakes were driven and under-worked churches go together;
in the same manner for his feet and to both ofthem arevictims of a system which
them they were tied. Then the chief of the is vicious and impracticable, and which
vigilance committee appeared with that needs to be revised in the light of Secripterrible instrumentof torture—a cato’nine ture and common sense, and beneath the
eye of that Master, who when he left this
tails, and the work of torture began. The

+

A MINISTER'S DREAM.
A pastor in the state of New York related the following singular dream:
+ Some time ago, I dreamed that 1 was
hitched to a carriage, altempting to draw
it through the mud which covered the
street in front of my house. How or why
[ had been assigned that position, 1
could not explain, but there I was, pulling with all my might, as though I had
been the best carriage horse in the town.
I had reached a point not far from the
church, when the mud seemed to get
deeper, and the carriage to draw so
heavily, that I grasped for breath, and al-

most sank down exhausted.

This

seem-

ed the more inexplicable, when; ‘1oking

back, I saw the entire congregation behind the carriage, apparently pushing it
along. Bat the more I tried, the harder
it became, till finally 1 was forced to stop
and examine the difficulty. I went to the
rear,where I supposed was the congrega"
tion, but nobody could be found. I called, but receivedno answer. I repeated

the call several times, but still no reply.
By and by a voice called out, ‘* Halloo!"

and looking np, whom should L see but
of the deacons looking complaone
cently

out

of the

window,

and,

upon

going to the door of the carriage, what
was my astonishment to behold the whole

congregation quietly sitting inside.”

There are many churches who are far

from thinking that it is their duty to push.
Their ** calling and election” is to quite a
different sphere. By nature and by
grace, they will assure you, they are
eminently fitted fo ride. If you reason

with these people, they will tell you that
you greatly mistake when you expect

world ¢ gave’

authority

to his

servants,

and to every man his work.” Many
churches should remember the Scripture,
«It is high time to awake out of sleep”,
and then get out and PUSH.

4Otte

A

BY REV.

WORD

THE

weeks since, heard a letter read from Mrs.
we

think,

was

Nov. 2nd, and

The same

published

in

to it we wish

letter,

the

Star

to call

of

atten-

tion at this time. It gives a plain and
simple’statement of a few Tatts in respect
to the work there as seen by one of the
fleld. We have reason to believe that
scores of our brethren and sisters in the
West can tell of similar experiences.
The
for

us

are

many

and

inviting.

The few earnest men and women we have
on the ground are doing all that is within
their power, and are in some instances
making great sacrifices to maintain the
churches
already
organized.
Sympathy
and prayers are good and helpful, and of
these, we trust, they will have no lack,

but let not this be all. Money they must
have; many of them are preachers of good
record and
excellent
abilities.
They
cotld,if released from the necessity of constant'manual labor, do a good work for the
cause of Christ and for our denomination.
We must not forget, nor be slack in help
ing these brethren if we wish to live and
do our part in evangelizing the fast-filling
States of the West.
ONE

REMEDY.

It has been said, and trathfully, no
doubt, that our young brethren, about to
enter the active work of the ministry have
been unwilling sometimes, to go into the
country parishes, especially the neglected
ones, the ones needing the most hard work
and offering the least inducement in the
form of salary. Very likely this may be
true, and we have not to look far to flnd

one reason for it, Not a few of .these
brethren, in spite of their
best, efforts, are
obliged to contract a debt in getting their
education.

They come out of school with

a millstone about, ‘théir necks, which they
don’t like to carry any

essary.

longer than is nec-

Naturally enough

they

wards those fields in which

est rid themselves of it.

turn to-

they canigoon-

In all probability

some of them would willingly gohto just
such fields as have been spoken of, were it
pot for the absolute necessity of paying

their school debts as quickly as possible.
Plainly. enough, one great thing to do Is to

Is he not

increase our disbursements to these young

work npon his own shoulders and carry it

burden may be materially lessened. This
can be done in one way only, abd that is
by increasing our contributions to the Education Society.
The only source of in-

them to do the pastor's work.

expected t6 take the burden of the church

along? *Why, bless you, sir! that's what

oo
we have bim-for !"
There may come & time when the work

men while they aréin school, so that the

p

N

1

@

obfrocitan
vA

ths

a

not

re-.

ble to represent a supreme:
g whom no one
has seen. One article of thdir faith requires

them to reject medical aid in'sickness, and: te
rely entirely upon

vine will.

the interposition of the di-

They believe that if the Juggernaut

were burnt it would convince the Hindoos of
the futility of their religion and lead to the
propagation
of
purer
doectrines.—Boston

Journal,
Missionary

News.

( From the Baptist Miss. Magazine.)

France.

The Ultramontane party in France

seems to have adopted

the policy

of secrecy.

In the recent election the Republican candidate in one

of the

southern

departinents mes

with no open opposition until the day of eleetion when it was found that orders had been
issued secretly, and a candidate whose name

had not been mentioned the day before, polled
six thousand votes.—— Russia. It is said thas
an American missionary has obtained from the:
Minister of the Interior permission to pursue:
his labors in ‘the Caucasus,— Spain. Rev.
Fritz Fliedner, one of the best known of evangelical workers in Spain, was recently arrested:
by a petty official because he bad not his pass—

port with

him, and

compelled

to spend the

night in chains in a loathsome dungeon. He
was released the next day upon applying to
the German consul.—Rev. T. L. Gulick has:
begun a school for evangelists in Zuaragosa:
with a class of seven. Twenty-one were ad-ded to the church under his care durisg the
past-year.——According to Castelsr, * the time
of revolution is past, perhaps to return no
more to Spain. Impulse dies away in proportion as resistance slackens,
and resistance to-

Iialy.

in the bank to buy Mission houses, but bave
not been able to do so. There is a Roman
Catholic Society there with a large capital to
buy property desired for evangelical purposes
at a Jarger price than the Protestants can pay.
Mr, J. J. Jarvis says, “The Italian peasant has a good native foundation for evangeliscal religion, and capacities of no mean order.”
~——Monsignor Campobello, canon at St. Peter’s at Rome, has abjured Romanism and em~

braced Protestantism.

most devoted and untiring workers in the

openings

put,do

spect their images, saying that|it was impossi-

Several of the Missions in Naples have money

WEST.

Some of our readers who were at the
Anniversaries at Lawrence, Mass., a few

Clark, of Lenora, Kan.

believe in the existence

The evangelical congregation in Caltanisetts,.
Sicily, is suffering from great persecution,—

G, C. WATERMAN.

FROM

They

progress in Spain grows daily less.”’—

MISSION WORK.
" CONDUCTED

The party belonged to a sectof Hindeo

more do
he can

perform

in a state of

tried to force their way into the inner recesses.
Although upward of 1,000 pilgrims were present, they were not expelled without a severe
struggle, in which one of the iconoclasts was
trampled to death. The others were arrested
and sentenced to three months’ imprisonment

the Universe..

the work of the church than

torture

almost

nudity, succeeded in entering the temple, and"

of 300,000,000 Hindoo
, deities,

of extorting information from him as to
who harbored him while he w4s a runaway. But not one idea could be gotten
decided to

has

dissenters who allege that their religion was
revealed to a number of persons in 1864 by a
god incarnate, whom they style the:Ruler of

ing on luxurious cushions may be very
pleasant, but sinners can never be saved
in that way. No doubt it would be
very flattering to our vanity if we could
ride triumphantly into glory like a victorious conqueror, but the ‘Man of sorrow’s” trod a different path. Are you

and push.

tbree women, who were

each.

The church is no place for idlers.” Loung-

greater than he?

the effigy which

been wheeled over so many bodies of devoted
believers. The assailants, twelve men and

charged in this manner, there is only one

certain, many of the churches

PJ

The famous Juggernaut of Tndia has Jong

alternative remaining ; it must be thrown
overboard. We have entirely too much
ballast of this character, and the sooner
we get rid of it the better. ' One thing is

ately ordered ‘‘ Old Abe” to surrender.
As there was no way of escape, ¢ Old
surrendered,

pulls,

have

to carry too heavy a load into the field
with them. Let us try them and see.

and

a

resolute man and well armed he immedi-

Abe”

who

We

that faith in our young men which leads us
-to believe that they will not shrink from
hard work and small pay if not compelled

of the

were chasing

mountain.®

chief was a powerful man and he used all
his energy until fifty bl ws were given;
the whole committee and they redoubled then a fresh hand took the instrument and
thus the work went on until six men had
their vigilence, and Old Abe was several
times subsequently caught and whipped. each given him fifty blows. The torture
At length ¢* Old Abe” was known as an did not procure the information desired,
so he was taken back to the jail more
incorrigible rascal; and ¢* Spotted.”
When slaves
became so unruly in dead than alive to await his master’s arTennessee they were sold to the negro rival. After two days he came, and the
driver's of the more southern states and next morning ¢ Old Abe” was taken out
until they were sold they were designat- of the jail, strong fetters were fastened
ed as ¢ spotted.” But the good old on his wrists and ankles, then a‘ log
preacher didn’t want to sell him to the chain” was locked into them, and he was
thus tumbled into the stage and started
negro driver, as in Tennessee it was
considered almost inhuman. So the min-. for the ¢* Sunny South.”
His
"difficulties, trials and
inhuman
ister sold him to one of the elders of
treatment
completely
broke
his
apirit
and
his church for one thousand dollars.
again.
freedom
his
attempted
never
he
This same elder was afterward a candidate for Governor of Tennessee. But About the time the war commenced he
changing masters did not change ‘ Old died near Selma, Ala., having served in
Abe's”
disposition. And consequently that state about four years.

several
of Nive, consisting principally of grand | He was hlack,
shiny black.” His dis- not be ‘found. Search for him for
driver
the
so
time,
lost
in
resulted
days
hotels, embowered villas, ** French flits” ‘position was what Southern white men
him; they sup
without
go
to
concluded
withoat number, and numerous small but would have called independent if be bad
in in a few days,
tasteful domiciles, which representa kind been a white man, but as he was a *‘ nig- posed he would vomé
the
mistaken;
were
they
sadly
but
of ‘duzed attempt T realizd a modern ger,”he was called a ‘‘ mean nigger.”
into’ summer
lengthened
days
spring
American cottage for the purposes of the His owner bore the appellation of 3 good
contracted to autumn and
family and the home. That is all the master, that is, the sluves had plenty to days and again
Abe” was a refugee.
©*Old
result of somebody's discovery that Nice eat, and then were. expected to work winter and still
/

miles

party, getting away from the rest, was
making his way alone, when all at once
he stepped into a vast hole, and what was
his surprise to find himself in the presence of ** Old Abe” himself. Being a very

the vigilance

like all great artists, in that he was trye

Each well-remembered face appears !

three

ville, which bad never

by

hour without such passport he or she was

letters V. C.—(vigilance committee.)

‘We see them, as in times long past;

mountain,

fox

Having seen it, he found that Homer was

Last Toesday (869. 1) was All Saints’

portunities, when they were away, to see
his wife, who kept him fully informed of
all that concerned his safety.
Abe had one home on the side of the

ter or overseer, and when one was caugh

near at band or “ in purple distance fair.”

life-like through the mist of years

He found numerous op-

the reason we have suggested.

ful” driver erack the ecclesiastical whip

the other side.

county-seat,

We are all here!
Even they—the dead—though dead, so dear—
Fond memory, to her duty true,
Brings back their faded forms to view.
How

seen by nume-

come to the Society is the benevolence of
its friends.
Some of the noblest and best
of our young men, coming out of school
free from debt, or nearly so, have gone into just such fields.
No doubt others
would have been quite willing to, but for

jor possibly

fashionable village

Mediterranean, and saw the azure or
golden sky, the * blue ” sea, the mountains with crisp, clear outlines, whether

to nature,

frequently

power,

shouting to him

And some sank lingering day by day.
The quiet grave-yard—some lie there;
And cruel ocean has its share.
.
We're not all here.

Looked in, and thinned our little band;

and was very

be, by an-inherent.

and often while they were on one side of
the village hunting him he would be on

Some like a night’s flash passed away,

Fate, with a stern, relentless band,

owing to the fact of an easy grade, but
that time has not yet arrived. And let

ed his possesions in the village of Kingport for possessions in the larger, more

will say that I have not seen one since
slavery died. The vigilance committee
consisted of a number of the most dissolute and reckless men who could be
found, led by the town constable who was
the chief of the vigilance committee, who
was himself a dissolute wretch.
This
commitiee wore on their hats large tin.

And gave the hour to guileless mirth.

stayed above four miles from the village,

the as-

sistance of outside forces, impelled, it may

if he will, but scolding, and urging,

with the clearly marked contrast between
the old and new portions of the city. The
snow-capped Alps lie away to the north,
the sea stretches off to the African coast
on the south,and the air is laden with the
odor of orange and lemon blossoms, and
musical with the quarter hour chimes of
St. Ursula monastery on Mont Boron.
And such gorgeous sunsets as we have!
Goethe used to say that he could not comprehend Homer until he went to the

‘Who thronged with us this ancient hearth,

will move rapidly along without

county jail, yet he eluded their vigilance,

Bless, then, the meeting avd the spot ;

Some dre away—the dead ones dear,

We cannot. follow him during the three
years that he wasa refugee; suffice it to
say that during all this time he never

ing in the secluded country and deter- | ffrom them. There was a reward offered
mined to change his residence to- the for his apprehension and delivery at the

into whose narrow streets one looks down,

We're not all here!

NO 48.

would have labored on without, perhaps rous persons. The vigilance committee the churdf; understand that sitting quieily
a murmur; but a change came about. spent a great deal of time hunting him, in the carriage, * viewing the landscape
“ Old Abe's” master grew tired of liv- and Abe had some very narrow escapes. o'er” will assuredly not hasten it. Let

Our old familiar hearth we’re found ;
For once be every care forgot;
Let gentle peace assert her power, .
And kind affection rule the hour.
*
‘We are all=all here.

30, 1881.

Gleanings.

AN OUTSIDE VIEW OF MISSIONS:
—In the
foremost rank of powers destined to change
the face of the world stand Christian missions.
These may almost be regarded as products of
this century, and the imposing magnitude
which they have gained is altogether recent.
Their beginnings were so small as generally tb
avert hostility by securing the contemptuous
indifference of those who might have been un~
friendly. There are few things in human his~
tory that wear an aspect of higher moral grandeur than the opening of what are now eur
great missions. One or two men sent by this’
church and by that are seen going forth in obedience to a command spoken eighteen hundred’
years ago, to begin the enormous work of. un--

dermining

heathenism,

and

reclaiming

the:

world to God. Among the glories of the ceniury is none greater than this. Al} other enterprises of beneficence must yield to this magnif-

jcent attempt to expel debasing superstitions,

and convey into every heart the ennobling influences of the Christian religion, "The success already attained gives sure promise of results; the greatness of which we as yet bat

dimly perceive. —Mackensie's
Nineteenth
Century.
:
ROMAN CATHOLICISM is still influential im
Europe.

The

Pope

and

the priests, strippedi

of traditional civil power, yet hold the parents:

and children of ‘ the Church” to the severest
and most abject obedience. Having made fuft-dels of its best minds, and sensualists of its.
masses, the Roman hierarchy struggles bard}
to make a substitute for faith and piety snswer:
instead of the reality, and we must establish:

our spiritual churches in the midst of the per-vading superstitions of a pretended

infallibift=

ty.— Northern Christian Advocate.

;

THE BIBLE AND THE KORAN.—It is a fies
of much moment and interest that, while the
Koran is not being rapidly multiplied; nor
widely circulated by an active organization,

the Bible is translated into both the Arabic

and the Turkish lagnuage, and is being. sent
into all those countries Where these languages

are either spoken

or

Lands.

read.—Govspel' in all
Baki

¢

The London Times reports that Rev. Duff
Macdonald snd his mission party: hive met
with much oppositionon’ their way homewards from Blantyre, Central ‘Africx, and that
Mt. Rumsey (engineer of the mission) with ald

his men bas been massacred: Phe mission
party are now endeavoring 10 reach the Zam
besl by way of Senna.

i
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Sunday-School

Lesson.--Dee.

11.

(Por Quasstions see Siar Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

DAILY

READINGS.

Last days of Moses.

unto him, saying, ** Because ye

Deut. 32: 44—52.

me not, to sanctify me

MM. Moses's Fin.. Num. 20: 1-13.
W. Moses’s charge. Deut. 31: 16-30.
oT. Moses’s song. Deut; 32: 1—43.
F. Moses’s blesging.
Deut. 33: 1—29.
8. Moses and Elijah
Luke 9: 28—36.
8. Death of Moses. Deut. 34: 1—I12.

bring

ante wisdom."—Ps. 9: 12.

: and

32: 4—352.

low.)

man’s argument; A good man’s sin punish
od,

Notes and Hints.
Book of Deutervnomy,

which

means,
literally,
‘the
second
law,”
derives its name from the faet that it con-

gains a repetilion, or second giving of the
law already given in full in Leviticus.
1t is the fifth book of the

Pentateuch and

was written mainly by Moses. The thirtyfirst, and following chapters

to

the

end

successor of Moses in the /Eovernmen;
Israel.

I.

"LI.
A good man's echoriation.
We are
accustomed to attach considerable importance to the last words spoken by men

before their death. This is especially true
in the case of good men who come conscious'y down to the closing hour of life,
their friends

together

in the face,

call

about’ them,

and

formal way
give expression to
wishes, last requests and counsels.

This is not

peculiar

to our

age of

the

.. world.
it has always been true.
We
have in the lesson before us the record
of the last counsels of an eminent servant
of God, a man of
rare and wonderful

endowments,

of grand and

truly

noble

1

T

_<.

gharacter.
He had, not long betore, re- hearsed the law of God to them, in three

NAA
rs
A

but

sustained his ap-

peal with a substantial argument.
[It
is not a vain thing for you.” This is no
trivial

matter,

of slight

consequence,

‘There are important reasons for pursuing
4his course.

a

*‘ Gleanings,” be-

I.

The mountains of Moab.

II. The destructive power of one sin.
III. The lonely death of Moses.
>

>

GLEANINGS.
(From Rev. Dr. Todd.)

|

thither.—This

was

intended to be, as it was felt by Moses to
.be, a sore punishment. He was denied
permission to enter the land of which he
had been dreaming
for a century, and to
see the completion of his life-work,
though.it was on the very eve of cénsum-

mation,

It was a bitter

disappointment.

And yet it is easy to see that there was
mercy in it. Even God's punishments of
his people are mercies. Moses had done
the work for which he was fitted. The
task of fighting, and conquering, and setthng a new country, required different
talents from his.

And,

besides

this, our

dreams are never realized. Canaan was
not what Moses had dreamed of, or even
what it seemed to him from the top of
Nebo ; nor were the Israelites going to be
what he hoped and prayed.
Had he
lived to cross the Jordan, to undergo the
perils’ and toils of war, to find that he
could not control the fierce young people
who belonged to a different generation
and a different age from his, to see them
led away into the idolatries which he had
charged them to abolish ; in short, had he

lived to lose bis hold upon the people,

find himself thrown

to

aside as a relic of a

separate addresses on the plains of Moab, former age, and to find the difference
Now, for the lust time he gives them a between the Canaan of his dreams and
fervent exhortation to loyalty and obedi- the Canaan of reality, the old man’s heart
«ence. *‘ Set your hearts unto all the would have broken. Better that be should
svords,” said be. It was not enough that pass away now, with the powers of life
the law of God should be held in the unabated, the visions of his life-long
memory. Itshould be taken into the dream undissipated, and a nation weepheart. They should learn to love it, and ing at his departure. It was not wrath,
should obey it because they loved it. And but mercy, which arrested the feet of the
80 ought we to du; set our hearts on the great leader on the brink of the Jordan,
things of Gud, render obedience, not of and gently closed his eyes as they looked
mecesrity or grudgingly, but out of sincere wistfully forth from the hights of Moab
and loving hearts, So shall we find joy toward the setting sun, and bore him
and peace both in believing and obeying. across another river into a better ‘ counsunset.—Quoted in Dr.
Il. Agood man's argument.
Moses try ” beyond the
Meredith's
Notes.
did not end with an exhortation to affectionate obedience,

** Not

a

trifle,” says

Mat-

thew Henry, * but a matter of life and
death. Mind it and you are made forever. Neglect and you are forever undone.” ¢ Through this thing ye shall
prolong your days in the land whither

ye go over Jordan to possess it.” ‘Dbedienceto

Gid's

peace of
A

It was a

best preserved when set in the hearts of
the people.
II. A life of loyalty to God is the only
life worth living.
III. No man can ‘safely trifle with
God’s holiness.
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY,

_ Thou shalt not go

Moses’s work was about done.
He gathered
the people on the plains of Moab, rehearsed to
them the dealings of God and their own conduct; repeated the law, with some changes,
adapting it to their future condition,
and enforeed it with solemn exhortations, warnings and
prophecies.
He taught them a song of praise,
pronounced a patriarchal blessing upon them,
and then weat, by divine Lirestion; to the place
-of his death.

in a
#heir

(See

law

tends fo producea

mind, which is, of itself, favor-

to long

life.

It brings

one

into

harmony with all God's laws which work
together toward the same end.

for one, the divine

favor and blessing, |

by which length of life and

of

its enjoyment are

dim.

It secures

continuance

vouchsafed unto

This we bold to be, in a broud and

geveral sense the rule, to which there are
exceptions not always easy to explain or
, account for. The argument of Moses
was a goed one, sound in theory and safe
in practice, and new proved by experience.
IIL A good man's sin punished. Even
good men baye human infirmities, and
shaving these, may be betrayed by them
into ¢* speaking unadvisedly with their
dips.” and sometimes into grave trans
gressions
of ‘God's

law.

Moses,

worn

and wearied by.care and anxiety, by the
and often repeated fault-findings
of the people, ‘when, at Rephidim they

( From Rev. Dr. P. S.

Alphonso Luzerne Houghton

into the land

them.”

Civil and religious institutions are

of

Connecting Link.—The children of Israel
were now on the border of the Promised Land.

ye shall not

:
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

af the book, were written by another person, which was probably Joshua, the

and who, looking death

congregation

mereiful .

‘* So, dearest, now thy brows are cold,
1 sec thee as thou xh, und know
Thy likene-s to the wise below,
Thy kindred wit the great of old.”
— Tennyson.

believed

severe, punishment.
To be denied the
one thing, to which he had been looking
forward
for the best part of a century, was
no light thing to Moses. But: even this
had its mitigations, for God is ever kind

Torics—A good man’s exhortation; A good

The

this

which I have given

'@OLDEN TEXT:—* So teach us to number
our days, that we may apply our hearts

Deuteronomy

Comes out—to some one of his race.

in the eyes of the

children of Israel, therefore

Henson.)

And not content with personal obedience,
God’s péople are directed to ‘‘ command
their children to observe todo,” and so the

spirit of reverent loyalty is to be perpetvated from generation to generation. The

sin and shame of Eli was that he weakly suffered his children to transgress.
The
crowning eulogy was pronounced upon
Abraham, when the Lord said to him;
*¢ I know him that he will command his
children and his household after him.”
God forgave him the sin; but its

shadow followed him, and’ fell even upon
his dying hour. The Lord forgave David

=...

To those that watch it more and more,

himself and his brother.
Immediately the word of the Lord came

in Weld, Maine,

May

was born

3. 1847, the

elde~t

Olivet Sunday-school, New York, has
just issued the report of its sixteenth
quarterly written examination. Out of
617 scholars, 841 took partin this examination, and the work done by these
showeda creditable degree of religious

of | as we have tribulation?
and how can we
havo patience unless we have tribulation?
Patience, then, is endurance.
Let us enany credit to herself, richly deserved dure, Joseph endure
d making no comsuch praise as it has been fashionable to

8500 towards

the permanent fund of the Bible Sebool
| in India, and a valuable microscope and

accord to the wives of public men for rendering their husbands the assistance they

cabinet of minerals to the Maine Central
Institute. During his pastorate nearly
300 were added to the membership of the

could.
Without waiting

till the church

was

Lawrence church ; and, ‘as he said a short

strong, even while it ‘was aidéd by

time b fore his

Home Missionary Society, she made collections for missionary purposes of which
the aggregate was so large that she was

death,

though

his work

was done in eight years, we can not tell
bow much good may come from it, for

herself

being dead, be yet speaketh !

surprised,

and

almost

the

afraid

to

have the people know, lest they should
think they had given too much: when, as

Brother Houghton's great lack was in
‘bodily vigor; indeed, it seems strange

lakes of Maine, a fit place for a forming

that a mind so powerful and a spirit so
aspiring should bave tenanted for so long

a church, they were so poor. The prosperous condition of the Augusta church

character to receive its first impressions,

a term in so frail a tabernacle. - His mind

both from the faithful. feachings of the
fireside and the masterly imstruction of

was well-balanced,

furnishes good evidence of the efficacy of
such activity
in promoting
‘healthy
growth ; for all, I ar sure, will agree that

his character well-

poised, . symmetrical . and
beautiful.
The noble traits
which marked him

Nature. Among
such influences as
would naturally spring from the sweet, in youth distinguished his manhood.
simple and seclud¥d- life of this rural: He was submissive to rightful authority,
town, our brother grew up to manhood,
‘‘ obedient, = conscientious,
unusually
thoughtful, and always Jovisg his books
from a child.”
When about sixteen year of age, this
thoughtful and conscientious boy calmly

decided to become a di-ciple of Jesus
Christ; and soon afterward was baptized
by

Rev.

O.

Pits -and

united

with

the

Free Baptist church.
Thus begin his
avowedly religious life which -grew in
fulluess, sweetness and beauty unto the
end.
:
After com pleting the preseithed courses
of study iin the schouls of his own town
and vicinage, he finally found his way to
Lewiston—that Mecca of Wisdom to
Free Baptist youths—and after a short
course in the preparatory school, entered
the Freshman class
®f Bates College in

the fall of 1866. Writes one of his instructors,—**In

college

he

and manly competitors who

had.

strong

made

it no

easy task to beur the palm of scholarship,
which he gained by honest work, with no

known sacrifice of bis Christian

ty.”

integri-

On graduating'in 1870 be bad the

first scholar’s part, the valedictory address. He immediately entered the Theological school—a department just opened
by the College—where he displayed those
habits of mind and traits of character
which had alrea'y marked him as a man

of high promise.
Well-grounded in the
truth, he sought to master all those deep
and intricate "questions which are con-

stantly

arising

in the cluss-room, #nd

which demand for their right solution a
warm and devout heart as well as a clear
and well-balanced mind. While pursuing his theological studies he was Tutor
in the coll-ge and therefore preached infrequently. Io March, 1872, at ibe suggestion of Pres. Cheney, he was invited
to visit Lawrence, Mass., and in May

was unanimously invited to become -pastor of the Free

city.

Bapiist’ church

in that

The call was accepted and broth-

er Houghton begam his labors in July,
and wus ordained and formally inducted
into the pastorship the fourth day of the
vext September. With a rare prescience
for one so young—our brother was then
twenty-five—he discerned the uveeds :of
his people and with resolute fidelity endeavored to supply them. Nor was it
long before the fruits of his wise labors

began to appear and to be gathered into
the garner of the church.
Brother Houghton was united in marriage with Miss Hattie B. Mallet, of
Bath, Maine, Jun. 1, 1873, and for three
years and a half his home was all that
heart

could

desire;

then

his

beloved

companion was suddenly called up high-

* .
In
, A
And

froits

of

study,

travel,

and

communion

with Christ, to his delightfat ministry in
Lawrence.

In the early spring of 1879, he was

back and sought. once more ‘the

er

excellent

qualities

of

their

Mary

an's

his fine

eff rt and won their noblest triumphs.
He ardently loved the ministry and gave
himself wholly

unto

his

work,

1t

was

his great joy to preach the gospel. The
hope that he might ** someiime preach”
buoyed him

up, even

as

he

went

down

into the great waters. Huw did he deligi.t in bringing souls lovingly into the
fold of Christ, in ministering ¢ msolation
and grace unto sorrowing hearts, it ead:
ing his beloved people up step by step into

the nobly-arched templeof Truth! He was

Missionary

“ Tho’ my lips may bid adieu,
1 can not think "the thing farewell, "

_ Henceforth be will live in his works
which will take up bis life and bear it on
forever; he will live in the loving and
gratefal memories of his people and
friends; be will live in the home aod
heart of God!

‘* She hath done”
Ca

Society, that the Lord's

and

beneficent

for

his exemplary

sojourning among

men.

those

who

weep

at the grave

of

this

young minister of the Lord Jesus.”
Oi
0-0-0

MRS. 0. F. PENNEY.
IN MEMORIAM,

Gone’House! while we still watch and wonder,

-

So prompt the message seut for thee;
We hal no time te learn its meaning,
Ere thy bright spirit was set free. Gone Home! while yet fond hearts were waiting
To hear wore words of life avd love
From lips that often told the story
Of Jesus and his home above.

aged 47 years,
Heaven could not have been new and
strange to her!
She seemed so near to
it in those long-ago days when we were
girls together in dear old Muine State
Seminary, the chrysalis of Bates College,

~—80 endued with *‘ the wisdom that is
from above, * * * first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and

easy

to

be

entreated,

full of mercy and good fruits, without
partiality and without hypocrisy.” When
our youthful eyes could see before the
rest of the class a long journey to the

goal, it seemed as if she were close to

home of valley of the’shadow of death 3" and we

VIOTORY OVER DEATH.

Bravely we'll speed thy homeward going,
Though eycs must weep, yet hearts can sing,
While angel-voices give thee welcome,
.
Safe in the presence of the King.
-C. P,, in “ Service Jor the King."— Missionary
Helper.

PATIENCE.
REV.

G. E. MERRILL,

»

Patience is ** that calm unrofled

per with which

tem-

a good man bears the

evils of lite.” It is endurance. A person possessing this beautiful gem, has
the power to suffer long, of enduring injuries without revenge. A patient soul
is a contented soul, is not revengeful,
not easily provoked, not hasty, will suffer
long and be kind, not violent nor fierce,
but full of love.
That love which ** nev-

er faileth,” ** rejoicing in the truth.”
Patience must be displayed or tested under provocation. Turn to the book of

Stephen, too, dying under a shower of
stones, prayed for his enemies, Lord, lay

not this sin to their charge.” “But

we

have a greater than Joseph or Stephen.
Behold

Jesus

who,

*‘ for

the

joy

that

¢¢ but he sweat, as it were, great drops of
blood.” What endurance was this! what
patience! when ‘‘ oppressed and afilicted,” how silent he was! See the divine sufferer, dying on thecross. As a
sheep before her shearers is damb so he

opened not his mouth,” but to say, * Fa
ther, forgive them.”
He bore it all—the
crown of thorns upon his head, the nails

driven into his bands and feet, the spear’
thrust into his side—all,

died

for us.

No

word

SKLAR

HIBAARD BARRETT.

Victory over death §gives the Christian
religion its superlative value; for when

all things else fail, this can be depended

on with certainty. The grace. that prepares for it in life is in death the same.
I. is ‘a sovereign balm
for every
wound,—a cordial for our fears”. He
who is its happy possessor will be rich indeed, as at lust he shall triumph, over
death and the grave, and enter upon the
new life, to live forever, undisturbed

** by the last of foes.”
:
We shall begia with the dying testimony of the martyr Stephen, who, stoned to-

while calling

upon

all he

God, said,

of my departure is at hand. I have tought

a good fight; I have finished my

course ;

Lawrence Saunders, suffering
dom imder the * bloody Queen

marys.
Mary,”

I have kept the faith; henceforth there is
laid up for me a crown of righteousness,
which the Lord, the righteous judge,
shall give me at that day.”

was bound,

and cried aloud, ** Welcome the cross of

F From rescued ones who first beheld thee
In eartu’s sad scenes of grief and care!

BY

BY

kissed the stake to which he

On, who shall tell thre glad surprises,
The joyous greetings waiting there,

G.S. RB. | was set before him endured the cross,
despising the shame!” ** We have not
resisted unto blood, striving against sin,”

Died in Augusta, Me., July 15, 1881,
Angie Lewis, wife of Rev. C. F. Penney,

Is full of peace without alioy.

*“ Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.” Koeeling down he cried with a loud voice,
* Lord, lay not this sin to their char N.and when he had said . this, he fell
asleep.
The apostle Paul, in prospect of his
martyrdom, thus expressed himself: *]
am now ready to be offered, and the time

In the touching and beautiful words of God—the Bible—for examples of patience.
a revered iustructor,—** A light of brief Look at Joseph. What provocation he
but steady aud clear shining has gone had! Sold by his brethren, he said but
little, scarcely mentioned the crime, so
oat. There
are tears for his depart-:
fast and eager was he to forgive them.
ure; but thanks are due to the common

Father of fis all

Its filled with love, abounds in joy,

death

Gone Home! the battle-strife is ended,
The arms are groanded at his feet;
Another victor waits the morning
When God's great host shall be complete.

his hearers the truths which he proclaimed

dead ; for—

nor Dorcas's * good

Gone Home! there 18 a sound ot resting,
As weary lips pronounce the word —~
Forever shielded from earth’s tumult,
Forever * present with the Lord.”

an eloquent preacher and his beautiful
Christian life set home to: the hearts of
with convincing power. What wonder
that-so fervent a soul should so speedily
burn its way through so frail and feeble a
mortal frame!
And now he has gone home, but is not

In such a heart there 18 no hate.

pastor

work may not suffer from our great loss.
A CLASSMATE.

clearly, with almost transcendent luster. |
and

‘A patient soul, O blessed state!

oth-

May “a double portion of » her *“ spirit
be upon” the members of the F. B. Wom-

constarft and wide research, he still had

his exalted manhood

nor Martha

works” were omitted:
all ** she could.”

the judicial faculty which enabled him to
rate them at their real worth, and his inductions were carefully made and seldom
at fault. The wonder is, that so frail a
body should have permitted him to gain
such'rich and varied stores of wisdom!
As a minister of the Lord Jesus the
character of our brother shines ‘out most
Here

cross.” ‘Shall not we ? Oh for the power
of endurance! May * the God of patience”
help and *¢ strengthen us by his spirit in
the inner man,” that we may be able to
“endure hardness as good. soldiers.”
* They that endure to the end shall receive a crown of life that fadeth not
away."

Though unusually timid and retiring,

Our brother was by pature and by
training a scholar. Fond of his books in
his youth, he learned to love them more
and more as he.gréw up to manhood.
While gathering a multitude of facts by

scholarship found their broadest field of

dured as ‘seeing him whois invisible, having respect unto the recompense of the reward.” Ii is our privilege. Christ **for the
joy that was set before him endured the

could not have secured such results.

« manhood fused with female grace such a sort, the child could twine
trustful han ',anacked in thine,
find hi> comtort in iby face.”

er and he was left to bear the brunt of I only crave some humble place among

life's battle alone; but like a brave and
true soldier of the cross he kept right on
with his work and warfare.
:
While actively engaged in his ministry
he was frequently summoned away to
perform high service in pulpit or on
platform, and these duties were always
discharged with rare ability and painstaking faithfulness. For several years he

without that, the rare eloquence and

true to his convictions, gentle and affectionate, patient, hopeful and heroic,— a: this dear sister allowed herself to shrink
man in whom abude the love of God, on from no task which appeared to .be a duwhom centered the afféction of all who ty. Her *“ well done” needs no qualifications,
In order to be appropriate for
knew him. © As some one has beautifully
said of our Saviour, this beloved disciple her, our Saviour's commendation of Mary
was distinguished both for manly virtue should be so changed as to lose its apoloand womanly grace. In thee, O my broth- getic tone, and to comprehend a. whole
life of well-doing, from which neither
er, was—
;

smitten down and compelled 10 seek rest. beuven, so that she would only need to
He came back to his work in the fall but part the invisible vail and enter in.
again broke down the next spring, when
Later visits to- her model home have
he sorrowfully resigned his pastorate af- left the same impression, and now, with
knowledge and intelligence.
A very interesting service was held in |- ter eight years of faithful and snccessfal no view of the closing” scenes to dispel
the Congregational Sunday-school, of | service.” ‘Tne fall pod winter of 1880—1 the illusioo, it really seems as if there
rch could have been for ber no, passing over
Pawtucket, R. l.; on. Sunday : evening, were spent in Colorado in a “vain
for health. Last spring he came weirily 4tdark waters,”
no“
‘through the
Octobier.16. The main part of the ser-

Hudked water, and seemed to forget how
swvonderfully God had supplied them be- vice was a copcert exercise on the sub-

her husband

child of Azel E. and Betsey (Hawes)
Houghton. The town of Weld is situated
far back among the hills and woods and

his double-dyed sin, but his little child
must die, and long after, when David's | served on the School Committee in Lawheart is breaking over the ignominious rence, on the Executive Board ef the Forend of Absalom, we cannot help feeling eign Mission Suciety, and as a Trustée of
that he is drinkingof a cup whose bitter Bates College. In each of these posi
ingredients his own hand bad mixed.— tions he merited and won the esteem and
affection of all his associates. In the
Baptist Teacher.
summer of 1878 he visited Europe, returning late in ‘the fall, ardent, hopeful,
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES,
laden in mind and beart with the precious

(From the 8. 8. Times.)

work she quite relieved

care; and, like many another woman in
inconspicuous positions, without taking

Brother Houghton left his fibrary and

A likeness haidly seen before

rather than toward

1881.

months,

| $1,000 to Kates College,

¢ As sometimes In a dead man's face,

without excuse. He should have exalted
God before the people, and turned their

30,

early age of thirty-four years and. six

IN MEMORIAM.

no exemption in his favor, for his sin was

NOVEMB ER
EE

Communications.

compassion on the suffering people, but
Moses had sinned against hin and must
suffer the consequences. There could be

attention toward him,

1.AST DAYS OF MOSES.

able

STAR,

fi, Si

S$. 3. Bepartment.

BL.

MORNING

sri)

bore—he

of complaint,

“never a word” from him who is called
«« Wonderful.”
He might have called
twelve legions of angels, but no! The
«1 Am" meekly submits in siléhoe.

Christ; welcome the cross of Christ:
Welcome life everlasting!
;
Oa the morning of the execution of the
noble Marquis of Argyle, he broke out in
boly rapture, and said, * I thought te
have concealed the Lord's goodaess but
it will not do. I am now ordering my
affairs, and God is sealing my charter
to my heavenly inheritance, and is jast

now saying unto me, Som, be of goed
cheer, thy sins are forgiven thee.” When

advancing0 the pr
beheaded, he exclai

where he was
‘I could die ss a

Roman but I choose to die as a Christian.”

The pious Hervey thus closed his life,

pouring out his soul in prayer: « How
thankful am I for death ! It is the passage
to the Lord and Giver of eternal life. Oh,
welcome, welcome’

death!

Thou

mayest

the Christian ; to live is Christ, to die is

gain. Lord, ‘now lettest thou thy servant
depart in peace, for mine eyes have seen
thy salvation.”
Thue venerable principal of the umiver-

Dr.

sity of Glasgow,

Leechman,

when

dying, thus addressed a young nobleman :
‘You see my tranquility and compos-

ure.

Itis joy and

trinmph;

it is com-.

plete exultation. And whence does it
spring? From the blessed gospel conIi is that
tained in the Holy Bible.
which makes us certain that this mor.
:
tal shall put on immortility.”

‘““A young

Dr. Edward

man,” said

Payson, ** when about to leave the world,
exclaimed, ¢ The battle’s fought, the battle's fought, but the victory is lost forever I" But I can say, the battle’s fought,
the battle's fought,and the victory is won!
The victory is won forever! [ am going
to bathe in an ocean of purity, and benevolence, and happiness, to all eternity.”

It would be a pleasure,

if space per-

mitted, to add the dying testimony of
many others—ministers and laymen—

who died it the fuifh,

*0-*

HOW TO READ THE BIBLE.
Read the Scriptures regularly
Till Read, alternately, portions from
the Old and New

Testaments.

Begin

ut

Truly, in him *¢ patience had her perfect

the beginningof each.

work.”
It requires patios to wait.
If we
wish for a thing; what do we? What
can we dof With patience we can wait

When you have finished each Testament,
begin it again.
4
2. Read with prayer. You can not by

for it. ' If an article has been misplaced
and can not be found, wait, it will turn
up. If not,there is nothing good ‘comes
from impatience, but rather evil, for we

are ruffled in temper and that ‘is not be:

fore at Horeb, upening in the solid rock a ject, ¢ Jehovah,” and’ this subject: was ‘his childhood ; but alas! the piney woods
fountain,
out of which flowed a stream ‘sub-divided into five topics: (1) Jehuvab- ministered o him no balm, the erlust- cldssmates, and all her friends?), not possess ye your souls.” If a brother or
a
the beantifal | transformed into an angel, as most of sister does not speak to suit us, or & min:
which had followed them for almost| Jireh (The Lord our Provider), Genesis ing hills no strength, and
thirt§-seven ears, they again “ chode ” 22:1—14; (2) Jehovab-Ropbek’ (The lakes’ no health- bringing repose. Yet,
e world would need to bey but in the ister preach to please us, be patient.
“with him and taunted him with bringing Lord our - Healer), Exodus 15: 28-26... so full of cheerful courage and radiant
idst of the heavenly hosts her very self “ Prove all things, hold fust that whichis
them out into the wilderness to die, his (8.) Jebovah-Nissi ( Ihe Lord our ‘Bap-, "hope was he, that as lute as Sept. 2, be —her sweet face unchanged except to be good.” It 'the Lord ‘does ‘not come as
patience broke down, andin his haste he ner), Exodus 17: 156; (4) Jehovah. wrote to a friend, * I have not given ‘up rid of the expression of care which had soon as we expect, wait. He will come at
spoke angry. words and forgotto, give Shalom (The Lord our Peace), Jud es all hope of life, nor of "preaching ‘some. come with maternal duties, —the spiritual the appointed time, only wait. “If we
16 God. + He was directed to take 6:28,24; (b.) Jeliovah-Tsidkenu (The time.” Then, in a postscript, ** Pray for ‘body like the old, but free from weight hope for that we see not, then,do we with
"the people together |Lord our Righteousness), Jereminh 28: we, dear brotber. The
‘gives me and. weariness. and pain,—so well had patience wait for it.” It is ‘through the
this
rod und
Sod co pest othe Fook; not to ‘strike it, 5, 6. Under euch™of these sub-divisivns some precious experiences” Eight days nature molded her.
Spirit we wait for the ‘hope ot’ righteous |
iy
of Jehovah that it | PR opriste passages were recited by later the Lord gave to him the most preWith grief that we were to have no ness by filth.” Let us ** come behind in
50 oy
!
the
promise
giv
)
his watater.” Moses, | i
cious experince of all, for the gates of more sweet converse with her in this no gift. waiting for the coming of our
12 ie classes and appropriate byes heaven swun open and bis sweet and’ world came the feeling—shared no doubt Lord Jesus Christ.” Patience, cries.
wink] lost his self-control and cried | sung
by te sgioul.,
hi
noble seul A joyously into’ the pres- | by all the, workers, in distant parts of the “Walt on the Lord und be of good cour.
* Hear now, ye rebels; must we
out,
POR
ence of Him whose gospel be had so dé: Lord's vineyard, whose means of usefule, and he shall strengthen thine heart;
fetch you water out of this rock?” Moses
"|
mute
the rock thrice, without the com- Tt is snsler to suppress the first desire lighted in proclsiming, ‘He died Sdaday [ness must depend on missionary labors at await, I say,ov ‘the Lord.”
Bi
at 1S,
of Gud to do so. Water, indecd, than it is to’ satisfy all that follow Ab— night, the second of October, about ten bomé~that we had lost one of our chief] “Tribulation worketh patience. © How
Wald
in,
minutes before Wad o'clock a Ah supports. In this department of pastoral ile we know that we huve patience only
Joye to think of her (do. we npt, ‘dear coming toa Christian.

+ With: patience

CR
"

wo rm

pes
Lai

|

Th

mak

a
“

FE]

leave off, and

Mark where you

begin there next time.

your own wisdom understand the word of
God, In all your readings of the Scriptures, seek carefully the kelp of the Holy

Spirit. Ask for Jesus's sake that he will
enlighten you.
8. Read with meditation. Ponder over
what you-read. You see now the deeper
meanings. It is better to {hink over a
tittle than merely to read a great init
George Muller.
ore

+
RET ON THE SABBATH.
At an inn in Pennsylvania, a man who
bad arrived the, evening before, was
asked on the Sabbath morning whether:
ne intended to pursue his journey on that
dny. = He answered, ‘‘ Neo.” He was
then asked, ** Why not?” ¢t Because,”
aid he, ** I am going a long journey,
and
wish to perform it us soon as [ oun. 1

4uve long been accustonred-to iravel on

horseback, and have fonod that if I stop
on the Sabbath; my house will travel far-

ther during the week than if 1. do nov.”

eg

SNR

OV

RR

be

EAR

«
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to be present to open with prayer.

Then

is a sentence

This

poetry.

which

Law-

mer-

men, and

yers, physicians; literary

chants do most of their best work after
"they are filty years of age. Now the on-

ly, or chief, reason why ministers tind a
dead line at fifty, is not in the whimsical

men.

young

for

people

the

of

__ desire

respected,

not

was

that age

men

heard

that

and

in the ministry

strivlings were preferred

anything

else,

‘He

sees

before

than
him a

good-sized audience which includes with
the regular church attendants a good
many who pever enter there only when
some new programme is to be furnished.
Our lecturer understands this, and so the
leciure is interspersed with mirth provoking stories of which not a few Vire

Time the expense of professing Christinns an
complain
ihe Church in general, to the great grati-

There is a reason for this desire.
and agnin have we

fashion

follows the lecture which pirtakes more

« The dead line of fitty is the dead line, of the nature of an entertainment

contains more truth than

NOVEMBER

if he does not get a good send-off at the | fender of the right of other people to
same
the
that was isi Toes,
Brhands.aliWhen thete,time of iethe ap-|
01 | think
thie
the thought
thougthtbat
andd

THAT “DEAD LINE,”
of luzivess.”

-8T AR,

“to strong men, when it was perfectly ap
parent that the real reason why these

fication of .the atore-mentioned enemies
of Christianity and temperance as well.
Then follows the most important part

all ecclesiastical

processes

suppressii g freedom of thought in

A

|]

4

$4 |

30 |
’

i

Fh

c

.

|

»

Amportant

lished organizations, and he took all risks |
of being
‘misunderstocd
in defending |.
th: se who had offended by their candor
anfl courage.”
;

President had a liking for philosophic and

terms at

ish.

whether

mistake

worse

A

on

score

the

of

for

i138‘ man,

intellectual

growth, or present and future usefulness,

it wus hardly possible to make.
Laziness is a part of original sin, There are
few men who do not need to be compelled to work. The way of salety is to
be kept under pressure. And the danger
to the minister lies in the direction of re-

lease from pressure. A new parish and
rest means old sermons, as good, or bet“ter, it ‘may be, than could be written at

or eight

such

lodges

within

the

past fitteen or twenty years that must of
| necessity have contributed largely to the
present organization which
it would
seem must exist luxuriou-ly..
Ina good
many cases the above-mentioned lodges
have turned into dancing schools and
other such amusements;
aod finally
would * break. up in a row” without
any visible fruits in the field in which it
had been set out.

years of teaching at Hi- |

Of

course there are exceptions, but

in

i this time, but which require no exercise the experience of the writer they are
“of mental powers in preparation. A few few; and the great Paslority of lecturers
years rince, a clergyman was going from sent out by the Grand Lodges are of the
a strong
parish in the East, 10 another above type, and what has been our expestrong parish at the West, not because he rience has also been that of nearly every
was ne: ded at the West any more than at

the East, but because he had five hundred sermons which he could use in the
new field. On the way, the Lord was so
kind to him, as to allow the car containing hs sermons to be burned, sermons
and all. Who shall say that this was
not a ‘ specinl providence” to save that
strong and vigorous intellect from the
blight of indolence?

lutely Cangerous

We

believe it abso-

for a man

to change

parishes, unless he goes to one which
will compel him to hard and earnest
work.

Lawyers, doctors, and

merchants

keep ut ir early and late, and never think
of changing kind or place of business for
the suke of rest and they pass the dead
line of fifty as unconsciously as sailors
cross the efjuator. There is no reason
why Sletgymen may not do the same
thing. '‘ The dead line of fifty is the
dead line of laziness.” A man cannot
avoid being fifty, but he can avoid laziness. This therefore puts the dead line
under the control of the -individual.—
Golden Rule,

THE BRAHMO SOMAJ.
East Indian

relormer,

towards the light, a much more favorable estimate than that given by some of

our

missivnariés.

The

following

para-

graphs give a most hopeful exhibit of the
advance made by this wondefful man:
« But many may ask, in this country,
what have the theists in Bengal actually
accomplished.
In what respects. besides
their sp culative religious opinions, are
we cal ed upon to admire them? I will
enumerate a few of the reforms advocated by them. In the first place a comlete abolition of all caste restrictions.
t is aot eusy for any one who has not
witnessed

the force of

those

restrictions

in the Esti to understand how wuch is
implied in their complete renunciation;
secondly, the abolition of the worship of
deceased

ancestors, the

Sraddha;

third-

ly, a reformation of the ceremonies
al at

birth and

at

cremation;

usn-

fourihly,

reform of marriage customs—and to remodel the ceremonies appropriate to
marriage is to reconstruct

Hindoo

socie-

ty; fiithly, the®promotion ot female edu-

cation and emancipation ; sixthly. to limit men to one wife; seventhly, to remove

the prohibition against the marriage of
widows;
and, eighthly, social reform,
the suppression of intemperance ‘of all

kinds, the:promotion of education among
the people, and the social and moral regeneration of the people of India generally.

To secure

these

last

ohjects

Mr,

Sen founded the ‘Indian Reform Association,’

on

‘his retorn

from

his visit to

England in 1870, an association chiefly
intended to promote female improvement.

A

female

mormal

and

adult

school, in connection with it, was opened

in 1871.

*¢ Men-who are engaged in a great war-

fare against prejudice, superstition, and
Bvil customs, deserve our sympathy and
esteem. whatever we may think of their
theological opinions. India has been
paralyzed by the social system forced upon

her, centuries ago, by

a superstitious

the

churches

the

most

part

at

least,

motives, but
heartily from

a purely Christian stand-point, prompted
by

the spirit of Christ and

men’s

souls;

a desire

not

a love

only

for

to

turn

men from the evil of intemperance, but a
knowledge that it is possible for men to
be thoroughly temperate, in the sense of
using intoxicants, and yet be lost. Itis
the privilege of Christians to use every
effort: to cleanse the fountain-head and
thus ensure a pure stream for time and
eernity.—J. P 8, in Advance.

Catholic authorities state that the remains of the apostles of Christ are now in
the following named places: Seven are
in Rome-—namely, Peter, Philip, James
the Lesser, Jude, Bartholomew, Matthias
and Simon, Three are in the kingdom of
Salerno, Andrew

at

John the

LEOTURERS,

The 1ewperance work is of vast impor-

Bul it is the opin-

that

there

gre some

ried on that are not in keeping with prac-

tical Christianity,

from the desk, and will

church

Peter's

are,

at Rome,

of

course,

which

is called

in

two

Sir—My

years,

many other medicines, became

using

your

‘ Favorite

was also cared

wife,

and

sound

Prescription.”

WHY ARE WE SICK?

INKIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

and well by

PILES, CONSTIPATION,

niece

URINARY [J

DISEASES, FEMALE WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,

J. METHVIN.

by causing free action of these organs and
restoring their power to throw off disease.

At a recent communion
occasion in
Spurgeon’s Tabernacle, the pastor stated

Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?

that of sixteen who were received into the

L 4

church, only two of them were converted through his agency, the fourteen by
that of his members.
That is the way to
work. Not the pastors less but the people more.

Y

on these Truths,

Kidney-Wort is pature’s remedy for kidney
and liver diseases, piles and coustipation.
Sediment or mucous in the urine_is a sure
indication of disease. Take Kiduey-Wort.
Torpid liver and kidneys poison the blood.
Kidney-Wort revives them and cleanses the
8 ystem.
Headache, bilious aitacks, dizziness, and

Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?
Why frightened over disordered Kidneys? PS
Why endure nervous or sick headaches?

£71It acts with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send the dry post-paid.)

Ayers

loss of appetite/ire cured by Kidaey-Wort.
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TO

ITS

PULPIT THEMES.

which

you can find time and

subjects, und

these

often

repeated.

So

the great tragedies of the drama revolve
in dramatic passion a few ‘great ideas,
From Zschylus and S.phocles downward,
the greatness of the drama has not consisted

in

the

multitude

of

its

ideas.

Shakespeare originated but very few
plots. He elaborated those ‘which had
already proved their power over the human sympnuthies, The same principle
holds good in preaching. “The great
subjects, though few, never lose their
power if treated by a fresh mind. The
need of them pever grows old. Put your
soul into them and they are always fresh.
— Professor Phelps.
:

IE pays to sell our Hand Printing Rubber Stamps
Circulars free. G3. \; Harper & Bio. Cleveland,
O,
12

“A Violet from Mother's Grave,”
& 49 other
popular Songs, w' rds and music
entire,

C.

only 12¢.

PATTEN

& CO., 51 Barclay St., N. Y.
4

Microscopic

observations

due to septic

If he did not formulate orthodox statements, he uttered wo heretical ones.
Heuriily- religious with a piety cast in:

and

children, thankful

cesses.

suc-

for all’ my

I have inwntionally

and coli’

scivusly wronged po man, and if I know

:

y

mies,

Forthe

great hereafter, | trust in

the‘Infinite Love, ‘us it is expressed to me

be disappointed

way.

He was the most chivalrous de-

will not become rancid.

prove

that

matter or minute

decay

Dead human bodies, treated before decom position sets in, can be held in a natural condition for
weeks, withont puncturing the skin or mutilating
the body in any way. Hence the great value of

is

s, that de

Ozone to undertakers.

velop and feed upon animal and
‘egetable structure. Ozone, applied by the Prentiss method.

’
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such as beef, mutton, veal,

is not

the

way

they
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The Most Valuable Article In the World

from

"All druggists keep PAIN KILLER. Its price is so low that it is within the reach of all,
and it will save many times. its cost in doetors’ bills, 25c¢., 50c., and $1.00 a bottle.
2

Streer.

brewers’

EETHOVEN.

| 15° 6he best medicine

oocoupatio

Seventh

rardling

The $2 yon invest in a test package will surely lead
‘ou to secure a township or county, and then your way

we en

!

Pars KrLLeR for rheumatism,
great benefit.

mal

in

ervation that we have without question

of money

large; we have all

TTL

by the use of

says:

- Jae a

Charles Powell writes from the Sailors’
Home,

YOTK

Co., 498 West

*hio.

s absolutely
do to attend to to the'shipping of orders and giving atGive your full address in every letter, and send y ur le'ler 10

a Dressing for Ladies’ Hair,

ane, relief from pain in
e H Walworth Saco. your
PAIN KILLER.
«

in

tention to our working agents. Therefore, we eannot
fire any attention to letters which do not order Ozone.
1 you think of any article that you are doubtful about,
Ozone preserving, remember we guarantee that tf will
preserve it, no matter what itis.

A test package of Ozone, ¢~ntaining a sufficient quan~
tity to p’ eserve one thousandglozen eggs, or other arti-

the VIGOR is praised for its grateful and agreeable perfume, and valued for the soft’ lustre and

¢ oe a

States

who Secures Contrel
Township or County.

5,00 a month

-

It cures

fire or heat to avoid danger of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that may do
more harm than food
"has been in constant use for forty years, and the universal testimony
PAIN KILL
t not only effects a ‘permanent
cure,
nan
from all pais of the world is, IT NEVER FAILS.
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is gafe in
the hands of the most inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of PAIN KILLER would fil} volumes. The following
extracts from letters. received show what those who have tried it think:.
H,
aco, Me., writes:
e

United

preserving and shipping it as feed to all
parts of the
Woods Brothers, I.ebanon, Warren County, Ohio, | country.
Malt unpieserved ecurs in 24 hours. Premade $6,000 on eggs purchased in August and sold served by Ozone it keeps perfectly sweet for months.
These are instances which we have asked ‘the
November 1st. $2 for a test package was their first
privilege:of publishing. There are scores of others.
investment.
rite
F.K: Raymond, Morristown, Belmont Co,, Ohio, is to any of the above parties and get tlie evidence di¢learing $2,000 a month in handling and selling Ozone. rect.
$2 for a test package was his first investment,
Now, to prove the absolute truth of eve
D. F. Webber, Charlotte, Eaton Co., Mich., has thing we have said in this paper; we propose
cleared $1,000
a month since Angust. $2 for a test place in your hands the means of provin
package was his first investment.
that we bave not hig.
for yourself
J. B. Gaylord, 80 La Salle 8t.. Chicago, is preserving
To any person who doubts an
eggs, fruit, etc, for the commission men of Chic: go, half enough.
and who is interested cameleon
charging 1 1-2¢. per dozen for eggs, and other articles of these statements
will pay all travelling and hotel
we
trip,
the
make
to
in proportion. He is preserving 5,000 dozen eggs per expentes for
a v'sit to this eity, if we fail to prove
day. and on his busineés is making $3.000 a month
apy statement that we have made.
clear. $2 for a test package was his first investment.
nent.

eases of the scalp are impossible,

a cheap Benzine or Petroleum

fact there is’ nothing that Ozone

will not preserve.

Sprains, Pain in the Back and Side.
: but the pain can be removed and the
There is nothing more
n
than these
disease cured by use of P RRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILEER.
This remedy

:

There is no chang: in the slightest particular in
the appearance of any article thus preserved,

seizes and destroys these germs at once and thus
preserves. At our offices in Cincincati can be and no trace of any foreign or unnatural odor or
| seen almost every article that can be thought of, taste.
i preserved by this process, and every visitor is
The process is so simple that a child can oper| welcome to come in, taste, smell, take away with ate it as well and as successiolly as a man. There
him, and test in every way the merits ot Ozone as
is no expensive apvaratns or machinery required.
a preservative. We will also preserve, free of
A room filled with different articles, such as
charge, any article that is brought or sent prepaid eggs, meat, fish, etc., can be treated at one time,
to us, and return it to the sender, for him to keep without add tional trouble’or expense.

richness of tone it imparts.

4t4deow

to apy

«he grgwtest value: of this process for producing

‘covered,

dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps the scalp
cool. clean and soft—under which conditions, dis-

As

transported

a temperance beverage,

uotil now, no means of producing
itin a practical.
inexpensive, and simple manner have been dis-

is checked and «tablished; thin hair thickens; and
faded or gray hairs resume th ir original color,

Its operation is sure

be

Cider .oan be held per:
to dreay or speil which Ozone, the
VEGETABLES can be kept for an indefinite
n w Preservative, will not’
erve for
period in their natural cofidition, retaming their
all time in a perfectly fresh and palataodor and flavor, treated in their original packble condition.
ages, at a small expense. All grains, flour, meal,
The value of Ozone as a’ nataral preserver has ete., are held in their normal condition.
?
been known to our akler chemists for years, but,
BUTTER, after being treated by this process,

Rheunalisn Newro\gha

!

S---0-&

gray,

It stimulates the nu ririve organs

hecomes glossy. pliable ard strengthe ed;
hair regrows with lively expression; falling

place for in

your preaching will yon accumulate iu
your inventory. Select, then, the choice
themes of discnssioy, and only those. . .
Go through the gableries of Italy, and
you will find that the really great works
of painting and sculpiure are on very few

predisposiion,

to healthy activity, and preserves b th the hair
and its beauty
Thns brashy, weak or sickly hair

All New Style Chrome ¢ ards, No 2 alike,
name on, l0cts. Clinton Bros, Clintonville,
Conn
2 teow42

Great themes are always waiting for a
hearing. Young preachers sometimes
feur a dearth of subjects in looking forward to a life's work. That is the last
thing you need to fear, if you are studious preachers. . . - Ten subjects for one

et

RCL

faded or gray.

and “can

Package. and {f you desire to secure an exclusive privilege we assure vou that delay may deprive vou of it.
for the applications come in to ns by scores even
mnil— many
by
telegraph.
“First
ocowe,
firs
served” is our rule,
If you do not care to send money in advance for. tl.
test package we will nd it C. O. D,, but this will pu

years,

by long and extensive
use, has proven that it

him, as are also those of Simon and Jude.

native. climate,

stops the talling of the
hair immedi ly; oft¢én renews the grow'h;
and always surely restores its celor, when

AND

and either of them in.
cline It 0 shed prema:

after

-

FRUITS may be permitted to ripen in their

turely.
AYER'S HAIRVIGOR,

tary

1

Fer=

ceipt of #2, This package will enable the applicant to
pursue anv line of tests and experiments he desires, and thus satisfy himself as to the extraordinary
merits of Ozone as a Preservative. After having thus
REFERENCES.
sat isfled himself, and had time to look the field over fo
determine what he wishes to do in the future whether
We
desire
to call your attention to a class of referto sell the article to others, or 10 confire it to his own
nse, or any other line of policy which is best suited te ences which no enterprise or firm based on any thing
hut
the
soundest
business success and highest comhim and to his township or county—we will enter into
mercial merit could secure.
an arrangement with him that will make a fortune to)
We refer. by permission, as to our integrity and to
him and give us good profits, We will give exclusive
the value of the Prentiss Preservative, to the follow~
township or county privileges to
the first responsiing gentlemen: Edward C.Boyee, Member Board of
ble
applicant
who
qrders
a
test package
anc
desires
to
control the
business
in
his
loeality
~Public Worke;
ee E. O. Eshelby, City Comptroller; Amor
;
‘orthington, Aitorneys; Marti
«IT and B.
any sp eial territory, will enjoy a sin ¥, Hopking, County Commission sg W S. Cappeller,.
nopoly
which will surely enrich him
County Auditor; all of Civeinnati, .
Aton ¢ ounty,

NATURAL VITALITY
COLOR.

the

5-000

Ami=

from

How to Secure a Fortune with Ozone.

Hair Vigor,
Advancing

der the great altar of the renowned Basilea.—Kzchange.
:

Articles,

mal and Vegetable,

liable

BURLINGTON, VT.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

9d

aud in the Tiber, called after him... Matthins’s are in Santa Maria Maggiore, un-

Process for Preserving

Perishable

were treated, and will sell as strict'y ‘‘choice.” which alive man can not make any amount of
The advantage in preserving eggs is readily seen; money, from $1,000 to $10,000 .a year, that he
there are seasons when they can be bought for 8 pleases. We desire to get a live man interested
or 10 cents a dozen, and by holding them can be in each county in the United States, in whose:
sold "for an advance of from one hundred to three hands we can place this Preservation, and through
"hundred per cent. One man, with this method, him secure the business which every country
can preserve 5,000 dozen a day.
ought to produce.
}

BHePLhING
WILL SURELY CURE

has failed to do her any good.

THOMAS

all

There is nothing on the face of the earth fectly sweet for any 1&ngth of time.

the eggs as fresh and perfect as on

by its use, after several physicians

Yours truly,

Hucksters,

Think of every thing you
pork, poultry, game, fish, &c., preserved by tnis can that is liable to sonr, decay, or spoil, and then
method, can be shipped to Europe, subjected to remember that we guarantee that Ozone will preatmospheric changes and return to this country serve it in ex actly the condition you want it for
in a state of perfect preservation,
any length of time... H you will ren ember this, it
EGGS can be treated at a cost of less than one will save asking questions as to whether Ozone
dollar a thousand dozen, and be kept in an ordi. will preserve this or that article—IT WILL PREnary room six months or more, thoroughly pie- SERVE ANY THING AND EVERY THING YOU CAN
served ; the yolk held in its normal condition, and THINK OF.
Age
{

| AND THE KIDNEYS.

tried

My

Packers,

A New

and vegetable structares
ntl

from decay.

FRESH

M THE LIVER, THE BOWELS,

who

had

Those of Jumes the Lesser and of Philip
are in the church of the Holy Apostles;
Bartholomew's in the church on the isl-

(
\

.: Dear

had been ill for over

IN EITHER LIQUID OR DRY FORM
on
ave
That Acts at the same time on

Paul’s remains gre also believed to be in

* For instance, here comes along a tem- in the life and death «f my Lord and SaThese -clusing
Trance lectarer representing a grand viour Jesus Christ.”
lodge of some sort, a total stranger.
He (words, 'evingelival in sentiment; but withstraightwyy seeks out the pastor and offi- ‘out. dogmatic preeision, well express Dr.
cers of some prominent
It was not that,
church, tells Holland's religious ifs.
them his mission, proceeds to post his he shrank from the obloguy « f hie rey—
notices, bas the pustor give him a- notice he boldly accepted tht in a be
-

HATCHER'S STATION, Ga., March 27, 1876.

r

and purely OZONE. as produced and applpd by part of the world.
oe Canlnelis
0
an
NO
an entii ely new process. Ozone ig the antizeptio
The
jnics
expressed
from
fruits
can
be
held
for
.principle of every substance, and possesses the
an indefinite period without fermentation—henee
power to preserve animal

and test.

iA

all turn the hair

things about the temperance work ds cnr- ‘iy beurt, T have forgiven all my ene-

.

Well.

MEDICINE]

and ‘Luke are also in Italy—the former at

molds,he did not ¢ire at all
be iin
in ‘fur.she molds. There is some interesting

triumphs it will be through the instrumenthe writer

Sound and

ONLY

®

sickness, care, disappointment
and’ here ii-

the land should be a center whose influ. ‘self:revelation in his will, **I am thnokence toward prohibition should radiate in (lal: for having enjoyed the prvileges of
évery direction’; indeed, if the cause ever lsbor and influence, thankful for wife
ion of

THE

evangelist,

have passed beyond the nebulius stage.

tance and one that the church should
fully identified with, Every church

tality «f the church.

Became

DME {y

é

the remaining one of the twelve, there is
no knowledge. The evangelists Mark

Italy.

ONE

prejudices of centu-

PA
*r@

TEMPERANOE

varying expression. The church to which
he belonged from boyhood has no written
creed and does not question its members
as to their theological conceptions ; therefore he was not hampered by formal
statements of faith in his intellectual
growth, and was able without hypocrisy
toretain associations which became very
dear to him in early life.—E. V. Smalley
in the ** Century” for December.

Amalfi, ard Thomasat Ortanto. One in
Spain—James the Greater—whose remains are at St.. Sago de Compostella.

heresy to his Bible-cluss, and an informa
ries, against spiritual slavery, and the investigation was had, at which he would
but
. moral und ‘social fetters which, for more give po statement of his ‘doctrine,
than two thousand’ years, have bound | read achapter irom the New Testament,
saying, * That is my eréed.” lis heremore Thin a hundred and
fit
i
nd f'tythraldom.
millions of | "sie, whitever they were, seem never to
. the human race in religious
”

ngainst the

.

>+o

and «e f-seeking priesthood. The men of DR. HOLLAND'S RELIGIOUS VIEWS.
the New Dispensation seek to remove
In a biographical sketch of the late Dr.
that paralysis, They would restore freedom of action as well as of thought ; and, Holland ‘in The Century for December,
with this, blessings incalculable will be Edward Eggleston says:
:
realized. All, therefore, who desire the
Before
the
founding
of
the
Memorial
welf ire of humsnity will earnestly wish
the reformers ‘ God speed,’ for their war- Church, he wus once accused of teachin
fare is

his

the phases of matter only its transient and

Ponder

WHERE THE APOSTLES REST.

the body of St.

soal,

non of matter he thought a stupid rever-

0-0

Of

human

sal of the truth. The soul or life-principle was the real thing,he maintained, and

manifestly’ ~~ R.V. PILRCE, M. D

are

prompted by mercenary
should engage in the work

of the

faith was unshaken. ‘Modern mat: rialism
made no impression upon him. The argument that the mind is only a phenome-

cannot afford to be identified in that kind
of work, cannot afford to join;those whe,

Naples, Matthew at

A writer in the Contemporary Review
ives a clear estimate of the progress of
Chundar Sen, the

village in the State.
Nowit seems to me that

the immortality

Grocers,

This Preservative is nota liquid, pickle, br any
‘of the old and exploded processes, bat is simply

of the

seven

to

———

“OZONE -Purifi+d air, active state of oxy gen.’— Webster.

service—the collection, which is ram; but in his later career the practical
usually a liberal one. The next thing in questions of life absorbed him so much.|
had not kept themselves fre-h and vigo- order is the organization of a lodge, that he found little time to devote to the
It is not which every professing Christian is ex- domainof speculation and
rons, by constant self-calture.
theoretical, |
so much a lack of. keeping abreast of the pected to join or have his reputation as a thought. He read Mill, Comte, and Spentimes, as it is called, as it ‘is a lack of temperance man and a Christian subject- cer, however, and was deeply interested
something which has been freshly origi- ed to very unfavorable comment. The in such books as J imes Freeman Clarke's
Is made from a Sonhle Tropical Leaf of Rare
nal. The man who is pushing his stud- cost of starting these lodges is from $15 ¢¢ Ten Great Religions,” and in the curand is a POSITIVE Remedy for all the
ies, who is hard-working in his study, to $20 for a charter, and books worth at rent discussions in the English reviews Value,
diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
building up himself intellectually and a fair valuation say $2, ‘and quarterly and magazines on new phases of religious body—for Torpid Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of
spiritually, will find tbat he has all the dues, etc., ete. These lecturers receive belief and criticism. ‘There was nothin
Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary Organs.
For
freshuess of youth, so long as his physi- from $100 Yo $150 per month with a bo- of the bigot about him. He welcomed all the
Female
Diseases, Monthly Men:trurations, and
cal strength holds out, Not long since, nus of from $5 to $10 for every lodge in- ‘honest discussion, and was always will- during Pregnancy, {t has no eqnal It restores the
SrEans that make the blood, and hence is the best
a clergyman who had been some fifteen stituted, according “to their ability. ing to throw off old opinions if convinced Blood
Purifier. It i- the only known remedy
years in a flourishing parish, was invited Hence we see them making such efforts they were erroneous.
that cures Bright's Disease. For Diabetes, use
In his religious ‘Warner's
Safe Diabetes Cure.
to another, and the only reason which he even in out-of-the-way places to organize viaws he might have been called a rationSale by
Druggists and Dealers at $1.25
gave for the chiaige was, that he wanted them. They exist only for a short time alistic Christian. I doubt if he could have perForbottle.
Arges
ttle in the market « Try it.
rest. His hyalth was good. He was as as a rule and then throw up their charter passed a successful catecliising on the le uae WARNER & CO., Rochester,
a Rae desc a ik Si
a
a
There were no signs and in a few months are ripe for another doctrinal points of any orthodox creed,
sigirou.yelve
ng down. Bat he wanted to es- investment. The writer knows of some bat on ruch essential matters as a belief
of b
py
(r Zr. IN
cape the incessant demdunds of an old par- villages where there have lived and died in the divine guidance of the universe and

men were crowded out, was because they

QC

Be

:

mentation Putrefaction, Retaining their Odor and Flavor.

©

William« College, where a good deal of
attention is given to metaphysics, aud his.

subsequent four

‘

KING FORTUNE MAKER.

| The

GARFIELD’S RELIGIOUS VIEWS.
‘By the natural bent of his mind the late
aud gratified during his two’

!

and the General Public.

for

'estab-

religious studies, which was strengthened

>

:

oo 4

THE MORNING

380

STAR, NOVEMBER 30, 1881.

he Worning Star. |

the price of toil. The dollar earned cred—violently and vulgarly gssailing
shines brighter and is worth more on ac- ‘the Scriptures, the Christian religion, and
count of the weary blows that produced | ‘God. The law against the circulation of
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1881. it. Adversjty followed by success makes obscenity and blasphemy, if applied,
»
that sucess ‘only ‘the more delicious. ‘would prohibit its circulation in the mails.
Aa All communications designed for publication
It is enough to cause deep humility and
for moral dereliction
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters |. Even chastisenrent
hgs its beneficial results.
Paul
says, shame that one cana be found to pen such
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publigher, Dover, N. H.
«'Now no chastening for the present sentiments, and more still that a respectaseemeth
to be joyous,but grievous ; never- ble periodical will allow them on any
;
LIBERAL OFFER.
pretense thug to stand on its pages. An”
Will not pastors and friends of the theless, afterward it yieldeth the peace¢¢ Morning Star’ at once bestir themselves
able fruit of righteousness unto them apology is needed, and no repetition.
fn getting
subscribers
and thus secure
which are éxercised thereby.”
1
‘the paper from
date
of subscription to
We cannot understand fully why God
THE OHUROH NO DEBTOR.
‘she close of the year 1852.
has made our highest interests consequent
There are persons who profess to look
PATIENCE. It does not harmonize with upon suffering. Why he made the inno- upon the church as a sort of charity obour natural feelings to endure the ills of cent subject to the ¢* wormwood and gall”, ject which, perhaps, must be supported,
life calmly and patiently. Even Paul and on that account let the guilty go free, but from which they receive nothing in
* could not brook them without ‘wincing; is a mystery which,doubtless,eternity will return, and upon the ministry as a class
and he went to God and besought their solve; yet so itis.
¢¢By his stripes we of dependents who belong less to the proremoval and recéived the -answer, ‘My are healed.” Not only is the ground of ducers of soeiety than to the consumers.
grace is sufficient for thee,” and with that our salvation laid in stripes,in blood—the If this were so,if the church’
"ST Christ
he could endure them. This is just what blood that cleanseth from all sin, but the were but a burden to the shoulders: of sosame principle obtains in human expe- ciety, yielding no %dequate return for the
awe all need,—the grace of God.
riences and in the history of nations.
time, the energy and the money required
The historian tells us that all wars have to sustain it, then, in accordance with
CHRISTIANITY.
The great idea of the
«Christian religion in distinction from all been overruled for good. Whether this every sound sechotaleprineiple; we would
© other religions is that it requires a radical is strictly true or not we know that some do well to abolish it and have no church.
change of heart—of motives and feelings, national ¢* baptisms.of blood” haye re- But thoughtful men know better than to
and of consequent conduct. With the sulted in subsequent blessing. Take the do this. They know that to abolish the
apostles and early Christians there was a war of the revolution and the rich legacy church wonld be to dig the grave of all
thorough change of life in the face of per- of national freedom which has descended our cherished institutions—our civil libersecution and death—so thorough that sub- tous. Take the civil war with all its erties, our commercial prosperity and
mission to d pth was preferred to the syr- horrors and our subsequent freedom from our domestic happiness. Notwithstandrender of
pwinciple.
In every age the
slavery. In both of these cases we can ing the deficiencies and the errors of the
sanfératical experience is required of all, see no other way in which the ends could Church—faults due to the frailty of hufollowed by a new life and new enjoy- be secured; at least it appears that they man nature; notwithstanding it moves
ments.
were thus secured.
somewhat tardily in the work of realizing
te
Inspiration teaches us that the death the ideals of the Christian gospel, it
Cuurcu Unity.
Work together; it is and sufferings of Christ is our only. hope.
is nevertheless .the sure conservator of
the only way to suceeed. Try sto think «« There is none other name under heaven
what has already been gained in the eteralike instead of trying to differ. Fault- given among men whereby we must be
nal war for the Right; it is the great bulfinding always alienates affections, and
saved.” The sorrows and sufferings of ‘wark of society against the refluent waters
paralyzes efforts, reacting upon your own Christ were for the race—for us; but not
of barbarism ; and though it moves slowhearts and doing an irreparable injury to in the sense of relieving us from all the ly it nevertheless moves surely in the line
the church. On the other hand union « wormwood and gall” of experience—by of the everlasting purposes of God. Were
cements
hearts,
enlarges
operations,
no means. ‘The bitterness of repentance the churches to be closed throughout our
, -greatly fagilitates individual progress and —the sorrow that springs from a just
land, we should soon come to realize, if
augments the usefulness of the church, view of our miserable,sinful and wretched
any fail to now, that so far from not re“¢ Behold, how good and how pleasant it condition is ours to bedr, nevertheless,
paying us for all that we do for them, the
. is for brethren to dwell together in We get into the * slough of despond,” but
debt is wholly against us, and that even
unity !”
%
ts
‘| if we pass through and get out on the side | in our most liberal contributions of time
towards the Celestial City, we shout on and labor and money we come very far
‘THE ATONEMENT or at-one-ment of the banks of deliverance and go en our
short of repaying the debt we owe to God
Christis a mystery into which ‘angels way rejoicing, but even this is not the end
through the agency of his visible church.
desire to look.” Itis the foundation of
:gospel-preaching— believing — salvation.
‘Divine Tove actuated Christ to die for us

that the mercy if the Father might be bestowed upon us. What means his death
ifit be not an atonement? and" what
means the atonement if our faith fails to
apprehend it so as to bring deliverance
from sin and consequent salvation? It is
for

ac-

‘ceptance; and how strange it is that

a great gift hestowed upon

man

all

of all bitterness.
to sympathy

We very soon come in-

with bthers

every man as a brother,

and .recognize
in a new

sense,

and enter into travail for his salvation;
and the disciplineof sorrow follows us all
through our pilgrimage with its benign
and salutary influences rendering the final
consummation the more satisfactory, _
“ Qur troubles and our trials here
Will only make us richer there,
When we arrive at home.”

do not accept it with alacrffy and gratiPROPAGANDISM.
[It is reported that
twenty Mormon missionaries have gone
“to England to make proselytes to their
dogmas.
Germany and France have excluded these propagandists of polygamy.
In

Hambury,

Germany,

the

authorities

ihave arrested » Mormon elder plying his
art or artifice to inveigle the unwary,

that promises

amuse,

or gratify

for our

extreme

ance.

them.

to instrtict,

This

forbearance

accounts

and

toler-

We make much also of liberty of

thought, speech, and the press, yet there
is a proper limit to all such things,
Something ought to be done to stop this
lest in avoiding one error we fall into
nefarious business and the sooner the betanother
and worse one.
der
for all concerned,
Is the
natien
An article in the N. A. Review Irom
-asleep? Is the church
dead? From
«their apathy we should judge that it our modern champion of infidelity will ia
-nustibe so. ‘* Awake thou that sleepest, itself be a surprise to none. It farniishes
and arise from the dead, and Christ

give thee light.”
“<&
®

shall

nothing new—is but a repetition of as-

sumption, misrepresentation, and
low
: '| abuse, such as the author has been long 1n-

a

a

ANSIGNIRICANCE. Whatis insignificant ? dulging by speech and pen. Most of the
A spark-of fire will burn a city,as Portland, pretended arguments are old and stale,
‘Bosten, Chicage, St. John and others can oft refuted in former ages, and when new
testify.

The fire of smoldering

kindled by the wind

has

swept

embers
through

sb

driven by the gale has licked
andts,
fores

Si aS i

‘up hamlets and villages with their inhabitants like a devouring monster!
¢ Be-

vamped and flavored, as often shown in
their true light. But who does not know

or death follows.

The turning point of a

man’s life is called an insignificant thing.
It may be the first glass—the first step

though endlessly exposed, is for the thou-

forth

with

unblushing

Now if a man from whatever motive
—from"’ disappointed ambition, a desire

in

earnest, 4 step upward, a “right about
face” followed by the Christian race of pa-

him: and his victims, and regret swely
abuse of time and privileges, with all the

% Simple wesdlation, or word

tience and ultimate triumph.

spoken

Call not

that insignificant on which hangs the destiny of-an immortal soul !

evil consequenees.

We mourn

that ome

having ability should so prostitute it, and

that the superficial and wayward

should!

thus find means and excuses for self-grai-’

ification.
“‘WORMWOOD AND GALL.”
‘But an intelligent public has a right to:
Jeremiah says, ‘He hath filled me
remonstrate
when an old and respected’
drunkwith bitterness ; he hath made me
en with wormwood.” Afterwards he periodical takes wp such a one, and ‘gives
to his vile prodwetions. To
speaks about remembering the * worm- prominenee
furnish
a
discussion
of interesting topies
wood and the gall.” There is a strong
by
a
set
of
writers
viewing them from
admixture of bitterness'in this life; and it
has its-ends, its benign influences over us different stand-points,andso concentrating:
and others for good. The bitter medicine their observations, may be well; but the

and the mere bitter adversity often produce the most salutary results, *¢ Adversity like a toad,ugly and venomous, wears
yet a precious jewel in its head.” This

slightingly

that institution—the Christian chjurch—to
which he is more indebted for what-he
is
and holds than to all other external agencies put together.
ceri com

present ease is far otherwise. * True,

Niagara

Falls,

from the avaricions owners of the land
and the extortionate guides and hackmen
that infest the place, and to arrest the
process of defacement of the scenery
which is eontinually going on, has again
been revived. The proposition came first
from Lord Dufferin,

then

Governor-Gen-

eral of Canada, and the scheme projected was, that the governments of the Dominion and the State of New York
should unite to purchase the property for
an International
Park.” The New
York State survey devised the following
general plan:
That the land adjoining the Rapids,
Falls and Chasm should be condemned by
the State, and, with all

the

erections

on

it, appraised and purchased. This land
would be a strip a mile long and widening from 100 feet at the head of the

Rapids to 800 feet at the falls.” The
all

the

the banks

should be swept away, appropriate trees
planted, and the village thus shut out
from view. The mill and ruins on Bath

jsland should be replaced by the natural
growth, aud the wing-dams

and

ice-bar-

riers around it should be torn up. It is
also snggested that the State acquire the
right to plant and preserve a belt of trees
with a walk about thirty feet broad extending for a mile down the river beyond
the reservation. These trees would shut
out the mills from view and furnish shady
walks and pleasant seats for visitors. The
value of the land and buildings has been
earefally estimated, and in round numbers it may be said shat $1,600,000 would

eover the entire expense. On the Canadian side the cliffs are left in their natural

Ha
oi

>

PERRIER,

je
PR

NOTES.

picturesqueness,
there are fewer buildings
edge of the cliff. The diflienlty and expense of restoration would consequently
be much less.”
At’ the present time the

In- necessary negotiations. are being {carried
Ax ArreaL. Ho, correspondents and
contributors, a few words to you! Were
it mot for the dignity of your characters
and the value of your thoughts, many : of

your articles that ges printed would Bere:
appear. Why not? Because your tho

sweetness.

words,

because

you persist in

writing

s s calamities which give
and variou
dent
the dark shades to the picture of human

Wu
*4+o

An editoral note,in Star, Nov. 16, gives

dife. But the
dn

of a magazine with a wholly one-sidpicture is mot all dark; it tion
ing of light and color | ed view, replete with error in ‘its ‘worst
beautiful form, and this in a Review of high reall the mo.re

the ligh is

a

st.

The mother rejoices

ild,snd its life is pree birtitsh of ber ch
atth
i
jor. The laborer eats
with

pute is more than questionable, Rarely
will you find a production so hegrtless

and reckless, not only of truth and justice

a kéen relish because it is but of all that is held most dear and sa-

at each sentence

twice

or thrice

before

evangelist, and

failures,

he

settles

work also.

Some few

have

persevered,

and

in favor of union

among Free Baptists

in the South than Cape Fear Conference.
She has shown sufficient evidence of this.”
He speaks of the editor of the above paper as using every means he can to have
them unite with ‘the regular Baptists”
and thereby be ‘swallowed up” by them.
He continues, * Otir people favor union
among Freewill Baptists in the South.
But they cannot see what they would gain
by leaving. first principles to follow doubt
ful revolutionary leaders. They cannot
see the advantage of following B. W. N.,

editor of the Review—in

the Southern

Baptist Associdtion.” He represents him
as ‘‘ not a Freewill Baptist at all”; and
his paper is not safe to quote ‘‘ as an exponent of Scuthern F. B. ideas.”
We had no intention of doing anybody"
injustice by the noté or quote; and we
are always ready to undo anything we
.can of that kind. We only wished to get
all the information we could about our
Southern brethren. We hope the above
writer, ‘J. W. Lucas” will furnish us
with all the facts in his knowledge for
publication; and that a more intimate
acquaintance and union may speedly be
consummated.
o
=

Among
at

the many
the

Wykoff

excited

good

were, and,
must be,
ing bodies

if I

mistake not, what our sons

if we are to be one of the
of this country.
Will uot

growevery

and deliberate.

Lowell,

Mass.,,

Nov. 30 and

Wednesday

Dec.

and’ Thursday,

1, 1881.

The

first session

will open Wednesday, Nov. 30, at 2, p. M. Ad-

dresses will be given as follows:
| “ The Sunday-school,
— what it is not and
what it is.” Rev. G. GC. Waterman.
sn
¢ Lines of Progress in Sunday-schools.” Rev.

C. 8. Perkins.
¢ Spirituality in Sunday-school Work.” Rev,
L. Dexter.
;
*“ Relation of Preaching to Sunday-school
Work.” Rev. J. Mariner.
c;

“ The Superintendent.”
man.
** The Teacher.”

Rev. G. C. Water-

Rev. J. Malvern,

All Free Baptist Sunday-schools in Massachusetts are invited to send delegates,
for whom
free entertainment will be provided:
It is

hoped a permanent S. 8. Association may be
organized.
*
PER ORDER COM. OF ARRANGEMENTS.
VOW

Anthony Memorial

Hall.

mueh

and

Peru

churches are without a pastor, and some

good

Nov. 11 was a happy day to us. For weeks we
bad been waiting to have the roof of the main
building inclosed. The wings at either end were
slated up to near the ‘point

where

they were

to join the center-building, and of cofirse were
somewhat exposed to winds

and storms.

At

last the back gables were finished, the roof
was suspended by strong truss

irons, the raf-

ters were up, and we were putting
sheathing, thus securing the building

on the
against

kept

have

us

back

filled

with water

for

our ex:

for plastering.

are to have a chapel large enough to hold our
fust increasing number of pupils, that we are
to bave a library and printing-office very soon,

and recitation rooms enough for our classes,
all of which we now enjoy only in anticipation.
Yes, the roof is inclosed, the slaters are
work, and before this reaches the readers

at
of

the Sigr, we hope the last slate will be fasten.
ed to the roof.

By

the

aid

his people at Carthage and Weld, and at Carthage a good religious interest is enjoyed with
hopes of a large ingathering......Rev. C. E..

Woodcock'is enjoying a precious revival sea-

son at Madrid,

where

of

quite u number

have

followed the Lord in baptism of late ‘and the
prospect is good for larger victories...... Pine
St. church, Lewiston, so well united in their

efforts under the labors of Bro. J. B. Jordan,
gave a collection of $25 at a recent visit of the

State Missionary to aid the State work, thus
evincing a love for the work, and a willingness
to help

it on....Corliss St. church, Bath, is in

need of a faithful pastor, as is Georgetown,

Rockville, East Corinth and Parkman. The
North St. churgh, Bath, are a live people and
were never doing better thun now, ’uader the
labors of Rev, H. J. White......Our ¢hurch in

‘Greene is prospering finely.

Bro. Musgrove is

provin
a great
g blessing to the people there.
secc.Our chareh in Dexter hopes to secure
Rev. A. Hill as pastor......Rev. E., Town, of
Alford is spending a little time at Seuth Mont-

ville. This, is an old and important field to us,
and it is hoped Bro. Town will be induced to
remain among this people for some years....
Rev. W.T. Smith is laboring with the two

churches
bard

in

work,

Poland,

and

sowing

in

Joy.s«...Rev. J. Boyd,
expectedto spend

iv doing

lots of

tears and resping

in

State Missionary,

is

a portion

of Dec.

in the

Ellsworth Q. M.,, with a few days, it may be, in

Milo and in Potter......Rev. J. W.
at

work,

Carr at

to complete

the

new house by Christmas,

tion. We have faith to believe that we really

The feeling was general

8. is an dble speaker, and his efforts are

Danfprthis hard

Wwe

talked

wants of our people and cause in the
Northwest. The discussion was thorough

and commenced his labors on the 20th.
© Our church at East Hebron is prospering
finely under the labors of Rev. R. Scott. Bro.

them...... Rev. F. Starbird is much loved by

Convention

sal interest than the question of establishing a paper especially adapted to meet the

ton has extended a call to Rev. T. F. Maxim,
of Madison, Me., who has accepted the call,

es would be made strong.
{
:
In this direction we are not what our fathers

hausted cisterns

a deeper or more univer-

:
Liming-

man would find a large chance for labor with

the weak

The. frequent rains have

things

age and unite the efforts of all Christian wom-'

en in this section for this one object.
The Free Buptist chureh at South

church-

then

The dream of years seems approaching realiza-

(Minn.)

a]

would do the same,

a week or two, but they

The New Paper.

De———

enjoyed by his people......Canton

the special danger from winds, How sweet
was the music of the hammers to our ears!

Benomumational.

ve

Bacheler in her mission work, and to encolr-

after long years of struggle have succeeded in
this department of Christian work.
If all

an account of Southern F. Baptists on the pastor in the Central Association, try at least
authority of the Baplist Review. A writer one protracted meeting this fall and report
J. C. STEELE.
from Woolsey College Tenn., says that results in the Star?
this article ** does very great injustice. to
«=|
Sunday-Scheol Institute. the few ministers in. Cape Fear Freewill
‘Baptist Conference,” of which he is aRev. ¢. C. Waterman will conduct a Sunmember. ** No little organization is more
day-school Institute attbe Paige St. church,

a furnace

we

hope to be able to plaster a few rooms, aad oc-

New Hampshire.

Rev. C. T. D. Crockett, of Jackson,
has received a call from the Pern, Me.,
to become its pastor and has the matter
consideration. Bro, C. became pastor

N. H.,
church
under
of the

Jackson church Jane. 16, 1881, Within the
past month the Lord has wonderfully dis.
played his power. One evening twelve young
people arose and manifested a desire to know

more of Jesus.

All knelt iti prayer while the

church wrestled with God for their conversion,
Three of them spoke to the glory of
God.
J
The Merrimac St. church of Manchester has
its debt nearly paid tp.
Burdened
#s

they are, they do not forget thelr pastor. Tuesday evening Nov. 22, 4 large

company of his

people met at his residence and presented him
with a roll of bills, amounting to nearly

seveén-

ty dollars, That will’ do very well for &
Thanksgiving present....... A few Sabbaths
8go, Rev. J, C. Osgood gave

lowship to three more
Pittsfield church.

the

hand

who have

A deep religions awakening

of

fel-

joined
2

the

much

en

was

joyed in the North Sandwich F. B. church in
early

fall.

Meetings

were

conducted

under

cupy them by Christmas; when our school will
be largest.

the direction of the State Ex. Com. of the Y.
M. C."A. A number professed conversion,

80 wide-spread and pressing, that we may
almost reproachfully ask ourselves, ¢ Why

We have not attempted fo make the building
showy, but it is pronounced Uy #il to be comely and substantial. Nothing has been omitted

The heart of the pastor,

have we delayed

that is necessary to make

that such a paper is needed at once.

This

is not

felt,

a new want, but

one

so

often

the publication of

paper so long?”
‘The paper will help
distinct

blessings

Quarterly

of

such

a

‘hope it will stand and
us

to a better ac-

the

Meetings was

do its work Jong afer

The chapel, 46x56 feet, belongs to the Woman’s Mission, and the balance of the $1,000 is
sure to come to finish it.

find each other out, and this paves the
venture.

This

very undertaking is the outgrowth of the

The young people

of

the

Roger

Williams

Rev.

C. W,

work.

Success has attended

labors the

past

year.

his efforts and

the Sabbath have beeh exceedingly

the

with $150.
or

We are

church,

or

waiting
young

for
peo-

ple’s Bociety to furnish a mathematieal room
on the other side of the wing at the same cost.
Then we havé a lecture-room 27x35, on the
first floor for debating societies, prayer-meeting; lectures &c. —a delightful room and really
needed. It will cost fully $300 to finish and

Bro.

Dealtry baptized five persons, and during the
month received six to the church. At the request of the people for Brow Dealiry to remain
with them, he has conctnded to do so for
the present, and bas declined his invitation to
greatly afflicted of late by the

‘individual

large and

The third Sabbath In Oct.,

a Roger Williams library.
We are proud of
the name as well as grateful for the aid. Over
the library joining the chapel in the north
wing is the biography and Bible history room
which the Olneyville Auxilliury is to finish

and furnish

.

in his

The congregations on

Society are paying $500 to finish and u¥ish

some

Dealtry,

was made glad, and he is encouraged

interested.

have finished ours.

old-fashioned

the- wonderfal

trust and

We

But how shall it be finished and furnished?

stimalus given and gotten by acquaintance.
Methods may change but principles
do not; and, to a certain extent, acquaintance is always necessary
to success.
There is no more practicable
and timely
way for extending our acquaintance than
through this proposed paper.
Workers
way for mutual

we

it permanent.

One of the

quaintance with one another.

West

this

fall.

This

society

has

death

been

of Miss

Celia N. Ambrose, who departed this life early
in October.
She was a most helpful young

woman, and an excellent sitiger.

She

metbderof a large amd interesting
young ladies in the Sabbath-school.
Vermont.
Rev. 8. W. Cowell

writes:

‘ Rev.

was

a

elass of

M.

At-

wood recently assisted the pastor at Newport
cordiality born of the Wykoff acquaintCenter in a three days’ meeting. His sermons
ance.
were
sound
and practical, and his labors
There will be no rivalry with the Star.
were
profitable.
We
trust
the
meeting
The new paper will be the child of the
wis not without spiritual benefits. Rev.
Only a small ehemical
Star, surely it should not be unwelcome or furnish it with seats.
Fro. Milliken’s oldest
som, Woodfred, was
laboratory, between this and the Roger Wil.
thought to be ‘in the way.” No good
buried last Friday. This yowag man of 23
liams library? Who will send us $300 and a
loyal Free Baptist will be rash enough to
years has had a lingering sickness. He was a
name for the lecture-room. There are te be Christian youth of promise anda teacher in
drop the Star to take this, bat will add it
about ten other rooms, averaging about 18 feet
right on. Many, by means of this, will square, — recitation rooms, a music room, » the Bunday-school.- A. .blight rests on the
earthly hopes of dear Bro. and Sister Milliken,
learn to know the demomination better,
teachers’ room and others for the usual pur
this triumphant
poses of the school. The cost of finishing and | but a promise brightens
enough better, it is hoped, to understand
death, Rev. W, L. Noyes preached a tender,
that the Morning Star is indispensable to’ furnishimg these rooms will be $100 each. We
hope they will all be taken and named by the concise snd comforting sermon on this oceaa thorough-going Free Baptist.
sion.”
:
donors. We will be glad to explain the loca
We need the new paper.
Having startMassachusetts,
ed, it also needs us, Can we have a sub= tion and give the exact sizes to any one inter- © We have received a eopy of the Washburn
ested in helping on the work.
scription list that will. make it safe to conI should do violence to my feeling, should I Hall Echo, a paper published in the interests
of our new F. B, church in Worcester, Rev.
tinue the publication of the Free Baptist.
close this letter without giving exp
n to
A. J. Eastman pastor. Jt is very ereditably
Will each one who has received any nummy feelings of gratitude to the ie
4 has
made up and is a pleasing evidenee of the enber of eopies secure as many subscribers?
beard eur prayer, who has through all this
ergy and determination manifested by this
Will others appreciate the epportunity, as year so blessed and helped us, so moved up- |
young church.
Deserving suecess, it must
well as the necessity, and at onee send in on the hearts of his people to provide the
surely obtain it. We commend it to the in:
means
necessary
to
carry
on
the
work,
and
their name?
A
terest,
the prayers, and the material assistance
who has both withheld the storms and sent the
There are those to-day that are proud

of

having been subscribers to the first copies
of the Merning Star.
Their opportunity
occurred but once. Fifty years from pow

present.
money

‘The names and address—not the
until the first copy

should immediately

is received—

be sent to him.

He

waits for a sufficient number, to continue
the publieation.
0
Will not many of our Eastern brethren

age.”

-

R. A, Cons.

bold
Rid 8

Nood of Revival Work,

gon was infused, but not the remedy.

givinga full representation, it would not
have been so bad. But to fi)l a Jarge por-

not

til Jan. 1. - Meanwhile, however, he - will
be in the office.

such disjointed and unparsable sentences.

When you write private letters, be as
‘We are born in sorrow ; we are doomed
Had the article, vile as it is, been but lawless as you please; but when you
;
brow
ofthe
sweat
the
by
bread
eat our
one of several in the same number, thus write articles for publication, please look
are exposed to disappointments, aceci-

to
we

a

=

of the passage, on the following: Sabbath.
But he died before that time. So the poi-

and

he is

down to pastoral work and does not try to suc-

us 80 ei
TI
ee
rightly endured is rich in its precious bar- | y ouths” &c., and treating it in the fall
Epicurean’
spirit
promised
to
administer
clothed
that
it
would
not.be
proper
for “ give us a lift” by becoming subscribers?
on
afflicti
jewel,
.wests. Adversity has its
ite + weightof glory.” Things that
are bit- the antidote in unfolding ‘the latter part them to be seen in public. In other If so, we will “thank God and take cour‘ter may be transformed into a melifiuous,

of am

trials

their

than ome

ceed in this direction.
Yet if we would make
full proof of our’ ministry we must do this

say, ‘‘ I subscribed for the first issue of
the Free Baptist”; and new is the only
time to secure that distinetion. I appeal
with great fervor te each brether and sister of Iowa to now become a subscriber
for the Free Baptist.
.
Rev. A. A. Smith, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
has consented, against his inclination and
interests, to condwet the paper for the

from the

more

In reply to many inquiries that have
been received, and in anticipation of
others that may be intended,we announce
that the new resident Editor elect will not
take responsible charge of this paper un-

reservation

sixty-six feet

of

young man just out of school is that
after repeated

it may be of equal satisfaction to be able te

of

The

able to do the work

RES

to be removed, and, best of all, there is a

gersoll’s tiradeis nominally a reply to. onin Canada.
Mr. Black, and he in a future number

‘may demolish him again. But will this
repair the mischief in the minds of those
with
harmony
in
is
sentiment of the poet
inspiration. * Our light affliction which is who may never read Mr. Black's articles?
ibut for a vioment worketh for us a far It is sard that an eccentric preacher on one
more exceeding and eternal weight of Sabbath took for his text. Eccl. 13: 9,
glory.” Seitis; the discipline of sorrow first part—** Rejoice, O young mania thy

also.

and strong that there is needed a paper
in the Northwest, for the Northwest, and

The proposition to rescue the great nattiral wonder of America,

buildings should all be removed,

for notoriety, or what not, will put himself in such a place, of course he cam imdulge his propensity, so long as he eam
find readers or hearers.
We pity both

-downward which is followed by long and
thurried strides to perdition ; or it may be

to treat

unsightly constructions along

hold, how great a matter a little fire sandth time set
kindleth.” One false step, and a fracture assurance.

experience

nothing

civilization,

ing instance, when . the

deception,

which ministers receive for

tian

the subterfuges of error ? Here is a striksame

preparation

work.

over

NIAGARA FALLS,

learn, and will listen to almost any body
or any thing

his orthography, etymology and syntax—
yes, and the legibility of his penmanship

It is a very ungracious thing for any per-

+0

The present is an age of inquiry, discussion, progress.
Men are eager to

very life depended upon the correctness of

that something is wanting in the training and

son to do, who enjoys the opportunities,
the protection to life and® property, and
all the unnumbered advantages of Chris-

Sma
NREL
gn

+ tude!

=
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The Free Baptists in New. York have some
strong

churches and

many

scarcely do more than live.

weak

How

ones

that

to minister

letting it pass. Let it be subjected to as to these weak churches so as to make them
rigorous an examination as is imposed strong is one of the problems that the Central
upon recruits for the army. We know "Association is trying to solve. Many plans
your abilities, We doubt not that if your have been tried and have met with only parlives depended upon it, every sentence tial success, or with complete failure. ‘The
plan that will succeed has not yet been discovwould be a model of clear and elegant ered. Perhaps on the whole the plan of emEnglish, But every person who writes ploying evangelists give the largest results
for the press ought to write as though his from the least expenditure of money. We fear

rains,

as we

have needed.

To him be all the

glory. May the donors enjoy the fulness of his
love.

N. OC. BRACKETT.

Maine,

our church at Mapleton.

Rev.

G.

day to

M.

Park

preached there by special request, administered the ordinance of baptism and at the eve-

ning

service

welcomed

ten

to the church.

This makes fourteen
added to the church as
the fruit ef the r
work of grace in that
place. This church, if it can have the needed
help, may become one of the strongest in the
Aroostook Q. M,
Rev. C. E. Blake recently baptized three

persons and welcomed them to the membership of the No. Anson church.

Mrs. L. R. Barrows, secretary of the organi«
zation of which she writes, reports as follows:
¢ The Otisfield F. B. Q. M.

Woman’s

Mission

Society was organized Nov. 8, at the parsonage
at Kast Hebron, Mrs. V. G. Ramsey presiding.
The leaders of this movement have long been engaged 1n mission work, but huve felt deeply the

need of systematic organization among the la*
dies.

A constitution was adopted which pro-

vides that the organization shall be composed
of the auxiliary societies of the several churches
which compose the Q. M., and shall bold its

meetings at the session ofthe Q. M.

A com-

mittee of 11 ladies in different churches was

chosento endeavor to. form auxiliaries in the

at 2 o'clock P.M.
the generous adver,
on the fourth page.
subseription list en-

New York.
The Free Baptist church of Tuscarora (Rev.
W. H. Peck, pastor), has lately fitted up its
parsonage. The yard and surroundings have

been beautified, the outside painted, the inside papered, painted and whitewashed,

notwithstanding the rain, quite

» number

of

the citizens gathered at the parsonage to give
their pastor a‘ pourding,” and a visit to the
several apartments revealed the fact that the
+ pounding” was of a lasting nature. We are
looking for u general ingathering into the
church.
The Marilla church is much encouraged.

Last month six happy converts were baptized
by their pastor, Rev. L. E, Bates, and united
with the church. There is a increasiog. in-

terest in the Cowlesville church, Their pas-

tor, Rev. L. E. Bates is laboring earnestly to
win souls. One aged man has turned his feet

into the testimonies of the Lord, and others are

comingup to the help of the Lord, praying
that many may be saved,

"Three persons ‘have

recently united with the chureb, by letter...

Pike Seminary has just closed 8 most success-

this Q. M.—a small one at East Otiefield,

cheering for future prosperity.

object of this society is tofA support

Four

have been added to the church und an increasing interest is manifest in the attendance upon
all the services. On the eveningof Nov. 12,

ful term.

faithful

The

work

attendance

done, and

bas ‘been large,

the

outlook

18

The new Free

Baptist church near the Seminary is progress

Miss Mary
’

ff

bath be sure to worship in Washburn Hall.

churchesto which they belong.
There is at
present bat one woman’s Mission Bociety in

The

Let our people

whe go to Worcester to remain over the SabPreaching every Sabbath
We gratefully acknowledge
tisement of the Star given
We hope to see the Star's
larged in Worcester.

HMmisters and Churches,
Sunday, Nov. 13, was au encouraging

of the dénomination at large.
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ing finély, and pastor and people are & diligent

Why use a gritty, muddy, disagreeable article
when Houd’s Sarsaparilla, so pure, so clear, so
delightful, can be obtained. 100 doses $1.00.

was held at Dale, and found a warm welcome
from Bro. Hyatt and his people. The sermons were spiritual, and interest good in all the

i Have-Wistar's" Balsam of Wild Cherry

Lord.”
in business, ferventdn spirit, serving the
M.
++... The last session of the Genesee’ Q.

60 cents and $1 a bottle.

it.

to

regard

in

of Atlanta, Ga.; says he owes

and

“teresting and next day several of the hoys
the

to help

Quarterly Meeting

mission-

the Hinckley and Royalton churches, and com‘mences bis labors the 20th inst., and that Rev.
“accepted a call from the Cleveland chwreh

and

entered upon his work

May

there as pastor.

Rev.

r

Quartsrly Meetings,
WINCHESTER Q. M.—Held its’ last session
“with the church at Berryville,
Saturday
and
Suaadwv, Nov.- 19,
20. The regular
«clerk being absent, RB, ¥. Fox (Cor. Mes. from
Hurper’s

Ferry

Q. M.)

was

appointed

morning.

Tnat

transacting

Conference adjourned

business,

brought

Bro. Waterman,
reading of letters

the

which Bro. J.

W.

Mrs Ira Fox-N

with the
churches

Dungee

freaive sermon to a full

atthe close

preached

of

Bro.

fore the Conference, most of the time being
«given to worship, but an ugusual amount was
disposed of in the Ministers’ Conference, over

A request
church
to

the time for the éxamination and ordinatioa.
Bro. Waterman is to predch the sermon.
We

. ‘found the Berryville church engaged in a glorious revival, with many. converts rejoicing in

the love of God, and as many more still at the
anxious seat pleading to know his love.
The

silterest in the-ehurch and Sabbath-school has
ently incressed under the faithful labors of
ro. Adams, who has the respect and full con-

and community.

Hels

B.

.

OwrGo

Money

The 4

a

both

on

Saturday

Byron

Sunday.

D Smith—A

Ward

LE

on Saturday ev-

10.30 A. M.

°

G. W. MAoYHEW, Clerk.

“C

Hammond

We

Miss Mary

G.H. Damon,

Clerk.

GIBSON Q. M.—Held its last session with the
“Thomson church Nov, 4—6. But few of the
churches were represented.
Ministers present:
Revs Vail, Fish, Lord, Brown and
Prescott. A profitable season was enjoyed.
“On Sunday au effort was made to raise the indebtedness on the church, amounting to $4.25.
A stirring appeal was made by the pastor Rev.
D. D. Brown and strongly supplemented by
Rev, A. H. Fisk. The entire amount was raised
and the church which has always been embarrassed by debt, is now free.

Next session

with

Feb.

the

Liberty

church

0. C. WHITNEY,

DEARBORN Q.

M.—Met with

in

Clerk.

a number

of

ithe brethren from the Ripley Q. M. at Sparta
<hurch Nov. 5, 6. Rev.
m. Tucker was
chosen Moderator of the meeting.
No regular

business was transacted.

We were much dis-

appointed in not seeing the Dearborn Q. M.
as a body, However, we are glad to know that
the meeting was not a failure. Preaching Saturday night by Rev.- William Tucker. Sunday, at. 10 1-2, preaching by Rev. D. A.

‘Pucker,

after which

the Lord’s

Supper

Rev

Me

Clark, Class of "81.

PIERPOINT—CLARK.—In

Appleton,

Me.,

Nov.

Clark,by Rev. F.

W. Towne, Mr. John E. Pierpoint, of Washington,
and Miss Minnie M. Clark, of Appleton.
MoCABE—WILLARD.—In Williston, N. Y., Oct.
16, ac the residence of the bride’s father, by Rev.
L. E. Bates, My. George

McCabe, of Folsomdale,

and Miss Aggie Willard, of Williston.
MACDONALD~—HJCKETT.—In
Boston,
Mass.
Oct. 25, by Rev. Mi. Macdonald, Dr. A. Macdonald ‘and Miss Aonie T. Hackett, Pag
st
da
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hackett, all of
oston.
MOODY—WARE.—In Lewiston, Me., Nov. 21
by Rev. J. M. Remick, Mr. John W. Moody, of
Pittston, and Miss Eleanor Ware, of Lewiston.
MASON—WILSON.—In Voloey, N. Y., Nov. 23, at
the residence of Prof. E. Newell, by Rev. Z. F.
Gnffin, Frank E. Mason, of Schroeppel, and
Miss Sarah E. Wilson, of Volney.
Boyp—BuZzZELL.—In Bangor, Me., Nov. 24, by
Rev

James

Boyd, at the residence

of

the

bride's

father, Mr. Geo
W. Boyd, son of the officiating
clergyman, and
Miss Emma J. Buzzell, daughter
of Dea. F. O. Buzzell, all of Bangor.

Died
GILES .—In
Brownfield, M¢., Nov. 10,Arthur
L., son of L. R.and Mary E. Giles, agad 7 years
and 6 month.

I. P. Bares,

WENTWORTH

at Wentworth

athan Stanyan
* beautiful ball
- vote of thanks
“The meetings
spirit.

W.

The

Q. M.—Held

session

Mr. Jon-

kindly donated the use of his
for the meeting, for which a
was returned him at the close.
were lively and full of the good

congregation

was

Jarge

on

the

~ Sabbath, and all felt the Dresence of Divine

power. One lady who had never professed
v religion
rose and asked the prayers of Christinns for her salvation. ‘Rev. C0. W. Dockrill,

Methodist, from Warren, and Rev, Mr. Dar:
fing, Congregutioniatist, of Wentworth,conduct-

ed the opening service. Friday evening Bro.
#+Dockrill preached a sermon. It can be truly
ng og Toeeting wa # Success al through,
e hope it will leave
mpression
* behind,
~ C. W.
NELSON,
og
Lxrrre Scioto Q. M.—~Held its November
session with the Madison; church, We had a
pleasant time together, The business meet.

ings

were all harmonious, and » good

de;

of interest was manifested at every meeting.
i Rev’'s Alva Crabtree,Li Swaim,J. Tilton, J.

: Shonkwiler, R. Boring and. David Gow were
present, Bro. Crabtree preached a good seranon on Saturday. Bight, and Bro,
Bwaim on
* Sunday ‘morning. We missed Father Fuller.
ton.
Rev. L, Swaim was appointed Cor. Mess.
to.the Pine Creek Q. M., and Rev. I. Fullerton
to the Lewis, The committee on the 8. §. con.

vention will report at next session.

The Feb.

ruary session will be held at Sciotoville, O, Let

+ ‘every chuvch be well represented.
oo

10H,

FrOWINR, Clerk,

Poetry by Hezekiah Butter.
Musie by Dr. G. F. Roet.

New

NOW
stamps

1

A

world.

RARE

or Ladies and

¢ The

nd
eral,

From

keeper

to

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,
including

CONSUMPTION.
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN. WRITES:
“It'does not'dry up a cotigh, and leave the cause
‘behind,as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint,"

DO NOT, BE DECEIVED by articles bear-

ing similar names. = Be sure you get
DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
.with the signature of ““ I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.

50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, BosSold by druggists and dealers generally,

Mary N. Prescott,

George P. Lathrop,
Charles Barnard,
Sarah Winter Kellogg,
Lucy Larcom, -

William H Rideing,
Marion Harland,
Geo. Bancroft Griffith,

J. D. Chaplin,

M. B. C: Slade,

Edna Dean Proctor.

Travel.

Hon. Chester Holcombe, U. 8. Legation, Pekin.

The

in

Among todas
Useful

Articles

A

Ex

TR

P.O

and

on

By Mrs. Gen. Lew Wallace

Home

+

By an Expert.

The

Editorials, as heretofore, will be prepared

by the most qualified pens,

and all current topics will be treated clearly and fundamentally.
The Children’s Column will be under the same popular management as for
the last fifteen years, and the Prize department will be more liberal than ever.

Subscription Price, $1.75. Specimen copies sent free.
Please mention in what paper you read this advertisement.

YOUTH’S
41 Temple

COMPANION,
Boston,

Place,

Mass.

—

on

disease t:
is
SLOCUM, 161 Pearl St., New York.
rose.
D “Dis. TA

ER.—To any one who subscribes now, and sends us
SPECIAL
$1.75,
we wi OFF) the Findon fis free to January 1st, 1882, and a fal}
from that date.
subscription
year’s
SE:

ad-

Fvery buyer should

A Leading London Phys
ician establishes an
Ofice in New York

Select

for the Cure of

EPILEPTIC

Industries.
and in Silk, Appliqué Work, Lace
. B y Annie E. Ramsey.
.
profession for women,
Nurse, Mass. Gen. Hospital.
By Rebecca Harding Davis.

By Miss Parloa.
Howto Prepare Inexpensivepbut Appetizing, Food for the Table,
By Mrs. 8. B. C. Samuels,
“The Raising of Household Pets for the Market.
«

Rail-

positive remedy for the above disease; by
1 have a
the worst kind and of long
pa of a
its od
Indeed, so strong is py
ding have been cured.
E
faith in its efficacy, that I will send TWO
Give

~

Ways by which Girls may Earn Money at Home.
Photography, as an Occupationdor Lads.

County

oye

Indios

Articles Upon Fancy Work, Embroidery in Crewels
Work, Novelties of Knitting and Crochet Work, etc.,
A new
Training for Nurses as Physicians’ Assistants.
mrp
By a Trained

Hewitd

scholar,

colors,

Royal Court.

J By Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.

CONSUMPTION.

an

That

FITS.

IT
From
Am. Journal of Medicine.
wh males, Spec, Meserole (late of Loudon) , who

No. 4.
a

superior

Paan

Service

PO. dred
sand
wishing No, 06 John
St.. New York
MSR

Lad

dn

om oC

and

Music.26

The

most

popular

Ri
dividual carefully con.
n ree
ORsibiIiey “bo to Ap

[iege; Love, Mariage; dus
musqmons;
Socloty iy

Organ

guarantees

Every

day

Years

of service.

good

work

and,

81 Hanaolph rir

ng Va bullalg

'® continue to act asSolicitors for Patents, Caveats,
Trae Marks, Copyrights, etc., for the Unitedetc.States,
We
y Gerpany,
Canada, Cuba, England,
have had thirty=five years’ experience,
8CTthe
in
+ Patentsobtained through us are noticed
illusENTIFIC AMERICAN. This large and splendid
Progress
trated weekly paper, $3.20 a year,shows the enormous
an
has
and
ng,
interesti
of Science,i8 very

WANTED.
3

iad
1,

small capitol to learn how to sell my books by aectual experience in the fleld, and then to manage
this section, and hire, train and start men. A
man of energy, tact, and skill in hiring men can
make from $1,500
to $3,000 a year for five pears,
Give age, experience, and send this.

5% *W. J. HOLLAXD, Springfield,

Fu ow,

cl A io,

'

A
A
FIC
1
Pub's. 0
rors,
Hand book about Patents free.
Now York.
02 OCEAN SHELLS & CHROMO CARDS,
name on, 10c. 50 for 6¢

40 Gilt &

9 alike,
Haven,
val Edge, 100, CLINTON & CO., North
1027eow

Conn.

A man of good education, business ability and a

Nerve
MENT;

BICLOW& MAIN,

G0 CARDS,

:

All new, Imported Jest guy of Hand
others.
silver
0
Boque

Bugpel type, 10¢. Clinton & Co.,
Ss script
name in fancy
26t43e0wW
A
North Haven, Ct.
All Gold, Chromo & Liv'g. Cards,
on, 10c. Clinton Bros,

30x ame

with

'

(No 2 alike.)
Clintonville,

"g6teowss

\ ARE WW

J. ESTEY & CO., Brattleboro,Vt.

NERVE

Er

Diseases.

and Brain
WEST'S

AND

BRAIN

a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,

A

TREAT-

Convul-

Mental Depression,
sions, Nervous Headache,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Aso, caused by
over-exertion or averinduigeve, which leads to

misery, decay

cent cases.

and death.

One box

will cure

re-

treats

Each box contains one month’s

ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dolpost-paid on receipt of price.
lars ; sent by mail,
boxes to cure any case. With
We guarantee six
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~
nied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser
antee to return the money if the
or written
arantees istreatment does not effect a cure.
sued only when the treatment is erdered direct
from us, Address
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont St., Basta, Js.

TURKIAlSH, RUGS! Aca, “sii wi
Frost & Co., Biddeford,

GENTS WANT
A Selling Pictora
ced 83 per cent.

nine,

MD for the Best and Fastest
Prices reks and Bibles,
National Pub. Co. Phils. “Pa.

FEW

energetic

MORE

salesmen.

Our new circulars ex!
! ANT
plain (all about : the
Just at this
best paying business of the season.
time there are immense quantities of pictures te
be framed, and agents are

meeting

with

wender-

ful sales. Full particulars and an elegant outfit
free. Address, Oxford Picture Frame Co
BT
Auburn, Me.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
CORRODERS AND GRINDERS OF

=

PURE WHITE LEAD,

L

stamp

foeinnnnn

»

tones.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

DR. E. C.

A Full Catalogue of Christmas Publieations sent free on applicatton.

Organ

Yi ields unrivaled

tte,

thoughts, rare information
° ts abounds in striking J-page
colored plates--each
intense. common-sense, Fu

25 Cents.

, 76 East Ninth Street, New York.

Sola is made
Throughout

gard to Education, Home,

Claus.

Estey

FEquat fidelity, and

Try

Words

FEvery

PRACT
BAPE, Aarts, Wanted, EloNh
Send for Or MeCURDY & 00., Philadelphia, 2

Christmas Cantata ever issued,

aur

Mrs. E. M. Ames,

free to any

A new Sacred Cantata by W, I. Doane.

;

Harriet Prescott Spofford,
Rose Terry Cooke,
Marie B. Williams,
Charlotte Mary Yonge,

every section, Sells tn every class, BRADLEY, GARRETSON
& Co., No, 66 N. Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

Night of Glory.

tf

Sarah P. Brigham,
(Celia Thaxter,

Fred A Ober,

Greece.—Recollections of Athens ; views of t

ing, Crimping

Sm

of every State and Territory

York.

Dinah Maria Craik,
Julia C. R. Dorr,
Rev. Theron Brown,
°
Elizabeth Akers Allen,
Annie A. Preston,
Rev. Charles Thwing,
Theodora R. Jenness,
@. H. Coomer,

Mexico.—A Naturalist’s Adventures on the Mountains of Mexico,by one who
By Fred A. Ober.
is travelling in that country for Scientific Socjeties.

CHANCE

gentlemen to make money.

.

Writers.

“H.H.,»

By

wants an Agentin every Kitz
di
States, to take the Agency for the Kin

together witha A

By C. A. Stephens.

China.—Incidents and facts connected with Yen years of official residence in
China; in which personal adventures, incidents of social intercourse with the.
people; and detailed yiews of every-day life in China will be given.

Terms very lib=
Flutin, "Band and Glossing Iron.
Profits large and sells rapidly, as every Honse=
wails one, Faclusive, territory ou Joo axemts, .
fn
and
terms
or prices,
t!

xXREL

.

Mary A. Denison,
“Ruth Chesterfield,”
“Charles Craddock,”

Illustrated
for

ition; Nationalities represent.d; Climate, Soils, Products,
Wages,all Trades and_Professions; all Statistics; Areas;

the

.

home—A course of Home Reading—The Books Essential to Intelligence—Why
d
Fooiry} What Poetry is Essential to Common Intelligence—A list of books that all should
By 8. E, Pierce.

best.

Rainfalls ; Manitoba, British C>lumbia, Alaska. Texas and

time,

.

No. 12.

Night,”

Doane.

gi

Toad Town beautifully illustrated. Tells of
Mining,
Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands; Transrtation, Prices; Social, Educutional and Religious Con-

$1.50 per 100.

W. Howard

apt nade

Russia.—Life in the out-of-the-way Nooks and Corners of Russia, given in a
picturesque and striking series of articles. The author has been sent to
Russia by the Companion especially for this purpose.
By Mrs. A. H. Leonowens.

mm WESTERN =
Just issued, by ablest Geographical

Maps

A new 4 page Christmas Service by Dr Vincent,

By

Practical.

The Ministers ot the finglish Governtient during the Revolution,
By BE. P. Whipple.
.
.
By James Parton.
The Beginning of Great Industries.
By Rev. Henry Ward Beecher.
Life Scenes, as a Clergyman sees them.
RT
By Canon F. W. Farrar.
. Success and Failure in Life.
.
.
. . By the late
James T. Fields.
Other Recollections of Authors.
By E. P. Whipple.
_ Charles Kingsley’s 8chooland College Life.
.
.
By a Specialist.
Diseases of the Hip and Spine in Children.
The Times of the Great Debates in Congress. By Jessie Bentoii Fremont.
Natural Wonders of the South, Pre-Historic Mounds, Floating Islands, Phosphate Deoi
By Harriet Prescott Spofford.
posits, Bat Caves, Honey Caves, etc.
Articles on Home Education for Working People: What books to study at

Agents wanted for “Our E os PIR a

the Land of Bondage to
the Plains of Bethlehem,

Santa

stent Reflectors

$3.00 per 100.

it! It is a new delight.
cents by Mail.

Forbes.

Very Valuable Articles.

MANUFACTURING
Doe vssBoxTHE868,HEWITT
No
LOMPANY,
Pittsburg, Ps.

with new Music, by Dr. Lewry. 16 pages.
Price, $4.00 per 100; 5 cents by mail.,

Soré Throat, Bronchitis,

Rvery affection of the

Advent

J

.

Capt. Mayne Reid.
By C. A. Stephens.

Prof. Richard A. Proctor,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,
Mrs. Gen. Lew Wallace,
George M. Towle, Esq. ,
Col. Paul H. Hayne,

Frances M. Peard,

Parlors, Banks, Offices, Picture Galler=

Music

Annual

By Archibald

By

Companion’s

Rebecca Harding Davis,

Widows, or-

pension.

4 complete Irons in one:

Irons,

$30 per 100; 85¢. by Mail.
$5
G wT"
New

|

:

H. B.K. PECK & C0., 858 Broadway, New York.

MAY BE ORDERED THROUGH ANY BOOKSELLER
OR MUSIC DEALER, OR ¥ROM THE PUBLISHERS.

Music Ed'n in Boards,
Word
*
Paper

+ By Lieut. Grinnell.

and instructive series of papers, giving the usages and
By Frey Karsner.
.

Mrs, Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Louise Chandler Moulton,

\Y/)

PERFECTLY RESTORE THE HEARING
and perform the work of the Nataral Drum.
in position, but invisible to others,
Always
All Qonversation and even whispers heard disthem. Send for
tinctly. We refer to those using
descriptive circular with testimonials. Address

anufacturin
in the United

over

+»

Boy's Struggle for College.

The

FOR

numbers,

all

American

Illustrated.

By Prof. A. F. Chase.

Children.—An amusing

Henty W, Longfellow,
John G. Whittier,
W. D. Howells,

en-

are

Send

OF

adopted

in a South

with which the Companion will offer a gift of books in the hope that it may prove the nucleus

Catalogue
givin,
cl
3
lowest cash and instalment prices. Address Ivers&Pond
Piano Co., 597 Washington 8t., Boston.

and itis hoped will prove as useful as those that
universally

accident

thousands

The Ivers & Pond Pianos are the
for five years. Sold on
Warranted
easy payments or rented
“Hf~paid for.

et No. 4. Someof these songs have already
en sung by Messrs. SANKEY, MCGRANAHAN and
STEBBINS in their meetings with great acceptance.
80

experiences—

By H. 8S. Dearborn, C. E.
Guarding a Telegraph Wire in Sumatra.

Life:

Canon F. W. Farrar,
Henry Ward Beecher,

to chinvohied and the trade.
I. P. FRINE, sl Pearl 8t., N.Y.

Ist.

brought together for the first

Weeks

Her

By Adeline Hall.

of our readers. By Henry M. Frost.
Hints for Debating Clubs.—A paper both practical and entertaining,—in connection

Dr. Peck's Artificial Ear Drums

be glad

or, Six

.

fora Society Library.

\ ies, Theatres, Depots, etc. New and elee
ge gant designs, Bend size of room, Get
Sironiar and estimate. A liberal discount

New Songs
for Gospel Meetings

Deen

disabled by

law

new

Under

FRINK'S

By Ira ID. Sankey, Jas. McGranahan,
and Geo. C. Stebbins.

have

1} \

the
Moat
Pewerful, the Rofteat,
Cheapest and the Best Light known
fof Churches,
Stoves, Bhow Windows,

GOSPEL HYMNS NO. 4

They are now

0AP

\h

Church

rhe

will

1

N.J,

The Great Ll GHT,

CHURCH & CO.,
xeuJOHN
ggzagsam=
e CINCINNATI, 0.

preceling

’

+ unison of facts and probabilities, that we predict for them both the entertainment and wonder

titled
fathers or mothers of
and dependent
phans
for copy
soldiers get a ensjon, Send 2 stamps
ress,
Acts.
Bounty
Pension and
Agents,
Claim
CO.,
&
P. H. Fitzgerald Refer to Ind. Banking
Co.
Ind.
Indianapolis,

List

Merry Dialogue!

new,

of a Linesman’s

and Pres’t Central Bank, both of Indianapolis.

Price $3 per dozen by Express.
Single specimen copy, 28 cts. by mail.
PUBLISHED BY

something

.

By E. A. Kingman.
By E. R. Pratt.

Adventure.

Amusing and

aricose Velns give a

n

of

pension.

Cantata.

Christmas Service

(ton, Mass.

1dier

nahh

Music!

Millions who bave used the

.

The Pigmies of a Nether World.—Some very graphic stories, woven of so strange

PAID every GUNDof any Yidy loss of
or otherwise.
RE,if but slight;
toe or
finger,

Bright, Charming.

and now desire

ATR
:

On Recent Battle Fields. Illustrated.
A Story of South Africa. A Serial Story.
Nobody's Boys. A Serial Story. ..IHustrated.

the

ENSIONS.

:

A COLLECTION

By William Black.

N

By James Parton.

.

Chaco;

William Black,

for 25 Cents.

Ready December

.

A 8ix Weeks’ Flight among the Cannibals.

J. T. Trowbridge,

A

Price

the Gran

E. P. Whipple,

1882.

Wholesale

Perils

J

READY.
taken.

in

Illustrated.

1

to an increase of

Mail, post-paid,

Lost

Wilderness:

{x

Register

DIRECTORY,

.

By Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe.
.
.
By a Writer in Russia.
.
. ByRose Terry Cooke.

A Pioneer School-Mistress in the Far West:
amusing, often thrilling—related to her Eastern friends.

A Backwoods

—AND-—-

BUSINESS

By W. D. Howells.
By J. T. Trowbridge,

.

Men.

Its Stories of

r
infants and
es by mail 60c.

Box con

.

Vif

the rites which attend the naming of childrenin various lands.

O.

Hampshire

CITY

.

Incidents of Frontier Life and Adventure in the West; in Africa;
in Australia; in Greenland; in China, Japan and Corea; in Russia; in New
Zealand ; on the Ocean. Fully iHustrated.
;

Naming

Little girl catches Santa Claus in the Se place
and finds him to be
grandpa. A family stenie 18 in.
‘troduced at which t!
Carols are sung.
Can
be gotten up in tw
8.
j
Off, be off now, all ye children, we must set the
room aright,
:
Come here, Bertha, let me whisper—it is Christmas eve to-night.
:
;
And Kriss Kingle down the chimney comes with
presents, so I hear,
If you catch him, you can keep him, and have
Christmas all the year.”
Send 25 cts. for specimen copy. JOHN CHURCH
& CO. New York Office, 5 Union Square.
Cincinnaii,

JERSEY

Business

.

Stories of Old District Schools.

et]

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE (0.,
BS AND SOLE PRODUCERS
rie
n.1

of Suecessful

Stories of the White Mountains.

KNOWN!

1’ WATE GLYCERIN
[1
Catching Kriss kingle PEABLS

| Humorous
worth,

7 Beautiful Carols.
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ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
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Discoiorations,
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Tales of Old New England Taverns.

Address,

the really beautiful complexion. Itbleaches
skin to a marvelous whiteness,
:

per hundred.

Specimen ¢
25 cents, "Ad

Cincinnati, 0.

.-of the time was given to worship.
Sunday
night two rose for prayers,
Next session with the Duplain church, Feb.
Norton.

per dozen, $30

JONIN CHURCH & CO. | BIGLOW & MAIN.

‘those who Were present.
We were favored
~ with the presence snd labors of Rev. W. H.
Smith of the Montcalm Q. M.
Less than two

by Rev.
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Thise are by writers of rare gifts and experience. Several of the Stories
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The names of writers for the CoMPAN-

coming volume are given below.

either withinor upon the
skin, leaving it smooth,
soft and pliable, and of
that perfect clearnessand
purity which constitutes

you really want the best?
If so
it a trial. Size, 192 pages, 35 cents, $3.60

New Music!

RAND~CLARK.—In Lewiston, Me, Nov. 24, by
President Cheney, John H. Rand, Professor of
Mathematics in Bates College, and Miss Emma J.

i
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EXPRESS.

Rev R L. Howard
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13 Temple

BAKING POWDER Co., New York.

New,

LANSING Q. M.—~Convened with the Orange
~-.church, Nov, 11, in the midst of a severe storm
of snow and rain; vet the churches were: all

hours were devoted to business.

ROYAL

Christmas

Mount Coery Creek NY

was

administered.
Preaching
Sunday night by
Rev. D. A. Tucker.
Next session with the Franklin chureh the
1st Saturday in Feb. 1882,

interesting sessions

gestible food.

per box;

Send for pamphlet and list of cured.

Claremont Stationery Co.

Rev B S
Gerry Dexter
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C E Dealand
New Haven Conn
O W Young So Hancock Me
E M Butler Cilo Mich
;
Rev Wm Walker Scottsburg
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+ J-C Osgood Pittsfield N H

were

receipt of price, $1.00

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes such light, flaky, hot breads, or
luxurious pastry. i
be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of the e ills resulting from heavy indi-
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All letters are answered by a skillful Female Physician. Pills-sold by druggists, or mdiled upon

‘Absolutely Pure.

sent on application,

‘

proven

thousands

J

Have spared no effort to present an Announcement of

ic Weaknesses, so common to the best of the sex.

By

NY

No Sandwich

of

women. Jhey are prepa:ed expressly for, and, if
used as directed, never fail to cure the most obstinate Misplacements, Ovarian Troubles and Chron-

Tolford

“ Z F Grifiin Gilberts Mills N Y

favored with the labors, on Sunday, of Rev. P.
Randall who gave us an excellent discourse.
‘Rev. 8. C. Charlton (Methodist) aided also in
preaching to good acceptance. Our meetings
were well attended, and a good interest mani-

‘fested.

C

Kas

ayhew Apalachin

W Dealiry

is to convene Saturday at 10 1-2 o'clock A, M.,
M.

True—P

« Mrs C Harding Ellsworth Me
Rev .I H Green Warren Center Pa

Meoting

P.

W

“ 8 Summerlin
Horton lowa
“FD George
Laconia N H
G H Damon
Medina O

CLEVELAND (Ohio) Q. M.—Held its last session with the Liverpoel church.
There were
representatives present from all tbe churches.
The business meeting was harmonious, during
which a change was made in the time of begin-

instead of Friday 2 o'clock

Have

Wm B Woolsey Woolsey College Tenn

Next session at Warren Center, Jan. 21, 22.
Rev. M. W, Dodge is to preach the opening
Saturday,

B Bennett—W

Rev Thos E Peden Rio Grand O
Rev G H Hubbard Honey Creek Wis
* Asa Pierce Ridgeville Ind
Eliza J Clifford Waterville Me
Rev 8 J Weed Jennerstown Pa
« Wm Whitefleld Pierpout N Y
“I B Coleman West Stephentown N Y
* Geo H Howard Lisbon Mich
“LS
Morristown Vi

‘ening was a success.
sermon

valu-

Ferwarded,
BY Man,
Rev H J Carr Jackson O

at Rome.

and

A Avery—A

case

1y26eow

:

Books

It would be a good thing to strength-

‘Woman's Missionary Society

the receipt of

Letters Received.

Summerlin—A

en the cause of God, if delegates of the churches would make it a point to attend our Quar‘terly session. Rev. J. H. Green preached very
‘acceptably

Treas.

—W Whitefield—J C Woodyard—W B Woolsey—
I Walker—J Wight—E N Wright—Mrs N A Wood.
ford—R Wheeler—8 R Young.

from the various churches were

wantiag.

10.00
500.00

Bodine—D C Brooks—F J Berry—E J Clifford—I
B Coleman—1L R Cone—R A Coats—P Dewey—C
W Dealtry—H Duteh—M Foss—B H Fish—J H
Goodrich—J H Green—H C Griffio—B Hodgdon—
C E Hurd—J T Hill-I C Hood—G H Howard—G
H Hubbard-G Hu.tch—W B Hopking—Mrs C
Hard ng- R F Howard—H W Goff—S Hudson —Mrs
L M Johnson—Mrs FJ Jacobs—Mrs A Kennedy
—~A'Lane—J B Leighton—A Libvy—L 8 wmarch—
D M Mcintosh—Mrs M Mount—W
McGee—N
Powell—A Plerce—T E Peden—O F Pierson—E G
Page—Mrs A G Plummer—G W Rogers—H L
Russ—8 A Rich—C G Sturgis—H R Stevens—S

A

its last term

1.00

BRACKETT,

1 wish also to acknowledge

F. Fox, Clerk prd tem.

Q. M.—Held

(62£39)

able barrels of clothing, books, etc., from Providence churches and Amesbury, Mass.
:
:
;
N. C. BRACKETT.

studentof Storer College, possessed of firm religious principles and is full of love and zeal
[for the Master's work.
The church has done
well to secure his services.
May we realize in
him all that is anticipated.
mm

N.C.

C. B Atwood—N

shave Bro, Adams ordained, a council was appointed and December 10 and 11 decided on as

fidence of the town

ven

526.35

. P. Fisher preached at 7. o'clock, when it
was impossible to seat all of the congregation.
Comparatively little business was brought be-

‘which Bro. Waterman presided.
having come from the Berryville

Treasurer

H

,

an ifi-

congregation.

(25622)

Woman's Mission Grand Center Wis
L W Anthony

listened to with markconference meeting

+<openrd the afternoon exercises,

Mis-

Portland,

Receipts for Anthony Memorial Hall,
Rev E Fisk
1.00
Free Baptist Soc Parkers Head Me
2.35
0 C Jaquith
5.00
Wm Moses per B F McKenney
5.00
Mrs P Beede
:
2.00

a large

which, together
from the several

2

every

JJTONIC PILLS

sible in Sunday-School

number of brethren
and friends from Winchester and other points. A spirited prayermeeting was enjoyed, followedby a sermon by
and verbal reports, was
.ed attention. Prayer ard

Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

be sent.

till 10 o’olock Sunday

morning

State

Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N. Y., Treasurer
Central Association; to whom all its funds should

Bro. D. Waterman
and other

= After

Deering,

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com.
munioreBaptist Association, Marion, Ohio,
;
5238)
Rev. L. B Potter, Lansing, Mich., to wh
all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M. and Education Societies.
(25t)
Rev. J. D.

‘W. Adams, pastor of the church, was called
to the chair,
An hour was devoted to prayer
ministers.

Rufus

in

VEGETABLE

5

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Solely, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent, oid;
fi

clerk pro tem.; by whom the Conference was
called to order at 6 P. M. on Saturday. Bro. A.
and remarks by

to

Me,

RO
OS

Mme. Angusla Healy's

all contributiens

All money contributed for the Maine

sion should be sent

As

made the

f

trom the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
52t

the Lord bless these his servants in their new
field of labor, and make them useful.

the

E. N. FERNALD (to whom

i

ex-

failure. Send for new Pamphlets free. 801d everywhere. H.D.FOWLE, Chemist, Boston, Mass.

Notices.

. Post-Office Addresses.

ir, H. Drake, late of Harrisburgh, Penn., bas

Internal®and

The wonderful cures it has

pace of interest, since one of

Dale is a

RRR

and all diseases of the SKIN and

Entirely Vegetable.

per bottle, and money returned

EXETER Q. M., with the 1st Bangor church, Dec.
8, :
V. D. SWEETLAND, Clerk.
ELLSWORTH Q. M.. with the 2d Hancock church,
is
Star,
Elder
ers,
‘minist
Dec. 16—18. The Conference will be held in the
our most faithful
Free Baptist vestry, Frilay the 16th, at 1- o’clock.
buried not far from the church. The brethren
;
0. W. YOUNG, Clerk.
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION wiil convene with the
are raising money to place &, monument over
Bloomsburg
church,
Dec.
9, at?2, P. M. and con.
.
memory
his
to
tribute
his grave, a just
tinue over the Sabbath. First day will be devoted
'
Ohio.
to Ministers’ Conference. Brethren from a dis*
tance will take the G. W. R. or G. T. R.to Simcoe
We learn that Rev. W. C. Hulse, lately of and the C. 8. R. to Waterford where arrangements
will be made fo meet all who wish to attend.
of
te
pastoga
the
d
accepte
has
O.,
ville,
‘Maine
:
J. M, POWELL, Clerk of Asso.
|

girls were plannin

aries.
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ast 20 vears, FOR SO SMALL AN AMOUNT OF
ONEY, has caused opposition to its sale. Sent
by express to all parts of the U. 8. ort receipt of $1

Hotices and Appointments.

in-

very
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ternal use.

his life to Warner's
2

Saturday evening was in Success. Bro. E.
Smith had prepareda live. programme, in his
that was
wide-awake Sunday-school,

SIA, C

BLOOD.

Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

missionary meeting

The

literature.

tional

87

Col. John C. Whitner,

Also passed a resolution jh favor of our own
Rnd other denominaSunday-school papers
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STAR,

T

Poetrg.
“ THAT LITTLE HAT.”
I find it in the garden path,

'

“1s tittle crown half full
al

Of wilted flowers; where’s the rogue
Who dared my roses pull? .
I find it on the roadside there,
The flowers tossed away,
And in the crown, packed carefully,
A load of stone and clay.

|

I find it in the daisied field,

But, as Mrs. Peaslee looked around the

Or hidden in the clover,

neafly furnished dining-room, it really
did seem to her that there couldn’ be
any thing there to lead her little one into

Inspected by the wandering bees,
,. And crawled by inseets over.

T 'find it on the old barn floor;
- Or in the manger resting,
Or swinging from the beams above,
. Where cooing doves are nestling.

temptation.

I findit *neath my busy feet’

Miss Florinda was placed before a tiny

Upon the kitchen floor,
Or lying midway up the stairs,
Or by my chamber door.

looking-glass, with her hand fastened to
her hair, which she was told to comb very
neatly. Gretchen and Blanche, with hats

Jennie soon had her dolls and all that
belonged to them arranged to her mind.

I find it in, I find it out,

" ’Neath table, lounge, or chair,

on and books in arm, were sent to

in the northeast corner.

The little,shabby, brimless thing,
1 find it everywhere

Tot,

and Peggy

¢¢ Now, Snowball,” said Jennie,

and

taking

up her pretty white kitten, you must be
| all dressed up nice, 'canse I'm going to

have comp’ny.

Your roguish pate and this old hat
‘Were ever seen together.
:

—Selected.
<+O>
+0)

Two

school

and

was seated before the tin kitchen
told to get the dinner ready.

O baby boy, this problem solve,
And tell me, darling, whether

THE ROUND

Tiny

the babies, were put to bed,

But on the curly, golden pate,
For which alone twas meant,
That little restless, curly head,
On mischief always bent.

+

«« Now, my child, I want to go up stairs
and sleep awhile, if possible. Can you
play here in the dining-room and not
get into any mischief.”
¢ Oh, yes, mother.
I'll get my dolls
and kittie and we'll have a splendid time ”
Mrs. Peaslee hadn’t forgotten that her
husband had told her that it was *‘ of no
use whatever 10 tell that ehild to keep
out of mischief, for how ean a person
keep out of and away from what is already in and a part of him?”

Snowball’s eyes said thal

she was perfectly satisfied with her soft,
white coat, but Jennie wasn’t, just then.

And as Snowball was a very good-natured kiiten, she submitted quite patiently
to the operation.
It so happened that’

OF LIFE.

children down by the shining strand,

kittie was just about large

With eyes as blue as the summer sea,
‘While the sinking sun fills all the land
With the glow of a golden mystery,
Laughing aloud at the sea-mew’s cry,

Gazing with joy on its snowy breast,
Till the first star looks from the evening sky,
And the amber bars stretch over the west.

enough

to

wear Miss Florinda's clothes. “I'll put
‘on your stocking first, cause they go: on
hardest of anything.”
After much tugging on Jennie’s part, and winking on
kitties,

the stockings were

drawn on: to

kitties forepaws.

A soft green dell by the breezy shore,
A eailor lad and a maiden fair;
Hand clasped in band, while the tale of yore
Is borne again on the listening air.

¢¢ Oh, dearie me, Snowball, I've
and put your stockings on
to

been,
your

“Inever

did

get

butter

enough

POLLY'S FIRST HALF-DOLLAR.

yet,”

thought the excited puss, as she hastily
cleared the dish Jennie had left uncovered, Of course she helped herself freely
to the cold meat, and then paid her attentions to everything else that she liked.
The thought had not yet occurred to hér
how she was ever to get out.
After Jennie had looked in vain for her
kitty, and

talked with some

children

life, I suppose it is because grandma is
+80 poor, and I hain’t got any father and

like you all the same,” and

came in,

saying eagerly,

sat

in

‘‘ Nora's got

home.”

“ She is very kind to come so early.”
Said Mrs. Poasiee, “ It is only. half past
five.”
As she spoke to Jennie, she looked,

for

the first time since entering the room to
the mantle shelf. There were the two
bequets lying on the marble,

but where

* Jennie,” said she in a tone
prise and alarm,

‘ what bave

of sur-

you

been

*¢ | haven't touched

er,” said the child.
“Has any one been
have been up-stairs?”

them truly,

moth-

‘Idons

since

I

"+ Only a beggar man who wanted something
to eat, mother. I gave him a paper of cold pieces and he went right
away. I told him yon wouldn't want him

to

know

or

the candy,

do with

yet.

This

new

would

costs

sit right still on

and soon returned in a happy state of excitement, and all out of breath.
‘ Here, Polly, ma says you may have
my half-dollar, and buy what you please.”
* Oh my!” cried Polly, in great glee.
¢¢ Let me kiss you, and I'll go and buy
my things before grandma comes.

She's

up to Mis§ Holley’s cleaning up the house,
and I guefs she will be surprised.”
parted

very

happy,

Aggie for home without walnuts, and the
young financier to the store, her head fill-

shoes,

dresses.

and

groceries.

She tip-toed to look over the counter in
found

that

gentle-

man sitting at his desk.
“ What will my little girl have to-day P”
he asked, tenderly thinking of his own
darling, who but a month ago had closed
her blue eyes, never to awaken.

was its

By

Oliver

revised

and

Press

ealagied

edition

that

Soon

It was not strange that Nora should
want & holiday. Mr. and ‘Mrs. Peaslee
had been to the mountains and the children

had

spent

several

weeks

in

the

country. Now they had returned, and
the pesches had been canned and the
pears sweet pickled and the grape jelly
made. - So Nora was to have a holday to
£0 and see her brother Pat, who lived
¢¢ jist abot a mile’ beyant “the railroad,
over fornenst the ould red school-honse.”
It was not strange, either, that when Mrs.

Peaslee awoke on the morning of that important day she found an unwelcome
companion in a nervons headache, for it

often happens

that

when

our

need of

strength is greatest, our lack is greatest
too. It wus not an eventful forenoon.

Jennie came

back, with something that looked very
much like jelly on the corners of her
‘mouth, and proceeded to spread her piece
of bread. Then she shut the refrigerator
door, forgetting for the moment all about
Miss Puss. All at once she missed her.
*¢ There, now, that naughty Snowball
And
has jumped out of the window.”
Jennie ate her bread and butler with a

disappointed air, as she looked far and
near and could see nothing of her missing
playmate.

While

next,

door-bell rang.

the

thinking what

to do

© * I mustn’t

wake mother,” thought Jennie, ¢ so I'll
go to the door myself. It was all she
could do to unfasten the door and open
it, but she succeeded.

Just then, through the open kitchen door,

appeared a sorry looking object, that,
like one of Mother Goose's heroes, had
“ Ooe stocking off
And one stocking on,”

dragging Miss Florinda's embroidered
skirt in in a dilapidated condition behind
it.
¢“ Ok, Snowball,where have you been ?”

screamed Jennie, forgetting
all the
troubles in her delight over the returned
kitty. All eyes were turned towards the
miscreant.
‘There, it must have been Snowball,”
said Mrs Peaslee, ** and Jennie has had
a finger inthe pie, I'm afraid.”

The excited Nora started towards the
kitten, *‘* An’ ye are an ungrateful baste,
to be a spilin’ iverything that was for the
supper, whin its me that’s alus a savin’
ivery nice bit that’s left at the table for
ye. Shure, an’ it's the last bit yill iver
get from me.”

take; I forgot to give you the change.”
¢t 1 forgot, to,” said Polly, and she
turued back to ‘receive from Mr. Jones
two half-dollars. *‘Are we all square
now P” asked Polly.
‘1 think we are. . Why didn’t you buy
something for yourself with your money ?”

“Why, I just forgot myself,

And 1

don’t know as | want anything.”
Polly’s grandmother could not understand what it all meant, as she examined
her nice presents and the two half-dollars.
‘Aggie gave me a half: ‘dollar, and I
bought the dress and shoes and had this
left.”

‘ But this'is more

than you

had at

Arranged

by

Kate

‘ Asters,” by as many different authors,

It is

a preity thing to look upon, nay, to read,

could

* The golden-rod is leaning’
And the purple aster waves.”

justice to

~ Bryant.

the subject. Mr. Garrison was a native of
Newbury port,born in 1824. His mother was left

SoNG ‘MaGic,

in poverty when he Was
young ‘and he was
apprenticed to a shoemaker, but afterwards he

Schools,

for Singing

Conventions,

Institutes and the Home.

Classes,

Choirs,

Day

Societies;

By 8. W.

Straub,

he was sent to school. In 1818 he was bound
to the editor of the ‘Newburyport Herald to

* “Chicago: Published by the author.
50 cents per copy,
$5.00
$6
per dozen.

learn

This book contains a large selection of
music including an elementary department
with
appropriate exercises for *‘solosy:

printing, and

when only 16-or 17

yedrs

old he began to write, incognito, on political
subjects for the Herald, His master thanked
bim and requested. bim to continue.
Soon
after he commenced writing for other journals,

In 1827,

he became

Philanthropist,

‘cated * total
came

a

editor of the

National

first journal

that advo-

the

abstinence,”

stanch

advocate

In 1831 he issued the
Liberator in which be

He
of

soon

“choruses, duets, trios, quariettes,

after be-

labor.

first number
of the
declared, * I am in
not

Harper's Magazine for December has

after

ex-

variety of instructive and enterfliffitiz matter,
The frontispiece is an filastration of

poem “ Upon Sappho.’

thirty-five years of conflict,

ed the ratification

of an

amendment
His

was accomplished?
book,

the

States, forever pro-

hibiting the existence of slavery.”

This

to

of course, will

object

be a standard

¢ Journalistic London” gives the author of the
Light of Asia” tonsiderable room, is illystrated by several portraits of journalists and is

work om this subject; and itis the best account of Garrison’s movement -that bas been
written, Important supplementary matter has
been added to this volume.

deserving of perusal.
prints” by Gibson with

id

Price $2.00.

These are accompanied

This book is published
by the same house
as the above.
It is the biography of one of

captive the mind of the reader,

THE WHITTIER BIRTHDAY-BOOK.
Arranged
by Eoz:beth: 8. Owen.
Price $1.00. For
sule by E. J. Lune & Co., Dover.
This is a beautiful volume of 400 pages with
8 choice seleciion trom Whittier's writings for
each day in the year, opposite which is a blank
space under each date.
The selections are

well chosen and appropriate, and

tions at the commence: ment

very

five,

Whittier

introduced
bimself.

blunk pages

by

Under

the illustra-

of each month are

8
the

‘we find the names

frontispiece
‘dates:

of

on

the

of rome

800

distinguished persons who were born on said
days, which form the captions to a thousand
more whose names the uwuoer may wish to

record there.

by others of great mer-

it and with them, the poetry and the able ed.
itorial make this number ‘unusually rich and
entertaining.
The December number of the Atlantis
Monthly comes to us with its accustomed Dome
ber of instructive and entertaining articles. Mr,

Howell's and Mr. James’s stories close mith
this month. “British state assa~sins and the defense of Insanity,’ by James W. Clarke is of
peculiar interest just at the present time. * At
Canterbury,” by Mise Preston is entertaining.
* Origin of crime in Society” by Dugdale is
more profitable than pleassnt. * Bociulists ina
German University,” by Willard Brown is of

special value to those who wish to understand
the prevalence of German socialism. The other
articles are not omitted because they are of any

less int rest or significence;

The essays, short

sketches, poetry &c. are worthy of commendation.
;

The December number of Appleton’s Journal contains the following articles ably

treated;

al ability, acumen and interest.

number

“ Riches” from the German; “ My troubles in
Russia” continued; * Schools in Florence” by
F. H. Muller; * The Decadence of French:
Women”;
¢ Civilization - and
Equality
“The Gey ses of the Yellowstone” by A. Geikie ;
* Ou the - Buying of Books;”
*‘ La Jeune
France;”
Bleak Wind of March” * Edior's
Tables”, these are discussed with their usgcloses the volume with a title-page
of contents so thut whep bound
valuable book of reference.

3

The Magazine of

This

and a tuble

it becomes

doo, Paris

valuable

and

New

York:

contribution

to

This

art.

work

The

Lon.
is »

arlicles

treated,the illustrations given which are drawn
from paintings of genuine merit ‘and sketches
from nature; gluss painting, decorative art,
sculpture; architecture, ull contribute to en-

bance the value of this work. The depart.
ment exclusively devoted to American Art,
“ intendvd to include the freshest and most important information regarding every branch of
the subject together with coneise critical notie--

es of the leading Art Exhibitions and publicatione of this country,” will add not a little toits value among us.
——

The December
improvement
on

Century Magazine
Scribners.
It is

is an
larger

€very way, giving to the reader more matter
than ever, with a gréater range of subjects, if

** Ancient and Modern Sculpture,”

“ Studies of the ' Louisiana
tecture

and

Decoration

Creoles,” * Archiin

America,”

Blo-

graphical sketches of ‘*‘ Representative Men
first.” It looked a little mysterious to
‘*“ Would your mother ‘givera poor
and Women of the 19th Century,” and The
For sule by E. J. Lane & Co., Dover.
Mrs, Peaslee succeeded in washing the traveler semething to eat P” asked a susPolly, but she concluded. that 1t was beThis and the five preceding books are pub- Reform of the Civil Service,” are among the
breakfast dishes and preparifiga plain picious looking maa, who stood there.
cause he did not give her Hour and butter
features of the coming year: The present
lished by the same tirm..
This volume is very
dinner, although every movement jarred
and molasses.
*¢ Mother's asleep, and I don’t want to
number bas Holland and Garfield,in memoriam,
prettily got up in green and black and gold, on
It was made clear to the grateful womher throbbing head.
wake her,” answered the honest little
thick paper richly illustrated, principally, with with life-like portraits of each. Garfleld at
A little after twelve o'clock, Jennie Jennie, “but if you'll come in, maybe I
an when Mr. and Mrs. Jones called that Hudson river scenery. The poetic contents sixteen is quite a contrast with his last pict“Oh, Nora, it was all my fault,” pleadeame bounding in' from school with a can get you something to eat.”
‘evening with dresses, aprons, and shoes ‘commences with * Morning ” and closes with ures, So Robert Browning hes two pictures
which do not resemble each other. Abraham
face radiant with some great joy.
The man was very willing to walk in ed the tearful Jennie, hugging her kitty that their little girl had worn and gave ** Eveniog.” It is designed and offered as a Lincoln’s
lifesmask would hardly be recognized
precious gif-bookfor
”
the
holidays.
Buy
it
close.
_*
I
came
to
get
something
to
eat,
for
* Oh, mother, there isn’t going to be and went directly into the parlor and
them to Polly. She clapped her hands your friend.
from his other pictures, though it was formed
and left the door open, while 1 went to for joy.
any school. this - afternoon.
Teacher's began to look around with keen eyes.
by a mold of plaster and must be the form of
get
a knife. Then when 1 missed her,
going away.” «~And
* Everybody is so good to me, and I'll RALEIGH. His Exploits and VoOyages. B
Jennie
bis countenance, As a whole we would speak
¢¢ Come out into the kitchen, the things
capered
I never thought to look in here. You trade with Mr Jones every time I go to
George
of this number In the highest terms of comaround and clapped her hands in great to eat are out there.”
akepeses
Towle,
Iliustrate
Boston: Les & Stepard. New York: CT.
mendation.
glee. The mother gave a little sigh. It
“1 can stay here just as well,” gaid | will forgive Suowball, won't you?”
buy things. He never cheats one bit.”—
-m
BR
Dillingham. Price $1. 25. For sule by E. J.
Jennie was Nora's *‘darlint” and her Selected.
would have been a big one, but she didn't the man, seating himself.
Lane & Co., Dover.
The North American Review for December
‘want. Jennie te notice it, so a part of it
This is one of a -series,—“ Young Folgy
‘* But mother doesn’t let people eat tender Irish heart was touched at once.
is 8 number against which the most fastidious
Heroes
“The
howly
vargin
bless
yer
kind
of
History.”
Sir
Walter Raleigh wus
‘never came out.
in the parlor, persisted the little lady
‘BOYS, READ AND HEED THIS.
distinguished fa the court of England as wel can muke no valid objection. ‘The questions
heart, darlint, an’ ye needn’t think yer
Now, Jennie was a kind-hearted little | much annoyed.
are live questions, and are treated by
Many people seem to forget that char as on the ficld of battle, He was at one time treated
writersof talent without exception, The first
girl and didn’t mean to give her, mother
* Oh, I wont eat it here. BU take it own Nora 'll iver hurt a hair on yer kita
great
favorite
with
Queen
Elizabeth, is the ** Monroe ' Doctrine ‘of 81; the second
acter grows; that it is not something. to
trouble;
but it - must be that when the ‘out of doyrs when yon bring it,” and the ten’s back.”
He was witty, scholurly, fond of books, and
+¢ The Death Penalty,’ by Dr. Cheever, Sam’l
Peace being restored, Jonnie proceeded put oo ready-made with womanhood or stood high as an uuther in that age.
Bpirits were bringing the different parts man did pot stir from his seat.
He braved ‘Hand und Wendell Phillips; third, the ** Gladmanhood
;but.day
by
day.here
a
little
and
the ocean, uttempiedto make discoveries
of Jennie's nature together, before she
Jennie wem out into the pantry and to undress kitty and remove her things there a little, it grows
‘with the growth, to establish colonies in the new world. and stone Government and Ireland,” fourth, * The
was born, two or three of (hem made a found a plate of cold pieces, Nora had from the dining room. Nora went to
The
and strengthens with the strength, until, capital of a state still bears his name, His _Burgicsl Treniment of President: Garfield,” by
misiuke and brought mischief, when they left there, Then she took’ a paper bag work to get the best supper she could, good
or bad, it becomes almost a coat of successes, his reverses und his tragic end, buve Drs. Hammond, Ashburst,Jr Simms and Hodgem, and fifth, “Reform in Federal Taxation,”
should have brought some other quality. from the box where they were kept and and Mrs. Peaslee returned with her friend mail; Look at
all the novelty of a highly wrought story. The
a man of business—
by David: A. Wells,
This ‘is the last of the:
So it happened that Jennie had such a emptying the whole plateful into it, car-| to the parlor, where she met her husband prompt, reliable,
truth in bis career Is stranger thun fiction,
conscientious,
yet
clearvoluihe
and
among
the
best. The- subjects are
just
home
from
his
business.
He was
surplus of the’ ‘mischievous ‘element in her ried it to the man.
He seemed in quite a
Ur———
important and the discussions are all able and’
quickly, informed of the Joss of. the vases headed, and energetic. When do you

‘barry to go and Jennie felt much rethatit sparkled in her eyes and
suppose he developed all those admirable
out of her dimples and danced around | her lieved when she fastened the door behind and went at unce to a police station to qualities?
When he was a boy? Let us
give
information
thereof. After diligent
‘mouth. And when she tried’ to be * real him, ‘Then ‘she went again into the yard
see how a boy of ten years gets up in the
search,
the
vases
were
found
a
few
days
good,” when a demure look came into w-look for Kiity.
}
mokning, works, plays, studies, and we
her blue eyes and the dimples were_ all Soowball was now in just the gr after in a pawn-broker’s shop in a neigh- will
tell you just what kind of a man he
boring
city,
but
no
trace
of
the
tramp
smoothed
out and the¢ sweet red lips were ‘where she had long wished to be. .Ste |
| will make.
The boy that is too late at
who
stole
them
has
Jet
been
ahtained,
oloséd precisely together, the mischiet bad often caught whiffs of the good things |
breakfast
and
late at 'school,stands a poor
Tre
was sure to be at work with thé chubby as Nora o
40d shut the door, but Let the ground of all religious actions chunce to be a prompt man,
The boy
hands or ip motion.in the restless
feet. : “goutI" a Ways greeted” her, if she even | be obedience ; examine not why it is com- who neglects his duiies, be
they
ever so
Now you,understand the meaning of said
mew” about it. Now she was
and then excuses himself by saythat sigh. Mrs, Pensiee had hoped for a really inside; * Cup-custard is real nice,” | manded, but observe it because it is com- small,
ing, "I forgot! 1 don’
wil
quiet afiernoon, bu now, oh, dear! « For thought she, as with tongue and paw she m nded, True obedience neither pro- never be a reliable man, andthink!"
the boy who
orastinates
nor
questions.
~~
Quarles.
finds pleasure in the suffering of weaker
quite a time after dinver, Jennie's moth- tested it. “I wonder if they all taste
“things » Will never be a boble, gonerous,
t her busy, doing little things to ulike.” She tricd a second and thena
Poverty may excuse a shabby coat, but kind man—a gentleman. —Chrisiia
n Helpand the work was soon done.
third until fur were sadly demolished. it is mo excuse for shabby morals,
er.

THE DECORATIVE S18TRRS. A Modern Ballard. By Josephine Pouard. liustrated by
Walter
Satterlee, New York: ‘Auson D. T.
F. Randolph & Co,
These

charming

sisters you

will find

pearing throughout the work in their

instructive,

Oliver

ap-

decorations highly colored os illustrations of a

plense both the dondfiand the donee.
ww

WHO WrotR It?

publish an

immehse’

seléeted from

the: very best that true genins can
afford.
- Among’ the
may be ‘found * Shepherd Song”

—40 ets,
or
b Schulboff, * Two's Compuny”—

‘ Modern Ballad,” It is an attractive hook
for the hollduys, in awtique and fanciful, yet
modern representations, well culeuluted 10
and see,

Ditéon & Co,

quantity of music every month

various

80 ots,by
therby, ** Clover Song” —380 ots,
by Wightman, '
Anofe Waltz” &“ Chap

Willz) 95 ots each, Also Musical

Reoord

Try it 60 ota, 1s published every Week containing “ a
faithful desoription of all the New Musio.”

R——

An Index to he Author.

The. Literary World facetiously remarks
that * Henry Jumer, Jr., has condesended to
revisit his native land; and expects to be able
10 endnre-its trials for about the sphce of six

ship’ol ibe more Noted Works in Ancient
und Modern
~Lilemure,
By William
A.

Wheeler. Edited by Charles D. Wheeler,
Boston:
Lee & Sbepurd.
New
Y rk:
Courles T. Dillingham. 1881, Price $2.00.

-

a

Art for December is pub-

lisbed by Cassell, Petter, Galpin and Co.

-| possible.

——

THE HUDSON.
By Wallace Bruce. Illustrated
by Altred Fredericks.
Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin & Co. Riverside Pie 5. Price $1.50.

* Among onr Footsix‘een beautiful en,

graved florul sketches is worthy ef special attention. So the article on the * Grave of Wm.
Penn” with illustrations reveals the reason why
his remains could not be removed to America.

JAMER T. FIgLDS.
Biographical Notes and
Personal Sketches, with unpublished Fragments and Tributes from Men and Women

of Letters.

Herrick’s

The first article is a

description of the * Bernadottes,” or the royal family of Sweden, illustrated with a large
number of portraits of the family which add
much to the interest of the article, as some of
the members huve been distinguished for literary and artistic culture, The third paper on

he issued the last number, he *¢ record:

constitution of the United

ar-

rived, and it presents its usual neat and at.
tractive appearance; ~It is the commencement
of a new volume, and it is filled with a great

cuse, I will not retreat a single inch, and I
will
be heard.” These sentiments he carried
out to the end of his hfe. When the first
number was issued the whole nation was
asleep; and

glees,” ete.

* emancipation.”

‘earnest. © I will not equivocate, I will

when

160 PP.

Mr. Straub is said to be a teacher of much experience thoroughly prépared for such a work;
abd he has Riven us here the fruits of his

Family Circle.

lightfal cupboard.

GOLD.

with thirteen poems on the * Golden-rod ” and

of

Mr. Jobnson’s work on Garrison and the
Anti-slavery movement in America is before
all

AND

Stanton,
Mlusirated by Rosina
Emmett,
Bo~iou: James R. Osgood & Co. 1881.
This is a delicate gem for the holidays, filled:

Cam-

hands.”
And the little lady pulled them off
“] want grandma's dress, because she our men of letters whose standing and influAnd Jove alone the heart can fill;
with a feeling of disgust that kittie’s feet to eat in this room.”
is so awfully ragged, and some shoes so ence among the literati, and whose reputation
And the dear 01d tale, that bas been told
and hands should look so much alike.
«That explains itall,” said the mother she can go to church, and some mo- among the masses of the people, render this
In the days gone by,is spoken still.
-| memorial of peculiar value.
The striped stockings were at last pat “regretfully. * Oh, I am so sorry. Those lasses.”
:
]
James T. Fields was born in Portsmouth,
A trim-built home on a sheltered bay;
upon the right limbs. . Then a vigorous vases were heir-looms in our family.”
“How much money have you, my
N. H,, 1817. He received his school educaA wife looking out on the glistening sea;
effort was madeto get on some under" Jennie was then questioned and told dear P"
jion vefore he was 15, when he went to Boston,
A prayer for the loved one far away,
garments. By the time these were in all the particulars of the unfortunate
“ I've got a whole half-dollar that Ag- and became a clerk in a bookstore, At 18
call ;
And prattling imps neath the old roof-tree;
place, Snowball began to be impatient und Mrs. Peuslee was just saying
A lifted latch and a radiant face
be delivered a poem before the Boston Merthat gie Bond gave me.”
and to show her claws and teeth suspic. the police must be informed immediatel
By the open door in the falling night;
‘“ Aggie Bond is a precious child,”"said cantile Library Association, Edward Everett
y,
A welcome home and a warm embrace
: o| iously.
when a loud scream ia the kitchen galled Mr. Jones, recalling the sweet’ ‘flowers being orator. Twelve years later he gave a
From the love of his youth and his children
poem entitled, ‘‘ The Post of Honor,” before
* Does Snowball want something to them to the spot in great haste.| she had so often sent to his sick Maggie.
bright.
the same society, Duapiel
Webster being
eat before she has her best dréss on?” said
** When will you get my things ?” said
Nora stood with pale, tightened face
orator. Soon after 21 he became a member of
the
ingenious
little
Jennie
in
a
pacifying
An aged man in an old arm-chair;
looking into the open door of the Feltigs Polly, tired of standing so long on her a book publishing house in which he sustained
tone. ‘ Well, she shall have it.” And, erator.
A golden light from the western sky;
tip-toes.
hs
various relations for over thirty years when he
His wife by his side, with her silvered hair,
carrying the somewhat entangled puss
Mr. Jones thought the matter over. withdrew, and devoted himseifto authorship
“King o' the red feet! ma'am, ” I
And the open Book of God close by :
in her arms, the little housekeeper went
‘“ A dress and shoes—the original cost and lecturing. His latest publication is a
thought me life was gone intirely!"
Sweet on the bay the gloaming fals, out into the kitchen. to the refrigerator.
could
be but three dollars and a half. volume of sketches entitled, “ Yesterdays with
And bright is the glow of the evening star,
‘What is the matter, Nora,” asked
Authors.”
In November of .’73 be delivered
Putting Snowball down, she opened. one
*
He
that
giveth to the poor lendeth to the six lectures on Modern English Literature,
But dearer to them are the the jasper walls
Mrs. Peaslee holding on to the head that
door
and
looked
in.
I
believe
I'll
have
Lord.’ I am afraid 1 haven't lent to the before the Lowell Institute, He visited
And the’ yolden treet of the land afar,
was again throbbing.
a piece of bread and butter myself,”
Lord
as much as I ought.”
Europe several times,
His * Underbrush”
“Shure,
an’
wasn’t it a live animal,
An old churchyard on a green hillside ;
| thought she, so she went out into the
** I'll wait on you in just one minute, consists of * genlal essays ” and pleasant ‘lifes
that went flyin’ quickern lightnin’ right
Two lying still in their peaceful rest;
sketches. This and his other works vindicate
pantry to find a knife. As there was no
The fisherman’ boats going out with the tide
over me head, whin I jist opened the Polly. Come right around here and pick his8 literary talents,
Nora
there
to
hurry
her,
she
took
as
out grandma's dress yourself. Anything
In the tiery glow of the amber -west.
door so paceable like.
An’ isn’t me heart
much time as she wanted to peep into the
in this pile,” said he, touching a Jot of
Children’s laughter and old men’s sighs,
a jumpin’ still, like it wants to get out o’
HoME Invi and Other Poems.
By John
jars and pails.
ginghams as he passed.
The night that follows the morning clear,
Townsend Trowbridge.
me mouth 7”
1 Vol. 16me. 165
A rainbow bridging our darkened skys,
ages,
While she is satisfying her curiosity,
Price $1.25. For sale by E. J. Lune,
“I'll buy this,” and she laid her hand
* What did it look like Nora? What
ver.
Are the round of our lives from year to
we will go back to Snowball. As soon
on the only piece she could reach.
:
could
it
be?”
year!
This isa new volume uniform with two
{ as Jennie left her, she raised herself by
After tying up a bundle of gingham
:
—Chambers's Journal.
others by the »ame author which together em‘ An’ it looked like a monkey dressed
the two undressed paws, and swretching
and shoes and
; brace bis poetic
works.
up fora show, only but it had a white
The name of the
“.4+sher head through the open door snuffed
twine to carry it by, he put the half dollar suthor
is a sufficient
guaranty of
their
face.”
with great satisfaction. - Then she looked
in his pocket, and Polly lsughed with joy eminent merit, as every one who bas read
Mrs,
Peaslee
opened
the door of the as she turned to go.
behind to see that Jennie was not comTrowbridge's poetry must admit.
It has not
refrigerator and Nora, more excited than
The trader thought of his own little only the * jingle” but the thought and ining, and in anc ther second was curled up
A DAY OF MISHAPS,
ever, went on bewailing in true Irish
spiration
of
the true
poet.
Its smooth,
daughter again.
:
in the farthest, darkest corner of this defashion the havoc among the eatables.
sonorous rhythm charms the senses snd leads
BY E. 8. B.
‘Look bere. Polly, I've made a misFor love is young, though love be old,

PURPLE

be expected in a work of the kind, and what is

all

Buy wal-

What

but dresses

money. “¥yu

Mr. Jones’ store, and

in. here

affection-

‘the grass until I get back.”
Aggie ran home as fast as she could go,

ed with

doing with my silver vases?”

who

Lewder.

Introduction by Jobn G.
Edition. Boston: Hough-

more, its author is competent to do

The little friends

were the vases?

of the Man

Moral

Movement

** What are you going
that money, Aggie?”

lots of

when Jennie |

and

few ‘ comprehensive facts of their origina or
design ; very convenient for reference.

his Times;

us, and it represents to the eye

butter,

After warm greetings and the requisite

and

and

Anti rlavery

ton, Mifflin & Co, Riverside
bridge, 1881. Price $2.

I

you do with it, Polly, ifit
yours ?”
* I'd buy grandma a new dress, and
some new shoes,and some flour,and some
butter, and some candy, and some—"
‘Stop, Polly, you could not buy se
many things. You might get some

The new

two. friends

but

America,

Tole, as the titlepage indienkes, contai
ns a
list of works alphabetically arranged with
the
names of the authors sometimes followed
by a

ate girl put ber arms, lovingly, around
the forsaken-looking girl.
“Ob!

rived sooner.

talking,

the

nuts, perhaps, or oranges.

day, but wo, by making a connection
where she had not, jgapected to, had ar-

attention to toilet, the

m

Founder

see Agnes Bond toss up a four-bit piece
I know your grandma is poor,

LLOYD GARRISON

Johuron, with an
Whittier,
A New

on her wayto the store.

on

:

or Sketches of the

Polly, the little six-year-old miss, wtb
made this remark, was quite horrified to

comer proved to be-a friend of Mrs. Peaslee, who was-expected on the following

the parlor busily

WILLIAM

mother only just her.”

the sidewalk, and picked all the flowers
in her little garden, and chased a yellow
butterfly until it flew away off to the
firlds, she went into the house again.
Just as she entered the dining room, tinga-ling went the door bell again. She
dreaded to go to the door this time, and
was greatly relieved when she heard her

mother coming down stairs.

oi

Kiterature,

*¢ 1 never had a whole half-dollar in my

months.”
J

“ow

9
¥

movement.

‘this occasion exemplifies without enfircdng or in terms refuting the mental wisebelief,

the

ALLAN BRYDGES WAKES
SLEEPER.

commits suicide, and he is only prevented trom following ‘her example by the

interposition

counsellor trom whose teaching he bad
. turned away. . The whole of the poem is
an address by the man snatched from
death to his-unwelcomed friend in appuarent need.
Here and there are interspersed (ragments of spasmodic reproxch

pal,

in

which,

under

‘* 1646,

Samuel Whiting:

part of the monologue is an explaoation much: proud of his place, must need have
of the sufferer's feelings, so far as they a fox tuile fixed to ye end of a long staff,
are capable of analysis. In words which wherewith he may brush the faces of
bear the stamp’uf Mr. Tennyson’s incom- them yt will have naps in lime of dismunicable style, we read how, as hus- course; likewise a sharp thorne wheieband and wife walked desperately tow- with he may prickle such as may be
most sounde,

Oon'ye lust

Lord

t

his day,

CURES
-BYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
SUHPLUNTS,

Jackson, ber native town, and leaves a cofpanion and a large circls. of relatives and

iends to mourn their loss.

Funeral

services

by the writer assisted by the Rev. Mr. Gale.
The cburch was beautifully draped in memory
of our late President, and on this occasion
the drapings seemed a fitting tributeto the

memory of our beloved sister in Christ.
C.T. D. CROCKETT.

in 18539, where

death

ago she

and joined:

the

tism,

for

praises

‘band

to

and

the

‘Lumb.

A

children laid

the

This Syrup possesses

sorrowing

LYDI

ven!

.

husIt

Strengthens and In

id curries of the Old flood and makes new

, PABTOR.

sgaithy Permlyation,

©”

opens the poresof the skin

and induces

neutralizes
the hereditary
taint, or
poiso
in the blood, which iy
Et orpolson
sipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal Dumom.
it
ere are no spirits employed in its mann.
facture, and it can be Tn
the most delicate babe, or by the nged and feeble, careonly
requi
in attention to directions.

us he strutted about ye meeting-house,
time her health had been impaired and her
be did spy Mr. Thomas sleeping with
mind clouded, yet she maiutained a life of
prayer to the hast. She was an aff-ctionate
much comfort, his head being steadied by
wife and mother, who sought to train her chil.
being in ye corner, and his hand graspDRUGGISTS SELL IT.
dren
faithfully in the right: way,
During her
The probability of a confirmed skeptic ing ye rail. And so spying, Alan did last years
of sorrow, her former faithfulness
Laboratory,
77
West 3d St.,
thus admitting the plausibility, to say the quickly thrust his staff behind David Bal
wus requited by the tender cure of a devoted
_*} NEW YORK CITY.
a= a
least of it, of natural religion may per- lond and give him. a grievous prick upon
husband and loving children who sadly mourn |
her sudden departure.
Funeral services by
haps he disputed’ by the philosophical ye hand, whereuptn Mr. Thomas did
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
the writer; sermon from Jobn 11:35.
reader, but the extraordinary force with spring up much above ye floor and with
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on oy Breast, und
C.
M.
EMERY.
being 70 years old, I was entire 7 prostrated,
which the human soul is described as terrible force sirike his head agaiost ye
with no appetite,
[I concluded
to try Dr.
MRs. SUSAN B. NEwcoMB died in Newfinding itself face to face with the false wall, and also, to ye great wouder of all,
Johnson's Indian Bod Syrup, although
credentials of the visible world will propbanlie crying out in a loud voice, he burgh Center, Me., Nov. 16, aged 65 years. A Clark
I
had
little
faith
in
it;
but,
to
my
surprise, it
haoat the imagination of the least imagio- dreaming, as it seemed, yt a woodchuck Christian and friend of Zion has fallen. So M.
soon made a tent change in my appetite apd
ative reader.
Turning with hate and bad seized and bit his hand. But on
Strength,and I have had no sickness since?
I
FEST
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
socorn‘upon the * [atahist creed” of the cowing to know where he was, and ye
¢6 It it Curing Everybody,”
young, for purifying the Blood.
Calvivist preacher, the bero of this strange grate scandall he had committed, he seemEPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
writes a druggist. * Kidney-Woert is the most
poem describes in language of noble sim- ed much abashed, but did not speak. And
popular medicine we sell.” * It should be by .
‘Fisherville,
Merrimack Co., N. H.
plicity how he longed for the time when
I think he will not soon again go to right, for no other medicine has suc specific
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
sleepe
in
meeting.
Ye
women
may
action
on
the
liver,
bowels
aod
kidweys.
If
Blood
Syrup
for
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia and
The light of a sun thaf was coming would scatler
the ghosts of the past,
,
sometime sleépe and none know it, by vou bave these symptoms which indicate bil- Liver Complaint, and have never been
jousness or defanged kidneys do not fail to troubled since.
And the cr wmping ¢reeds that bad maddened the
I never knew a well day beredson of their enormous bonnets. Mr.
peoples would vanish at last.
procure it and use faithfully. In liquid or dry
fore 1 took your medicine,
Whiting doth pleasantlie say yt from ye
form
it
is
sold
by
all
druggists,—Salt
Lake
Mgrs H. KNOWLTON.
The hope was, of course, disappointed. pulpit be doth seem to be preaching to
City Tribune.
.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
A * cheerless night” became a ‘‘drearier stacks of straw, with men jutiing here
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
day.” The prospect of a purer Chris- and there among them.”
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
tianity,purged from the base superstitions
which had seemed

alone

to

frustrate

its

power, disappears, and it is found that—

He is out 4 slong and smoke who was once a pil*
of its desire—
Of a worm as it writhes in a world of the weak
trodden dowa by the surong,
Of a dylog worm in a world all massacre, murder,

being

Brooding not so much over the infinite
pathos of human life,for which it has been
said that only the infinite pity is ‘sufiiciunt, as over the: hard irony of events,
for which, if it be regarded from a purely mundane stand-point, there is no comin

residen's

remember

this

air, or the

was

fatal

parting which Mr.

Tennyson describes in lines such us even
he has seldom written before, After this
3

8

8g

D

i

Webi

lh

¥

yg

18.

ant dreams” of a drowning man, succeed-

ed by

fe-

New

York,

Mas-

there

were

no

on

who

women

were

worthy of public confidence. The change
that hus already taken place is probably
only the beginning of a new era. In a
few years the number of women who are
will

be so great that

their sex will ceaseto be a matter of com-

ment.

etroal sleep.

to one of them, ufier a

when

creditable doctors

And pity[oF our own selves til we longed for
So they took the plunge which

of

claiming to practise medicine

. woman are filled with Goiversal—
Pity or all that suffer on land, or

tour hundred

sachusetts
and Pennsylvania.
These
figures show a marvelous growth. Persuns not very far advanced in years can

and wrong.

and

the present time nearly

male physicians in active practice in the
twenty-six States, the majority of them

The gress uf u worm in the dust and ‘the shadow

pensation to be found, this man

FEMALE PHYSICIANS.
The Chicago Tribune states there are at

FINE

ART

Prang’s Prize Christmas cards come out

this

seuson in greater magnificence thun ever.

We regret to learn‘that the American Art
Review wito be discontiued with the NovemTe

The Magazine of Art believes there

is rea-

SQA 10 think tbat tue lull in the sale of American works of art is about over.

Musiog on his past life,on the son who
18 dead, and the other.son who has forged

One of the deservedly most admired pictures
at the recent Mechanics’ Fuir in Boston was a
lurge landscape by Mr. KE. M. Banuister, of

Providence, R. 1.

“his tather’s name, the wretched man asks,

in words

which

are perhaps

too

much

:

The Boston Art Club will move into its new
building on the first of Jaouary.
The struct.
ure is rather severely criticised in the last

conceived after the orthodox fashion to be
thoroughly dramatic,

number of the Magazine of Art.

Jame and fame dying out forever in endleas
ime;
Does it matter so much whether crowned for a
virtue, or hang'd for a crime fy

Greuze, Landseer and Morillu are the leading favorites of the eopyists at the Loudon
Nutional Gallery.

* That is: what the skeptic ought to say, ac-

Waltner is now engraving Munkacsy’s

great

picture of ** Christ betore Pilate,” which is still
on exhibition in Paris. Proofs will cost 2000
francs each, The Prince of Wales has ordered
one, He bas also been detected buying chro-

speaker exclaims,—

de Ville in Paris.

their knowing and know-nothing books are
scutt red from had to baod,
Fe have kuell in your kaow-ull chapel, too, looking over the sand.

Finally, declaring that he will escape his
captor at last he concludes his dismal
. diatribe with the ghastly prophecy that
- Our orthodox coroner doubtless will find
it a felo~de-8c,
And the stake and (he cross-road, fool if you will,
.
does it mutter tome ¢

Ir is not our

business

to lecture

Mr:

Tennyson on the responsibilities of geojus ; whatever be its moral effect,

he

has

written another great
m, and scarcely even in ** Rizpah” did he sound a deeper note of misery or tell a darker tale of

horror.— Lendon Daily News.
Sb>

+ lowing facts:
iu ui ified some thirty years ago in

y growing out of the efforts of a
sic clergyman
(Rev, John
to

improve con

ional

and

heunsion of the

‘within the “compe- |

asses.

ing ig
Bus,

the ease with efforts that are

spirit of

t
a
rejudiced
1 was induced, from
Amt,
Fo
of your
heard
had
I
reports
t
“excellen
bottle, i ay
la, to try
farsa
prostration,
general
a and
why ing results from
Al
vl hE
.
using the8
its use, Iam now
and consider it a very valuable remedy for
indigestion and its aftendant troubles.
Y

ours

trul

tu:

’

CHURCHILL,

} (Firm of Carter & Churchill)

The statues

will

Gained

wo bottles.

TI00D'S SARSAPARILLA is sold by all drugPregists. Price $1 per bottle; six for §5.
pared by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

eminent Parisians, about nalf of them

fl

'

)

represent

literary

men,
Among the best known
members of
this * ucudemy in stone” will be D'Alembert,
Brranger, Boileau, La Bruyere, De Musset,
Mobere, Perrault, Regnard, La Rochefoucauld,
St. Simon,
Scribe, Sue, Turgot,
Voltaire,
Mme. DeSevigne, Mme. Roland, Mme, de Stael
‘und George Sand. Twenty-four niches will be
left vacant, 10 be filled as occasion may arise
in the future.
BE,
bfALPLPLP PSL

Agents wanted fer the sale of the

DR.

send thiee stamps for part: VIF of Dime Se ies
Books.
Address WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL

s

Please send me 40

W.

Cough

says,

Kinsman

d

- method, being natural, proved to be ulso
truly philosophical, and teachers - hav

*Ruoyal Academy
of Music and President
oF he Tu a Sol-fa College oF Londen,
“BAYS,
In the current number of Seribner’s
Monthly, ‘After twenty-five years’ ex-

©.,

|

‘of

Providence, R. I., says,

Adamsom’s
they

Me.,

are

* 1 have used Dr.

Dr. 8. Hardy's:

Four

rolling the wrappiogs, it was
placed

a.

effect that the ancient coffin had been
ed, und was replaced when the body
moved,in the time of the tw: ntirth
By going to Boulag_our readers can.
face of"the very mui who 1s believed

destroywas redynasty.
see the
to have

refused the Hebrews straw and fo have ;orders

their first-born to be sluin.~ Independent.

:

Arresting « Diseuse

REE nd

EN

2

| What we ‘would particularly impress upon

invalids and their friends, is the value of Compound Oxygen in arresting disesse in its early
stages nud before chronic conditions have been

euses which bave been at work

and have

been exhuusting

the

upun

ys.

it for years,
body
have

1he early synyptoms of Consump! jon, Catarrh,
Bronchitis, Neuralgia, or ‘the indicaticns of

any. other.

diseuse which may keep its hold

up-

agent: that. muy save you from a life of invalid.

ixm, or from premature death,

on Compound
of “oases

und

Oxygen,
full"

Our

‘with large

fafesmwiion

Treatise

went

reports

free,

Drf, Starkey & Palen, 1108'and 1111 Girard
8t., Philudelpbia, Pa.

POOR

A

INDIGESTION,

-

Body.

It is tho largest

because it has

30,000

her sick headache, but never found

any

nd aeenrod him that he might safely. recommend

t #18 tho: best known réme ¥ for sick headache.
He says it is not advertised half enough. I hope
you will lot it become better known,
i

;

For pale byl
wttles for

y

’

I

Hand and foot power, Price, from §3 vp.

Glyndon

all |

12,1881.
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& North-Western

RAILWAY

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

LEADING

RAILWAY

—OF THE
AND NORTHWEST !

WEST

Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colo-

rado, 1daho, Montana, Nevada, and for

Council

Bluffs,

DENVER,

SALT

LAKE,

SAN FRANCIS00,

Deadwood,
Cedar

Rapids,

Omaha,

LEADVILLE,

Sioux City,

Des Moines,

Columbus,

and

Neenah,

Menasha, St. Panl,

Minneapolis,

consin and the NoFthwest.

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North Western and the U. P. Ry depart f om, arrive at. and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicago, close

the Lake

Shore,

connections

are

Michigan Central,

mide whh

Baltimore&

Ohio, Ft Wayne
And Pennsylvania, and Chicage
& Grand Trunk RY’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes

Close connectigns made at Junction Points,

Itis the

AGENTS.

PNLY LINE running

Pullman ‘Hotel Dining Cars
BEAWEEN

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL: BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read
over the Chicago &
North Western Railway,
If you wish the Best Travelling
Aocommodayour tickets 7 this route,
tions oe will buy
AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. &Gen'l Haigty

PRICES.

HUNT BROS, ***“anacers
608 Washington Street, Boston.

|

Ss. M. PETTENGILL & CO,, 37 Park
Row, New York. are our Agents, and are au |
thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest /
rates.
:
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on are made in Union

“A. KIMBALL. Gen’t Sup’t,

Huron,

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and ail points
in Minnesota, Dakota, Wis-

11
2:3
< E 3
- 1

al

points in the Territories and the West. Also, for
Milwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, She!
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Hou

£‘3Ki

)

BEST

It is the short and hept route between Chicago and
all points in

GEO. €. GOODWIN& CO., Boston.
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Dr. 8. HARDYS 80N8, Oornish Flat, N.H.
‘PROPRIETORS.
~

$2500
8600
5000
7500

Lp

iQ

Dr. 8. Hardy's “ Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar to
Itis put up by Dr. 8. Hardy's Sons,
women.
proprietors, Cornish Flat. N. H., and for sale
by druggists generally. Price $1.00 a bott.e.

rai

2

LV

Sef 11TH

Np

or

447, W. 22d St., New York.

i
in New Type
0
UG.
Cards
70
on
Y
Birds,
New stvies, by best artists: Bonquets,
Scenes,
Water
Landscapes,
Chromos,
Gold
oto.—no two alike, Agent’s Complete Sampld
Book, 286. ‘Great variety Advertising and Bevel
Edge Cirds. Low. st prices to dealers and print.
ers. . 100 Samnle Fancy Advertisiog Cards, 80c.
Address STEVENS BROS, Box = X Osho

sold. 12styles.

188.

gend these, hoping they may benefit those who
are suffering.
MARY A. D. LEAVITT.

FOLLY

usesey
, P&& 10a:00.4 Semen Falls, » N.' Y.,? U.Uo

Mra. M. A. SHIVLER.

Druggistsnt $1 per bottle, or six

cuts, descrip-

the celebrated

PRESS,

**His remedies are the outgrowth
of his own experience; they are
known means of per-

Cases of Cures by Woman’s

relief un-

til she took the Liver-Aid. 1t has, indeed, been |
invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth
bottle. I told our druggist how excellent it was

ae Sock called

ahundred other things,

if tions and prices of

To any suffering with Catarrh
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanentand Positive Cure. A Home Treatment.
No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

8. HARDY’S SONS :—There ig a lady in Wisconsin that used your Woman’s Friend after
using many other remedies, and it proved to
be the hest of all. Also one in Macomb, N. Y.,
after suffering a long time she wus relieved by
Another, who was
our Woman’s Friend.
discouraged because she had used many things
id no good. I persuaded her to give
t
the Woman's Friend a trial; she did so, and
was perfectly cured. In my ease it proved a
I gladly
perfect remedy and effected a cure.

friegds

No.6, 251n. 2% lbs.
No. 6%,27 in. 3401bs.
No.7, 80in.4901bs.
No.8, 84in.7801bs.
No.9,

& Co.,
ia, one

gh, Prints everything needed
Business
Men, Churches, Sunday-Schools, &-.
1s Strong, rapid ‘and easy to work. Any boy can manace it.

Cont of

the mostto

and neryons systems, consequent! ay deen
‘ment
in the Liver roduges Constipation, and a
)
hundred evils in its train, and also odoasions
nervous diseases ‘without ‘number; resulting,
if
unéheecked,
in paralysis,” insanity, or death. Dr.
Grosvenor's
Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immodiate ‘action’ upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
—_—
Liver-Ald ‘has been a blessingto my
r, afflicted mother.
Bhe tried: many: many things for,

Removal to

Send to J. W.
haday
721 Send tol oY: Davghad

MODEL

! Bell &

do. "Tt is intimately connected ‘with. the digestive |

Tise

tment,

Eh

Friend.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

SIZES AND

,

Hay

andsome:
cal
HOW TO PRINT, which gives with
3)

Church and School Bells,

DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICK, HEARTBURN, SOUR STOMACIH,

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCRO¥VLOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
Organ of the Human
The Liver is. tha Largost
:

His

OW TO PRINT.

Such as
BILLIOUSNESS,

lete Life oF

8. C. BuzzELL.

“ Woman’s Friend”

GENERAL

found that on an

memoranium to the

Snr . one
3
$iol
DOMESTIC SOALE CO Jizat8).50:

r

NORTH RUSSELL, N. Y., Feb. 7,1881.

Catalogue sent, Free.

with 1500testimon

Weighs
eigi u;

BE IE

best remedy known for diseases peeuliar to
women.
It is put up by 8. Bardy’s Sons, pro
prietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and
for sale by
druggists generally. Price $1.00 a bottle.

YE BELL FOUNDRY
BUCKE
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches

a
anufacturing

Marcha

ELD.
A. GARFI
JAMES Archies
Flog letaions.ew:

Respectfully yours,
A. J. KNIGHT.

|

Dyer’s

my

Fire Alarms, Farms, etc.

which pro-

ible.

\rHE Com}

in our community with similar results.

53
St. F. B. Church,

that

information

gSmith, 8 W, lich 8¢.,N. Xo

ents wanted. $5 a
made
our NEW HOUSEHOLD

iW
|

health especially after the age of 12 or 13 years,
not being ble 10 go u full term at school, and
sometimes would commence a school and have
to give up teaching on account of poor health.
We had the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we were induced to
try Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
her sound health.
She is now teaching by the
vear in North Carolina. Others have tried it

pills for headache and dyspepsia, and bave re
ceived more benefit from one box of them than
from all other medicines I ever used.
From an honored member of the Socieey. of
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me, July 80, I878:
« | have been afflicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
and that di~tresied me. -My back was 80 weak
Feet aad
that I had to lean en the sink to wach.
hands were socold that I had to warm them in
me. I
before
just
seemed
midsummer.—Death
commenced neing Dr. D. Dyer’s pills in Octobe,
enjoying
am
#nd
1877, and found reliel at once,
day
good health, eat any kind of ford, work
with ease. I have sold 36 dozen in ohe year,
they have given good satisfacti ne
DANIEL AYER.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYBR—
DEAR SiR :—I have used your wolden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I com-

Complaints,

fives

Wadce. impossible Muvehal&

.

Df. 8. HArRDY’S SONS :—Dear Sirs: —I am

io be, and their sales are rapidly in-

creasing.”
. Deacon T. G. Barle, of Park

Road
Sto , 5
Octaves
0.0
aout Oase. Sond for
our INustrated Catalogue. It

more thdh’pless d to give in my testimony in
favor of your valuable remedy, the Woman’s

BAYS,

Augusta,

* Dr. Dyer's pills are better than

recommended

will be interest.

no you until it’ becomes chronic, do hot neglect
found ir as valuable in"UHé higher branéh- the
wurniog indica ions. Meet the enemy up:
¢8 of musical study
a8 in those which, are ou the very threshold, and while your vitality
{purely elementary.
ady readers of is yet unimpaired, [your regulsr physician
offer you, in
ralorio and other difficult music: fire fils to rewéh the cuse, then we certain
means
Oxygen,an almost
found wherevér the Tonic method, f - 1 Compound
of restoration=the way back to heal h—the

,Tnils, Mr, J 8. Curwen, Associateof the

boxes.

(proprietor

Balsam, a valuable remedy),

& €O., Boston, Mass.

girl

of a hired

EAST RUMFORD, ME., Feb.

“ ] take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8 P. Fernald, ie
.) Melvin Village. N
H., writes, ** Your pills give the best of satisfaction.

1.8. JOHNSON

formerly Bangor, Me,

Woman’s
Friend
Restores
to
Sound
Health
where
the
Best Physicians Failed
to Give Relief.

ed to known that, after all the doubts, it bus
~turned out that it is really Rumeses II, the
front Rameseg of history, the Rameses of the

inner one was

ative Pills make
ew
Blood, and will sompletely change the. blood in
the entiresystem in three months, Any
who will take 1 pill each night from 1tn12weeks
maybe restored to sound health, if sucha thing
bi
ible. Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps,

Blood

Liver

>

VANDUZEN

Liver

NEW RICH BLOOD!
Broadway, New York.

Friend. My daughter Rosalia had very delicate

3

WARRANTED.

beginning, and when the vitality of the
fi I | has not heen wasted, If; therefore, you

His Hew

one bottle saved ber the price
one summer.

DYER’S
and

off effects
ion

Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt. says

TESTIMONIALS.
«AS

Schools

Our readers

laints and Weaknesses
female population.

S. HARDY’S SoN8:—I sold some Woman’s
Friend 10 a lady from New York, who came to
Waterbury.
The doctors said she must die of
consumption.
I saw her and persuaded her
to try Woman's Friend, and when she had take
en one bottle cou'd walk one-fourth of a mile
to church.
When she commenced taking it
she could’not speak loud, mor sit up half the
time; six bottles cured her, and now
she
works in the telegraph office.
Her nanje is
Lois Pine.
*
ms
I have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s Friend for
the last fifteen yeurs, and can positively say 1
know it is the best medicine for what it is recommended in the world.
Tt saved my daughters life atter the doctors said she was liable to
d.e at anv time.

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ky Them. They are the
,Groat Mandrake Liver Pill.

ASSOCIATION, Buffalo, N.Y.

RaMmyses Lf.

D.

Dyspeptic
Pills.

i

Your famed; Tits
.
easy. Inow seep alt
night without coug
18
our
ggist does not
keep it, send for treatise ai eslimonials to

man’s Friend.
STOWE, VT., Feb. 11, 1881.

Particulars given on application.

Headache

ni

BF Loe,of Belmore, Coys of Te te 7 am

surprised al the speedy
the first medicine
cough

.

and physicians despired of my life. I have
proba by your pills, and vow eijoy com ortable
liarihealth. ~ They work like a charm. One
4 in them Lina sonligued Fp requires a lesShdose.
ith than
ess I remain
yours,
YEDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
box. B for $1.00. Address all orders to the preDR. D. DYER, & SON,
prietors,
Burnham Waldo Co. Maine.
2

y

Young men, and middie aged ones, suffering
from nervous debility and
Kiodr d wenkness:(s,

Indian

of

Sf

Saved Her Daughter’s Life After
the Doctors Had Given Her Up.
A Woman Cured of Consumption by Wo-

Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent.

menoced using your pills, in 1:68,

TE

andDy

and all pele atten dant, evils, It does not merely

No family should be without LYDIA E, PINKHAM’S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of the liver, 25 cents per box.
8%" Sold by all Druggists. “G8

for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In my
own case 1 use it; and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which bas become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me,
WILLIAM McPHERSON.

F.

£7 A gentleman who
has been suffering from
the Debility and Languor
peculiar to this -scason, 1 0 Pounds
says: “HooD’'S SARSAPARILLA is putting
new life right into me. I have gained ten

One hundred and ¢ statues, each 8 feet high,
will adorn the four facades. of the new Hotel

ins | can scarcely fuil to urrest like disease in their

wade

) withropy, he; bui

«more wisely than he knew.

atimene. Coat Sol seat pare

mos ut 8 Boulevard art-stere.

* Sunday-school Ransio, Br. 'urwen had estublisbed. It must be evident to the com.
no iden of creating a system for mu-i- moh sense of every one, that an agents which
cians, his ouly.purpose being
to . bring et so potently in breaking the ‘foree of dis.
plnin church ‘music

It works like magic, reaching every part of
the human body through the blood, giving to
all renewed life and energy.
My friend, you need not take our word.
Ask your neighbor, who has just taken one
bottie. He will tell you that "It’s the best
.
dollar I ever invested.”

from the fucts that the he
oo the coffin did
not present his features aud that the writing on
the coverings was of « later style; but on un-

The Tonio Sol-Fa Advocate is a month
ly journal published by Messrs, Biglow
and Main 4 «Est
Ninth Street,
New
York), io the interestsof the new system
of teaching music, of which so much is
naw heginaii tobe heard. Concerning
he Tonle
Sol-fa. system we learn the (ol.

urwen)

HOOD’S

_ Alterative and Cure for

in thé form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters
of inquiry. Send for pamphlet, Address as above, Mention this Paper.

This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Jahnson’s Indian” Blood Syrup in my family

sraelitish oppression,
whose mummy was
Iutely discovered in Egypt. The doubt came

pe

THE TONIO S80L-FA ADVOCATE.

Eoglan
Diana

SARSAPARILLA

ands since I began t& tke it.” Hastaken

cording to the logic of -his opponents.
Is
what be really says? Referring to the
writings » hich have changed the curreat
of his opinions, and to the doctrine in
whivh he used to acquiesce, with a cer
tain impsrtiality of denunciation the

For

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too far removed
to easily call one, and a still larger class
who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and need a
medicine to build them up, give them an appetite, purify their blood, and oll up the ma~their bodies so it will do its duty
{
No other article takes hold of the
willingly.
heey.
like »
ystoinand hits exactly the spot

and

an

Permanently

is unequaled as a positive

Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Six bottlesfor$5. Sent
by mail

Dr. Clark Johunson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.
4
.+ + Munchester, N. H.

LEBANON,N. H., Feb. 19, 1879.

NOTES.

The hellich heat of a wretched lite rushing back
ture’ the veins.

How's SARSAPARILLA

urckiy
y
Quickl

A

Dr.Stinson’s AsthmaRemedy

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleoplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
iy
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backacho, is always permanently cured Ly its use,
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Eicdney Complaints of either sex this
Cu
pound is unsurp:
d
LYDIA E, PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,

Promotes Digestion,

It Nourishes,

Co., Philadelphia
Pa.

HMA] [CURED
ove
SRE

ASTHM

It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving

ing place where her Just awaits the trump of
God, when the dead in the Lord shall ceme
forth, transformed inte the image of their glo-

“The sun of the Hmitless Universe sparkled and
shoue in the sky,
i
Flashing witu fires as of God, but we knew that
their light was a lie.

Gentnra,
Cleeulars fies.
As dress NamioxaL 1 vslismya

plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displ
and the
consequent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
:
;
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage
of
dev l
t. The
y to cancerous humorstherois checked very speedily
by its use.

in

Soprnia 8., wife of David T. Brook, died in
Alton, Oct, 18, aged 64 years. Sister Brooks
was converted several years since aud united
with our church in this village. For a long

ny”? imitations.
Rastrated lifeof our mar-

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Com-

ber in her 11st rest-

rified Christ,

to th

.E. PINKHAM'S

for all these Painful
socommon to our

EEL

© €0., 409 Washington St.,

Is a Positive Cure

Varied Properties.

EVERYWHE

gtockings,

|JEGETABLE COMPOUND. \ |

It Stimulates
the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defi
ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring
of the food in the stomach, If
the
medicine istaken immediately
after
eat ng the fermentation of food is pre-

time

join

lo il rn

SOLD SINCE 1870.

Com-

her come up higher. Death bad no terror to
her faith-filled vision of her crucified Lord enlonged

Nervous debility, etc. -

| The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!
11,000,000 Bottles

valid some four years ago.
At times her sufferings were extreme, but: she Always bore
them in a spirit of resignation.
A long time
she awuited the Master's summons, bidding
She

eases Fever £&
Ague,
BheumaDropsy, Heart Disease, Bil=

{ousness,

merce
. B. church. Since then she has lived }
a consistent Christian life, She became an in-

when with justified spirits she could

BLOOD,

CURES 22s

-

1807. She removed to Canadain 1848, and to
Commerce, Mich., in 1856. 8heremoved from
About 15 years

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
&

HEART DISEASE

EDNA TOMAS, wife of Edwin Hart, died at
Wixom, Mich., Oct. 80. Sister Hart was
born in West Tytherton, England, Sept. 20,

throned in glory.

** Allan. Brydges hath been chosen to
wake ye sleepers in meeting, and being

ards the sea,

it

of

Juckson, N. H., Sept 29, aged 61 years. After
two years of intense suffering
she calmiy
passed from arth to heaven, Sister C. wag
8a
worthy member of the Free Baptist churobl at

Howard, was baptized

June ye 3d,” he thus describes the *method" adopted by a zealous special officer
in the church ‘ministered unto by Rev.

to this « flicious intruder, but the greater

Star

the copy

LINE

was converted under the labors of Rev. R. L.

;

date

Morning

accompany

SUSAN B., wife of N. Crummet, died at]

at length found her.

A

A certain good brother, Obadiah Turn
er,,.
of Lyon, Mass., once kept a jour-

spiritual

of the

the

there to Novi township

>

«only life of whose existence he can feel
His wife, who shares his opinions,
sure,

physical

It is ‘editeddy Mr.’ Seward,

who evidently believes fully in the new
method, and that it will be universally
adopted as soon as its merits are understood.
:
:

, Tennyson on
the ‘Higher Pantheism”Mr.

patronize

o

oy

epi

Si

Jo

A

nev-

aot

at the rate of FOUR CENTS
PER
words,
VERSES. are inadmissible.

W

RERJ. 8. BIE

AGENTS WANTED Ey

Woman is the Hopb of the Race.

A
National Association of Tonic Solfaists was held at Chautauqua in ‘August
last, with delegates from thirteen differ.
ent States. It is proposed soon to establish a branch of the Tunic Sol-fa College
of London. to promote still further the
spread of the system. The Tonic Sol-Fa
Advocale is the authorized organ of the

er wore weirdly impressive than in this,
the latest fruit of his genius. Ewploying
the same metre snd selecting for a topic
the same border-lund of knowledge and
faith which he had used and illamined in

and without the capacity ot enjoying

it

frmly pleased with the results.

« jnspissated gloom" enwraps, though it
does not obscure, the roll of these mighty
lines. Mr. Tennyson has never been less
powerful,

adopting

with wuch enthusiusm.
It issaid that all
who make a trial of the system are uni.

of its contents. - What Dr Jobasoo called

without

_VVILLWIND
= by

Health of

throughout
the country are

sons who do

is but just that CARH should

Er

‘| ard, a well-known American musician,
has recently taken it up, and teachers

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries: should
be
dr
for the public, For the excess over
NE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per:

[5

until withiu a short time. Mr. T. F. Sew-

monologue, ** Despair,” inthe new Nine
seenth Century, does not belie the nawre

ry of » man without hope,

MRS. LYDIA E. PUNKEAN, OF LYNN, MASS., |
ze with Woman.
Woman can Sympathi
§

No systematic efforts to introduce the
pew method in America have been made

TENNYSON'S DESPAIR.
The title of Mr. Tennyson’s dramatic

ambiguous, seldom more

188}:

Lo
Sujeyug
2

more readers of the st ff notation than all.

30.

other musical systems put together.”

80, 1881.

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

tures.

perience, we find Tonic Sol-fa is. making’

The Morning Star,

NOVEMBER

STAR,

Tuto (he State of Kansas Without Change.
Running Throush (wes from Chienga
Tieket
Tickets aro sold at all Coupon
EB. ST. JOHN,

Ge

ih and Pass 4g’t, Ohdoage.
[}
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STAR,

T

WEDNESDAY, Nov:23.—The opening argument in the Guitean trial is concluded and
several witnesses for the defence testify to the

the west by the same causes, and is sbut

District of
Columbia
find
an indictment
against William Jones for attempting to kill
Guiteau.——The report of Mr. A. M. Gibson,
-the special attorney of the government in the
Star Route cases is made public to-day. The
* investigation reveals gross irregularities in the
manner of * expediting” mail routes under the

Miscellaneous.

administration of General Brady.

THURSDAY, NOV. 24.——National Thanks
Day.

It

is quite

geuerally

observed

have been 109 notable business failures in the
United States.——It is believed in Washington
that ex Senator Frelinghuysen bas been offered and has. aecepted the Secretaryship of
State in President Arthur's Cabinet.——19.320
persons to-day visit the Atlanta Cotton Fxposition.
.

FRIDAY, Nov. 25.——At

the Guiteau

It is estimated

York.——Motiey
" ‘gan sufferers.

Jews

land

is still needed

SATURDAY, NOv:

in

population of about 200,000,
2,000 copies.
;

New

The official return
monds exported from
mond fields in 1879 as
those obtained in 1878

for the Michi
:

26.——Mrs.

Garfield has

placed the late President’s literary estate in
the hands of Col. Rockwell.——Judge Cox
made a pretence of maintaining the dignity of
his court yesterday by threatening to clear the
court room upon any manifestation of feeling by the spectators and by threatening .to

gag Guiteau;

Guitean made

umination into his sanity.

sions,

made under the Coercion Act in Ireland.—
Gambetta defines his Tunisian policy to be an
efficient protection of French and European interests in Tunis. It is reported that more
tribes have submitted to the French.——Presi-

dent Calderon of Peru and his premier were arrested by the Chilians on the 9th instant and
taken to Santiago. It is thought by the Peru-

THURSDAY, NOV. 24——The Emperor William,of Germany, continues in very precarious
health.—Bismarck’s policy is severely and

in the Reichstag.

“1

my

only

decide

future

He

personal

says,

position

by the course of the session of the Reichstag.”

—=—The French troops claim a brilliant victory
in Tunis.——There are rumors of a revolution
in Venezuela.
FRIDAY,

Ireland

NOV.

under

25.——Arrests

the

Coercion

$65,000,000 of which

have

continue

in

Act.——Prince

Bismarck does not apprehend a conflict with
the Reichstag during the present session.——

Another plot to assasinate the Czar of Russia

a full

offithe

subject will be made the theme of a stirring

debate in the Chamber of Deputies shortly.

after

hard

fighting——The

* posed that fifleén lives were lost.
MONDAY,

Nov.

28.—The

decree

of

the

government against the importation of Ameri<an pork iito France has been withdrawn.
<The

‘Roumsanian government, on the other
hand, bas renewed the prohibition for a year.
—The Liberals have been successful in the
Brazilian elections.——An
unspccessful * at‘Aempt was made, on Saturday, at St. Petersburg, to assassinate a Russian general who was

iding over a commission for mitigating the
«sentences of exiles. The would-be murderer
wus arrested and proves to be a young noble-

:

;

man pamed Sankowsky.——Lord Hartington,
addressing his constituents, declared that the

ment would continue to act on the/Irish
‘with inexhaustible patience as well

"gs unswerving

firmness.——Russian trains are

‘running on the Caspian Railroad, whieh is 1n
Working erder to within five day?’ march of
Merv.

A

The

‘

Seventh Comet

af the Year.

Director Swift, of the Warner Astronomical
Observatory, Rochester,N. Y,,at 11 o’clock,P.
M.,of the 16th inst., discovered a faint, round
tailless comet in the constellation Cassiopeia,
which
has a right ascension of 1 hour 60 minutes and a declination north of 71 degrees with
a motion slowly westward.
This is the
seventh comet which has been discovered since

first and last award.

Inasmuch as the comet

a law office

by

y

i

A statue of Lord Byron has been erected at
Missolonghi, where he died, the ceremony of
unveiling being attended with great popular
enthusiasm,
Beecher will
January next.

be

threescore

und

ten

in

Mrs. Mary Clemmer is in New York, to obtain medical treatment for her eyes, which
have been seriously weakened by years .of
literary work.
Mr. Edward
Kimball isin special demand
again this fall in bis church debt-paying work,
applications coming in sometimes every day
for a week.
Mrs.

Garfield is now settled with

her

Avenue,

Cleveland.

ik

"

"|

. In

Director 8%
covered

it Denver.
;

Mercu

1882, b will visit
he
Bathe

Rout

B®

slipse,

Warner's

tronomical

Joe

at

past twelve |

punt

told

whi

until April and

will

there

then return io Mentor.

winter

the - possessor of $450,000—all earned

by her

own
charming
voice.
Among her
treasures is one of the most perfect emeralds in the
world;iv weighs twenty-three carats, and is
valued at $60,000. It was bought at the sale
of Queen Isabella’s jewels in Paris.

Mr. Frederick Douglass,

after a life of

strange vicissitudes, is spending his latter days
in comfortable prosperity. He is the possessor
of $100,000 or more, and his office provides him
with an annual salary of $7,000.
His duiies
are easily performed, and he has leisure for
writing and lecturing.

Mr. Julian Hawthurne’s family have already
arrived in this country,
low.

and he

will soon
3

fol-

‘Walt Whitman will not sail for Europe until
spring, feeling that in the present state of his
health a winter voyage would be rather too
Airy ing.

¢

.

Representative Reed of Maine has urrived at
Washington, and bas begun his campaign for
the Speakersbip. He does not make quite so

en a giver

, and

"on havi

% substantially”

impulse

the country

is to

a Dcaanics

devoted to the up-

as well as physical

the
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A Western minister, an old neighbor.of Ein.

coln, says that when the President was shot he

pringfield

at once ;

and see the Holy

is geverally
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water
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New York, lots,

Do
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first time,

Lincoln's

making

face.
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of cases

fig
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The followingis recommended

80;

Worcester

choiow 12 8 2%;

capful of honey; make one cupful of strong sage
tea; m'x with these one heapin
afol
of
Jivarized borax; beat all wel % doamno pris
fo throat with the compound every tweuly min.
utes.
,
send me ut your earliest posgible convenience two
dozen of your Pads. They are giving good satis’
faction to our customers,
A. M. THOMP-ON, Druggist, Mason City, Ia.

Cures kidney

for pampolet,

and Bladder diseases.

Send stam

How a Life was Saved.”
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NIGHT OF GLORY.
By W.

1859

are very pretty and of
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Burns.
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with
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*' The

by Edward

S. Holden, fully illustrated.

Other inter-

esting articles, stories, poems, ete.
Price, 35 cents; $4 00 a year.
A

.

:

Mail;

$20 per

100.

BICLOW& MAIN.

|.

Hiero-

glyphs of Oentral America,”

Progrpmme,

Price, 25 Cents by

(Colonial Monastery,”

illustration.

a high order.

rendered by any
School, and is not beneath the dignity of a Musical Society.
Of the ~everal Songs in this work, each
is complete iu itsell, so that selections
from them can be made. for any Christe

illustrated

M.

DOANE.

The whole is Shpropriate, can easily be

portrait of

other

HOWARD

This beautiful Sacred Cantata is one of
the best productions of its popular aue
thor. The melodies,
not too difficult,

706 East Ninth 8t., New

81 Randolph

Ww AT0

year’s

subscription, with the large photograph
portrait of Dr. Holland (size, mounted, 21
x27) $6 50.
Book-sellers and npews-dealers receive
subscriptions ; or, remittance may be made
by postal order, draft, check, or registered
letter to the publishers.
:

ONLY

Br
Chromomete »

$1.

York

St., Chicago.

Wazeh, and

will give the evact time in

Class

THE CENTURY CO.
UNION SQUARE, NEW York City, N. Y.

Sunrise Lands.

BY EDWARD A. RAND,
Second

Edition,

A fascinating and faithful account of the trip of a
party of boys with their uncle, who is a sea:caj«|
tain, from California across the Pacific to Japan,
with adventures in Australia, China and the Eastern seas. Contains more matter than any other
book of itsclass. Enriched with more than one hun.
dred and fifty illustrations. With arti tic chromo
beard cover, $1.75. Extra cloth binding, $2.95.
D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers, Boston. |
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in Boston, without benefit. Six
Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and: he has
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in small lots at $6 @ $6 50 ¥
bbl.
OAT MEAL.
e demand is steady but moderate for Oat Meal, with sales at $6 75 @ $7 75 # bbl
for common and fancy Western,
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
Western superfine...seeeesvsscccesees.-47 @ [5
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an estimate of his life and
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interest. For terms,
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illustrations.
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Low rate of
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the Stars,”
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BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Nov. 26, 1881.
CORN MEAL. There has been a fair demand for

in water morning and evening, and oftener if the

to his countrymen
partly to lecture
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eds ‘ Laompositions, which are 58 n number.
Garfield,” PRICE $2.00 BOARDS. $2.30

ed by Col. Rockwell.
:
The number also contains a frontispiece
portrait of
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almost at your igh
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Art,” by Richard
Régoriod by HILTON
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MARKETS
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TERMS a

Pinsuti, and there are more than 80 others of good
repute.
Gounod’s
“Green
Hill far away;”
Faure’s * Palm Branches;” aod Abts * Above

production of the words written . by Presi.
dent Garfield during his sickness; furnish.

THE MARKET.
Produce

VA:

nod, Sullivan, Marzials, Abt, Thomas,

the case.
The paper contains anecdotes
and reminiscences not before printed.

-

th

OWN TIME and

‘This splendid new collection of the hest Sacred
of the day, will be most valuable addition
to our llbraries, and is full of gems.
Among the authors we notice the names Gou-

The Story of His Illness, told by the phy-

011

iT |

it,
nts
large
Sold by all Drugglsts.

SACRED

possession of the
i

a.

300.000 ACRES &ewiriaaes pas mens.
Long

of
of

siciap in cuarge.
This contribution from
Dr. Bliss is his first untechnical account of

In our elimate, with its sudden changes of temperature, it is no wonder that our children, friends
and relatives are so
uently taken from us by
neglected colds; half
the deaths resulting from,
this oause. A bottle of N. G. White’s Pulmona
Elixir kept in the house for immediate use,
|}
prevent mach sickness, and by the use of a few
doses, save many doctor's b| . For sale every:
where.
TE dd
445

Boston

E

With the BEST

BURNETT,

* Oharaoteristics of President

we furnish you a large bottle for
50 cts.

suffering is great. If the feet are cold, the water | Mii, Franklin Oty, Vt.

Dr. Clapp, of the
University School of
Medicine,
{8 out with a work in which he
main.
|

of

and

ti

°BUY
on your

Fine FARM

Garfield at Sixteoly engraved by Kruell

from a daguerreotype in

i

Arnica

Your

PRESIDENT GARFIELD.
A Full-Page
Portrait, engraved by Cole.

As a remedy to purify the bleod, nothing can be
found equal to Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters. Price 25 cts. per bottle.

If
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school

of

remioiscences of twenty
Smalley. °
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conceived.

HODGSON

Ere

gloss, and is deligh
Pri ce Soven
-five
glass stovvered

Provi-

author of ‘‘ That Lass o’ Lowrie’s,” etc.
Portraits of, and papers regarding, the
late

loose, and

The best treatment
of chilblains is to pat. them | Do as

should

FRANCOIS

over 40

healthy growth with a igi

“* Through One Administration,” by

Elixir often enough to keep the cough

distance

the centers of the lenses of the spectacles do not
accurately coincide with the centers of the pupils
of the eyes, the consequence is that the images in
the separate eyes are a little displaced from the
positions which they ought to hold, and that a
somewhat painful and injurious effort has wo be
made by the eye to bring those images back
into due correspondence for accurate vision.
An
incipient squint is apt to be in this way produced.
Mr. Carter recommends that people should look
to the centering of their spectacles for themselves.
This may be easily done by standing before a
looking-glass with the spectacles in their place.
If the fit
is a good one, the center of the pupil
should then appear io the center of the rim. Fully formed spectacles are alwiys to be preferred
to folding frames, because they permit of more
satisfactory adjustment in this particular, and because they are more easily kept in the right posi.
tion with regard to the eyes. The only advantage
which the pebble enjoys over glass for the construction of spectacles is the immunity which it
possesses against scratching and fracture on account of its greater hardoness.—The Edinburgh
Review.
ey
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HOWELL'S SERIAL NOVEL,
** A Modern Instance.”

family.

the danger willsoon bé over.
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a new story,
MRS.

Sold by
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BALSAMUM ain ituJt
A lovely tonic and Hair
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* the most brillidnt and

When a cough”sounds like Croup—that is, dry
and hard—do not de'ay an instant! Give Downs’

tance of the page from the eye, and £0 calls for

crushed | cold at shorf

mes

single teaspoonful

D.

the following
as a sure ant never failing cure for | your ares vor iher Aiory holes vn 183813 ;
RA YoLPH &
the small-pox; One ounce
of cream of tartar dis. ern hall skim, 3g 9c; Nori
skim,
34 fe;
Ay | solved
in a pint of b ng water to be drank when] Western fuctory, choice
12 @ | 12%c; Western fac- postage-stamps.

Land,

Kristofer Ja en, 8 notable

DOL;

For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX
Platt St., New York.
156, |

to win.”
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Females.

CURED OF CONSUMPTION.

more importance than

was pronounced

Journal

friend

of the dancing image.
The exact fitting of the
frame-work of spectacles to the face and eyes is of

Monthly)

a story dealing
with characteristics
American life. The second installment

to
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KENNEDY,

diseases

should"

the ever-varymg

DOL-

mind the proprietor's

W.

mitten,

unceasing strain in the effort to keep the organ

Bear in

striking, as it is the largest and most
sumptuous, of anything
yet known in
American or European periodical 1t:ra.
ture.” The December issue fully equals it.
It contains:
:
First chapters of
?

most'by day and write most by night. 1t is worthy of note that reading causes more strain to the
When death was hourly expected, all remedies
eye than writing, and that reading, and that copying work in writing makes a greater demand u n having failed, and Dr. H. JAMES was experimentdn
th the poe
of Cal/utta, he accident.
the organs of vision than off-hand pr
1 al y
made a p
ration which cured his only
Twilight and a mixture of twilight and artificial child of Consumption. Mis child is now in this
He has
illumination should be avoided for any kind of sountry enjoying the best of health.
proved to the world that Consumption can be
work. The pale cobalt-blue tint is the best that positively and Jermanently cured.
The Doctor
can be employed when protection for the eye from
now gives this
Recipe free, only asking two three
cent stamps to pay expenses.
This herb also
intense glare is sought, as in the care of traveling
cures night-sweats, nausea ai the stomach, and
upon snow fields in hright«eunshine. The green
will break up a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.
grass that is often adopted for this purpose is not Address, CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St., Philadelphia, naming this paper.
16149
by any means 80 worthy of confidence.
Reading
in railway travelinz is objectionable in the highPe
est degree for a very obvious reason. The oscillation of the carriage continually alters the dis-

due accommodation for

Kennedy’s

Dr. Kenn
'g ¢ Favorite Remedy,” removes all impurities of the blood, regulates the
Liver and
neys. Cnres Constipation, and all

find

ADVICE TO THOSE USING GLASSES.
dam.

dence

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject

sufficient

and

The November number of THE CENTURY
MAGAZINE

H.

feet.

Very

disease

FOR DECEMBER.

Lothrops & Pinkham,

secured
to the patient by a

room; very few are kept sufficiently warm.—Dr.
J. H. Hangjord in The Cottage Hearth.

gentleman's

Your druggist bas it. ONE

(Scribner’s

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

Feet well cared for in these respects will rarely,
it ever be deformed by corns and the like, or by

This

of foul bi

LAR a bottle.

Approved by the Academy of Medicite of New

a want of attention in regard to the clothing of the

deformities.

Remedy.

to

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"

crash towel and the like, the brush, on the whole,
being preferable, as I think. As a P. 8, I will

any

of health.

FAVORITE REMEDY purified the blood and
restored to him the power once’ more to enjoy

CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
Stinging, smarting, Irritation of the urinary
passages, diseased discharges, cured by Buchuba. Druggists. Depot, Lothrops &
Pinkham,
ver, N. H.

weather, a source of general chilliness, of course
to be avoided. It is far better for such to resort
to the use of the flesh

and Mr. Ellsworth remains to this day..in the

bloom

THE CENTURY

peculiar

IS PERFECTION!
For RESTORING..GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR ity
youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY,
It
renews its life, strength and growth. .
Dandruff quickly removed.
A matchless Hair Dressing. Its perfume rich.

the system, prevent the return of the disease,

BED-BUGS, ROACHES.
Rats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, moequitoes, in.
sects, &c., cleared out by * Rough on Rats.” 15c.

druggists

WORLD

ITE REMEDY to afford tone and Etreugth to

Dressing

name and address: Dr. David
Roundout, New York.

weaknesses

WORLD.

Dr.

the eye, and plants on the pale chcek of beauty
the fresh roses of life’s spring and early summer
time,
i

and

5 Admi l

who was
and am-

his life. Are you suffering from any disease
traceable to the same cause?
Try Favorite

1t is for sale by all our
LAR
a bottle. -

.
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it.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound revives the drooping spirits; invigorates and harmo.
nizes the organic functions; gives elasuicity and

Depot,

Com
Complaint

ney

putated the limb. The Doctor then administered freely his great Blood Specific FAVOR-

indispensa.

lustre

the e ote
Stomac ia

a

Vegetine is Soldhy all Druggists.

none

was the offspring

Dover, N.

of cold

and

David Kennedy of Roundout, N. Y.,
consulted, held a’ different opinion,

Headache,

Femiile ' Weakness and’ General Dobility. oy.

Surgeon.

necessity,

in

Ce

Pains in i >
tion,

Faintn
rtness

most delightful we have ever used.
It restores
not only the color, but gloss and luxuriance,to
faded and gray hair.

of life, and

a continuance of this, after the return

the Successful

bya

.

Nervousness, Paina.

tion would kill the Patient on the spot.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor is one of the

81, at druggists,

safe rule for all.
The openness of flannels
is an
mmportant matter, since it allows a free gress of
air, promoting evaporation of the perspirable matter, and also a general purification.
Many, if not

may

a Hair

gia, »

Dizziness,

Mr. Abram Ellsworth, of Port Ewen, Ulster
county, N. Y., has realized this truth. His
disease involved the whole of the thigh-bone,
and the suffering man looked forward, not
without apparant reason, to death as his only
‘| deliverer.
His family physician refused to
amputate the limb—asserting that the opera-

Washington,

issues,

umor

ra

Physicianat Fault—Dr.

Kennedy

Money is the universal

BRAIN & NERVE.
Welle’ Health Renewer, greatest remedy on
earth for impotence, leanness, sexual debility, &c.

them at night.
Ty person
who
perspires
unusually during the
\Jay should have a thorough wash 'at night,
at the close of work,
with
an entire changed
of flannels, wearing
nothing at night worn during the day.
This is a

weather,

Old Family

David

boxes at druggists.

thus economizing this animal heat.
persons thus unusually exposed to such heat are
compelled to
flannels, it is absurd to wear

mokt, who have passed the meridian

of

Ca
Cane
Humor, “Eevasipelss Humor,
Canker, Sali Rhoums

:

but a-cynic or a fool will affect to despise

firmness to the st*p, restores the natural

the

It is quite certain, howev-

have bathed during the warm

Beatty,

Ayer’s laboratory

ble
to many,

have passed, which is safer than to omit them too
long and then wear them till the warm days of the
spring make them decidedly uncomfortable, and
of course, debilitating.

Mayor

Habit, if not necessity, makes
such as Dr,

Indeed, the pres.
in

The

New Jersey, is receiving hundreds of orders for
his Pianos and Organs for Christmas presents.
We advise our readers to order early and avoid
the rush. Read his advertisement.

The thick boots are not put

generally.

learn that

Scrafula, -Scrofulous

_ AMPUTATION OF THE LEG:

Beatty Organs and Pianos.
We

in the water, wear soft woolen stockings, to be

Indian Department,” ; Washin gion, D.C.

during

without

changed every day, and broad-seled shoes.
Creamery
choice,
fresh made.
‘There is a saying
that one should rub bis eyes | * Bory fair to,

candidutes, but he speaks very confidently of
his success, und says cheerfully, “ I am going

Sithe be bogies to ver

ful

Sefyediy popular, and

loud u flourish of trumpets as some of the other.

Diane
y
Ul
the
munificent weventeen different works,
AFF, to observe the fiction, travel and history.

patronage of

i

ned to live dise

endure

remove them as soon as the cold winds'of Afirch

three

They will remain

de-

Eminent physicians indorse Adamson’s Botanic Balsam as the safest and most effectual
remedy for Coughs and Colds ever discovered.
Sold by druggists and dealers at 35 and 75 cts.

feet warm. (I will here add tbat I have found the
* ventilated rubber boots” of great advantage in
.this regard, keeping ‘he feet dry and warm.)
I well know that there is a difference of opinion,
even among the wisest of physiciaus, in regard to
the use of flannels, But if worn at all, it is time to
put them on, at least, during the last part of November. Some Wear them even earlier, and then

n

pi

A

can

entertaining paper,
exception,

Straw

saddle, 14 @ 16c.

household by young and old alike.

ence of a *“ layer of air,” as in the case of “ double

in

;

1812 is expectedia the quarter
in which this

X

we

windows,” will have an influence

Personal.

Roscoe Conkling has opened

the first
of May last, four
of which meeting the
conditions
of the fund, have received the Warner prize of $200, Prof. Swift procuring the

much

oor $12a$13; Swale Hay$l0agll; Rye

og

of Boston, is a sprightly
is,

:

$20a21; Oat Straw $4a$10.
;
3
POULTRY.
Western—Tarkeys, choice 14 @ 16¢;
common to fair, 12 @ 136; Chickens,choice 12a 14c.
Northern—Turkeys, choice 16 @ 1¥¢c; Common to
fair, 12 @ 14¢; Spring Chicks, 14 8 16¢ ; Fowl 10 &
13c; Live Pouliry, fowls 7a 8c; Live Pouliry,
Chickens 9 @ 10c; Geese,10 @ 11c; Ducks, @ 16¢c;
Grouse,¥ pair, 100 @ 110; Partridges, #
pair,
60 @ Tuc; Venison, carcass,¥ ib., 8 @ 9c; Venison,

terest, instruct and amuse, and is welcomed in the

suffer

gay that the chilblams and various other acciden-

SATURDAY, NOV. 26.— Bismarck is going to
placard ninety thousand copies of his speech
(rom the throne all over Prussia,——Marin
[various practical works for the relief of the
cidents and calamities are unusually numeyous
sick and poor.
§ ust now.——Some French troops bave reached
Miss Aunie Louise Cary is mentioned as

Gafss in Tunis,

how

raion

$225;

Catawbas
7 @ Se.

CRANBERRIES. Choice Cape, #bbl., $9 3 $11;
County,$7 a #8.
:
HAY AND STRAW. Eastern 2nd Northern—Choice
coarse #23a $24: Good $18.8 $22; Fine $13 al’;

best of its kind published in America. It is filled
to overflowing with the choicest original matter,
of so diversified a character that it never fails to in-

ex-

tal difficulties of the teet are more or less caused by

Florence Nightingale, in spité of her sixtyone years and her long confinement to an
invalid’s- sofa, looks young and even handsome.
She is still deeply und actively interested in

Amercans in Berlin celebrated Thanksgiving by
a grand banquet. The Spunish steamer Jovellanos has foundered off Sun Sebastian; it is sup-

to

The attendance

cials of the department are resigning, und

subordinate

exposed

er boots, those of sufficient size.

closed

The elder Mrs. Garfield will spend the
with the widow of her son,

The

most

:

to gogsd, $150 @

Pears, ¥ bbl, $3 00 8 $4 00; Grapes, 1sabellas # Bb

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,

same boots are worn, since it is true that the
coldness is often attributable to the fact that the
boots are too tight, thus preventing the free circulation of the blood warm from the heart. It is
most surely done by putting on thicker and warm-.

* accrued.”

younger children in their new home on Euclid

impression.

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

with a ‘ hot head,” it is safe to look well to the
coverings of the feet.
Let no one suppose that
additional steckings will obviate cold feet, if the

ex-

has been discovered by the police of St. Petersburg.——The appointment of Paul Bert as
Minister of Worship in France has created a

profuund

inducing

upon the Theological School especially has
been larger than usual, Most of its students
are preaching regularly during vacation, We
learn that Rev. W. H.
Bowen, D. D., and Rev.
G. 8. Dickerman are to lecture before the College in natural theology and history respectively.
The prize in a Sophomore public debate Jesently was awarded to A. L. Whitmarsh.

the fall term Friday, Nov. 18.
arrests are

bitterly attacked

allow

Bates College and Theological School

.

United

on in season

The Navy Department would like $31,000,000
for new ships. The Pest-Office Department is
ulmost self-sustaining, snd wants little or no
more money.

ty thousand French troops are to ‘occupy Tunis until Jsuuary,—Kresh outrages are oc-

the

compara-

ure at this season, especially with those who rare.

The U. 8S. Government is better off by about
$100,000,000, than it was a year ago. But the
War Department will ask for $2,000,000 more
than it has had the present year, on account of
the greater cost of provisions.
The Interior
Department wants $100,000,000 more. for pen-

French forces advancing southward.—Twen-

by

The

deceptive,

and live, but to ‘avoid the causes of disease as
much as possible.
.
The feet, probably, suffer the most from expos-

acres

exceed
;

* biting.”
prove

Those

should be, not to see

this fall.

reported in Tunis between the Arabs and the

=

more

and the

the ordinary visitations of colds. And thoygs
this exposure may be preferable to the ‘
Hot.
house system,” it does mot follow. that this extreme exposure is safe or judicious.
Our object

President Durgin of Hillsdale
College is
>
lecturing on Iceland.
”
Over 80 Freshman are reported at Hillsdale

ABROAD.
TUESDAY, NOV. 22:——Continued fighting is

States.

and

days may

colder

Apples,choice,¥ bbl. $250

Apples, common

4 @ bc;

that je simplest statement of them affords the best

tremes of climate, enduring the greatest degree of

The military au-

thorities think him insane.

successor.

governmentof Peru
ued recognition of Calderon

frosts more
tively warm

growing

coldness, out iu the severest storms, do not

of tel-

gives the value of diathe South African dia£3,685,610,
, the value of
being £3,084,711.

Guiteau, has been delayed to

MoNDAY, Nov. 28.—Senator Logan and
Mrs. Scoville were the principal witnesses in
the Guiteau trial, Saturday.
The former testified to the prisoner’s repeated applications for
influence in securing office, and of his refusal to
recommend him in consequence of his apparent mental
deficiency. The latter sketched
her brother’s history.from boyhood
to the
present time, relating many instances of his
erratic conduct.——Assistant
United
States
Treasurer Hillbouse has tendered his resignation to take effect upon the appointment of his

vian minister at Washington that the Chilians
are determined to break up the constitutional

still

@ $300;

proofithat
it combines rare curative agents, and
1
When once used secures the confidence of the people.
—_—
ep
;
The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
ete.
Pamphlets free to any address. - Seth W.

er, that flannels should be worn by those who 1labor in over-heated rooms, being drenched in perThe whole number of letters mailed in this: “Bpiration.
v
countryin the last fiscal year was 1,046,107,While 1t is not true that flannels absorb the per348.
The number reaching the dead-letter
spiration more readily than other textures, it is
office was 3,323,624, or one in every 315.
certain that they absorb"more- of it, and that they
The trial of Mason, the soldier who ‘shot at do not 3s readily conduct off the heat of thq body,

a statement and

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 23.——Some

not
,

are

state of the system.

It is not unlikely that the next National issue
to divide politics in this country will be Pro
tection vs. Free Trade.
:

took his usual
position of leading counsel; the
evidence was
directed to the effort to show
Giteau’s insanity.

. purring in Ireland.

does

nights

ly have * warm feet.”

million

.|

ordinary citizen, iri some degree debilitates, pre-

up

of land have gone out of cultivation in England during the last ten years.
The daily circulation of the most popular
newspaper in the city of Mexico, which has a

trial

Sanitary.

paring for “colds.” And let it- be remembered
that colds do not result as much from mere exposure to chilliness. it may be, as from a depressed

by the last census, is 50,

that about one

(bloody:

some to delay the wearing of warmer attire. The.
warm:h of the day, with the labors usual to the

'

Chieago is about to compel the burial
egraph wires under the streets.

the testimony for the defence is continued in
relation to the mental derangement of the prisoner,-——F'rost appears in variods parts-of the

South.——800. Russian

The

The city government of Venice have concluded to turn some of the canals into streets
and to introduce small steamboats in place of
the gondolas.
:

throughout the country.——Since Nov. 18 there

dysentery

ADVICE FOR DECEMBER.

The total population of the United States, as

finally determined
155,783.

and

By druggists, 50 cents.

©

somewhere in the vicinity of Melville Sound is
matter of conjecture. The Tribune urges the
dispatch of another relief party up the eastern
coast bv the way of Davis Straits and Baffin’s
Bay—Ezx.
'
q

weakness of the prisoner's mental caliber before the tragedy.——The grand jury of the

giving

flux).

diagrheea,

APPLES, PEARS, &¢.

Stomach.

SEsER

composition of his Cabinet.

colic,

ih the

SBBBIEREIE

22, ——William = Jones,

charged with attempting on Saturday to shoo!
Guiteau,
was yesterday committed to: jail to
await the action of the grand jury. The testi
mony for the government in the Guiteau case
was concluded yesterday. Mr. Scoville began
his opening argument for the accused.
To
day the argument is continued.
Mr. Scoville
attempts to prove the insanity of Guiteau.—
Jones is released from prisonen $5.000 bail.
—The Kennebec Journal is suthorized ter
state that Stcretary Blaine will retire froin. the
Cabinet early next month.— Robert Shelton
Mackenzie, author and journalist, died in Philadelphia yesterday, aged seventy-two years.
~——Pres. Arthur has declined to see a committee calling to consult with. him about the

cures

Humor

M uch of the distress and sickness attributed. to
dys]
sia, chronic diarrhcea and other causes occas! 0!
by humor in the stomach. Several cases,
with all the characteristics of these complaints,
have been cured by Hood's Sarsapariila. Oher
cures effected by thi8 medicine are so wonderful

©a86s

HOME.

Nov.

Dr. Pierce’s Compound Extractof Smart-Weed,
comiposed of extract of Jamajca
ginger, Smart.
weed or water-pepper, and best
nch brandy,

:

32D

TUESDAY,

'

ROTI

AT

Pole.

SAIN

Hetos Summary,

North

e0ea000eE60

The

\ The region about the North Pole is almost
the only partof the earth's surface which bas
«et been explored, and therefore will con:
tinue to present great attractions to explorers
despite the difficulties presented, and notwithstanding the fact that no practical or scientific
results commensurate with the expenditure
are attainable or even anticipated.
The latest
reports from this region are those frem the
Arctic search
steamer * Rodgers,”
which
sends back a mail by a chance whaler.
To understand this report the reader must open an
atlas. He will see off the extreme northeastern
oast of Alaska,
and northeast of Behring
straits, an undefined point named Wrangel
Land.
The * Rodgers” has reached this land
in its search after the ¢ Jeanngtte "—a previous Arctic explorer whose fate bas given
rise to apprehen~sions—und has discovered that
it is an island, and that the * Jeannette” has
not Junded upou it; ut® least no signs of her
landing were discoverable upon the coast.
Whether she has availed herself of an unusually open sea to push.stiil further orth, or
bas been carried to the-east by ice floes, or to
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